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ProLogis
Acquires 39
Acres
ProLog" . a leadtng global
provider of dtstnbution facilities
and service~. announced that tt ha:,

acqutred 39 acres to butld 849.000
square feet of ra1l-served dtStnbuuon space tn the Inland Emptre.
ProLog1s development w1ll be
immediately adjacent to The
Burltngton Nonhem and Santa Fe
Rat! way Company's planned
transload faciltty. to be known as
the BNSF Logistics Center in
contmued on pugt' 3

REAL ESTATE NOTE\

AT DEADLINE

Loans to Small
Businesses
Doubled Since
2001
With the end of the 2004 ftscal
year on Sept. 10. the L.S. Small
Business Administration closed out
a record-shattenng year and contmued to build upon a steady stream
of accomplishments. providing
more than twice as many loans to
small businesses as m FY 200 I.
The agency surpassed its prev1ous
Iend10g records in both the Oagship
I( a) and 504 loan programs. and
established volume records 10 loans

continued on page 5

page40

RBF Consulting
Breaks Ground
RBF Consult10g (RBF) broke
ground on the1r nev. Temecula
office, located at 40880 Country

Center Dnve 10 Temecula. RBF
Sen1or Vice Pres1dent Bill Green.
welcomed office staff. as well as
RBF executives and spec1al guests.
includ10g Paul Garrett, and Kirk
Wnght from The Garrett Group,
Jim 0 Grady. City of Temecula.
Amy Walker. representative for
Congressman Darrell lssa. and
Assemb lyman Ray Haynes to the
groundbreak10g ceremony to celc·
brate RBF s accompltshments over
the past 18 years and promote the
future growth of RBF.
The groundbreak10g was a

CALENDAR
page 47

tesumony to the hard work and perseverance of the RBF team, stated
Bob Kallenbaugh, president of
RBF. We are extremely proud of
the contnbut1on RBF has made to
the communtty and the bUtld10g
10dustry over the past 60 years and
we look forward to continu10g to
serve our publtc and private sector
clients for another 60 years to
come. RBF has been responsible
for numerous landmark prOJects 10
the Inland Empire 10cluding The
Promenade Mall 10 Temecula;

Employment
Training
R1vers1de County rece1ved

$199.995 m State of Califom1a
Employment Traimng Panel
funding to provide custom1zed
training for workers at Riverside
County manufacturers facmg outof-state competition. The RtverSide County Econom1c Development Agency will subcontract
wnh Umversny of Califomta at
Riverside to retrain 335 employees from various compames.

Lennar Communities -

Harveston

ProJect,

Redhawk

Manufacturers will work With
UCR to customiZe the trammg to

continued on page 3./

continued on page 3
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Cut Workers'Comp Costs
In·

~fu·hael

Wt'lltper. PT. '11 PH
California employer> "ere
hoping for more relief from high

cent.

premium~

But there\ a hght at the end of
the tunnel. The nc" Ia" offers
employers more control over med-

by no". They expected rate cut> of
at least 20 percent after the passage
of the new ,..·orkers' comp Ia\\
(SB899) last April. but so far rates
have dropped only about 10 per-

authorizmg them. bcgmmng tn
2005. to destgnate Medtcal
Provider Net"orks (MPNs) to provide all treatment to inJured work-

work.ers ·camp insurance

ical care than ever before-b)

ers. In the past. employers had control over employee medical care for
only 30 days after the tnJury was
reported.
The final regulcHion-. for MP s
are due this month. The network-.
will have to meet certain standards

mon occupational injuries and Illness
•Types of prO\ tders
•Continuity of care
•Medical decision making
•Treatment guidelint.:s

involving:
• Accessibilit) of care for com-

The standards must also
include a process for allowing
employees a choke of prov1dcr in
the network (after the fir'it visit)
and for gelling second and third
opinions. If an employer or 111\Urer
uses an approved WPN. covered
employees would recc1ve their
medical cart' 111 this network unless
a pre-dc..,ignated phy . . u.:ian j.., t.:ho. . en prior to an lllJUTJ ( lnfonnauon
on IH?'\'. or revi . . etl \\ orker-., · compensation regulation.., will be posted
on the Di\ i'iion ot Workers'
Compensation
\Veh
sue
at
http:/ /w" w.dir.ca gov/dwc
throughout
the
rule-making
process.)
Only networks approved by
the Caltforma Department of
Workers' Compensation will be eligible to treat injured workers.
Therefore. choosmg the best MPN
will be crucial for employers who
want to lower their workers· camp
costs. and facilitate a safe and timely return to work for thctr inJured
employees.
Because n:habilltation care 1s
one of the most signJfKant cost
drivers for worker..,' t.:omp mjuries.
employers should t.:ons1der choosing a specialt) network for the outpatient rehabilitation portion ot
their MPNs. Pickmg an cxpcrt to
administer rehabilitation serv1ces
-'"carving out" phySical and occupational therapy services - rather
than using a single source to provide all medical specialties offers
employers the following advan-

Nfusic and Talk

Now

\\it

ll

Broncka~t

I PW'tHJ

GEORGE PUTNAM
rvioncla r-fricla
N UOI -2plll

tages:
• Directed patient referrals to
a network
highly qualified and
credentialed
physical
and
occupational therapists with a
proven track record of reason·
able and appropriate standards

or

of care.
By promptly directing care to
such providers, employers can better control costs and also protect
themselves against those workers
that have potentially fraudulent

conrinued on page !I
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Inland Empire Industrial Market
Among America's Best
by Peter McWillwms
Vice President
Colliers Seeley International, Inc.
What does the Inland Empire
have in common with places like
Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas and New
Jersey? All are among the fastestgrowing industrial real estate markets in the country.
Similar to those other cities, the
Inland Empire has become the
major distribution hub for the westem U.S. ln the last six years 11 has
added more than 80 million square
feet of new industrial warehouse
space to lead the nation's sub-markets in positive net absorption and
growth. With a total base of some
280 million square feet, the Inland
Empire accounts for most of the
growth in the Los Angeles basin
which covers about 1.5 billion
square feet of industrial product.
Fortune 500 companies and
large national and international
finns are acquiring or leasing
industrial space in the region as
soon as it becomes available, especially big box facilittes with
I 00,000 square feet or more, as
they consolidate their dtStnbution,
warehouse and logistics operations
into large, state-of-the-art facilities.
Several new buildings exceed one
million square feet, such as Dayton
Hudson\ planned facility in Rialto.
Mattei's new operation in San

Bernardino.
There seems to be no shortage
of money as major mstitutional
investors recognize the long-tem1
stability and future growth potential in the Inland Empire market.
Although much of the industrial
space is now occupied in such
western IE cities as Chino,
Fontana,
Ontario,
Rancho
Cucamonga and Mira Lorna, we
anticipate tremendous growth for
big box development to the e"'t, in
Fontana, Perris, Redlands. Rialto,
Riverside, Moreno Valley and San
Bernardino.
Over the past 12 months, sales
and leasing activity totaled more
than 25 million square feet, representing a strong rate of chum equal
to 9 percent of the base of approximately 205.6 million square feet.
This all bodes well for the IE's
industrial market in the future, as
long as the economy remains
strong, which is anticipated to be
the case, according to the Blue
Chip Economic Indicators Group
and oLher economists.
The major reasons we view this
market as continuing to be very
strong are:
• A large supply of modern,
avai !able space
• Proximity to the pons of Long
Beach and Los Angeles, which
account for 40 percent of the overseas imports coming to the U.S ..

with that volume expected to reach
the 300 percent growth rate by
2020
• Relatively low rents and property taxes, in comparison with the
adjacent submarkets of the San
Gabriel Valley. City of Commerce
and the South Bay
• Immediate access to the vast
Southern California economy and
market
• Good transportation infrastructure
• Large labor pool
Rents have begun to climb in
the IE as land prices have doubled
over the past three years, and construction prices have increased by
20 percent in the past year. Big box
rental rates have grown from a net
28 cents per square foot per month
in 200 I to the current rates of 32 to
34 cents. Despite the rise, the IE
continues to lag behmd Los
Angeles and Orange counties
where rents for s1milar products
have climbed from a net 35 cents to
a net 48 cents. In comparison, the
lE continues to be a relative bargain.
Rents for the new space
being developed in the eastern IE
are ranging from 27 to 32 cents net,
where land is still more avai lab le
and therefore more economical.
Also fueling the optimism in the

Ken L. Wheat, CPA, has
joined the staff of Desert RegiOnal
Medical Center as the new chief
financial officer.
Wheat will be responsible for
the overall financial management
for the facility, business plannmg,
accounts receivable management.
managed care operation, decision
support/finance, general accountmg. health mformation management. materials management and
patient mtake.
"Mr. Wheat is a young upand-coming executive with proven
accomplishments who we are very
pleased to have join our management team,''' said Truman Gates,
CEO of Desert Regional Medical
Center. Prior to joining Desert
Regional Medical Center, Wheat
held positions of chief financial
officer, controller and assistant controller at North Fulton Regional
Hospital in Rosswell, Georgia. He
was also a compensation analyst at
the Electolux Corporation in
Marietta, Georgia and a personal
banker at Bank South in Atlanta.
About Desert Regional
Medical Center
Desert Regional Medical
Center IS affiliated with Tenet

conrinued on page 5

conrinued on page 7

ProLogis Acquires 39 Acres
cominued from page 1
Fontana. and will be one of the few
state-of-the-art. rail-served sites in
the Los Angeles Basin. Its strat egic
proximity to BNSF's transload and
intermodal facilities will allow c ustomers to capitalize on rail-to-door
efficiencies.
The ProLogis site is located in
Kaiser Commerce Center in the
heart of the Inland Empire West
submarket, which is currently 97.2

percent leased. According to industry estimates, net absorption for
2003 in the Inland Empire market
was more than 15 million sq uare
feet of space.
Larry Harmsen, senior vice
president for ProLogis, said, "This
development will provide ProLogis
with a unique opportunity to serve
our customers who require railserved distribution space. This is a
key strategic acquisition, not only

GABRIEL
,..~

UABRIEL
fMIIIONo\4f:!IITAI.SOVKfS

Reliable

&

Ken Wheat
Named Chief
Financial Officer
at Desert
Regional
Medical Center

because of its prime location m the
lnland Empire but also because of
its proximity to the BNSF facility.
ProLog is and BNS have engaged in
a strategic co-marketing effort to
attract rail -oriented users to
ProLog is' distribution facility and
BNSF's transload facility. We also
are excited about other opportunities where ProLogis and BNSF can
partner in the future."

Empl9yment
Tratntng
cominuedfrom page I
meet their needs in the areas of
business, computer, continuous
improvement,
literacy.
manufacturing and management skills.

For more information regarding
this projecr. please call Jerry
Craig, worl.force del'elopmenr administraror, at 951.955.3133.
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City of Ontario's Annual State of the City Event Wins
International Economic Development Council Award

INDEX
Columns

This November in the ltr/aml Empire Business Journal!

On Tuesday, Sepl. 21st a1 the International Economic Development
Council (IEDC) 2004 \nnual Conference 111 S1. Louis. Mi"ouri. the City of
Ontario was presented with two et:onomic development awards: the

News a11d Features
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.
.
2
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Body language you can respond m having a successful presentation.
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. . . 15
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past century-and yes, we are eagerly poised to seize this opportunity and
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event, as well as an honorable mention in the multimedia category for its
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"campus" along with vehicular traffic along Sierra Avenue and the
I 0 Freeway-including travelers from Ontario International

Loans to Small Businesses
Doubled Since 2001
In FY 2004. the SBA backed
74,825 7(a) loans totaling $12.5

under the 504, or Certified
Development Company, program.
The number of loans made under
each program was a record, as well
as the combined total.

Airport.
The entire development. comprismg approximately four total
acres, includes two free-standing restaurant "pads." The developer
will be actively schelling Interest for development of these "pads"
as h1gh-quality, fam1ly-oriented, sit-down. ··dinner-house" style
restaurants (excluding "fast food" and /or "drive-through" facillues.)

billion to small busmesscs. and

8.168 loans worth $3.9 billion

Inland Empire Industrial Market Among America's Best
continued from page 3
region is the ernergmg development
of the fanner Norton Air Force
Base in San Bemardmo. known as
Alliance California. and the March

PORTER'S

Fontana is extremely pleased to announce that Sierra Hotel

Group has selected the city for construcuon of a. 120-room-hotelHihon Garden Inn Hotel.
The hotel facility will be located on the south-east comer of
Sierra and Slover Avenues within the Empire Center Development.
The hotel facility will capllalite on development occurring w1thm
the Empire Center Business Park, expansion of the KaiSer Hospital

2004 Book of Lists Resource Publication
(value: ~JO)
to women, minorities, and veterans.

and Michael Cantor, former U.S. Secretary of Commerce.

Hilton to Locate in Fontana

Subscribe for two years to the
Inland Empire Business Journal
and receive complimentarily our:

continued from page I

people who attended the event. A video presentation was featured which
mcluded interviews with Steve Forbes, editor in chief of Forbes Muga:ine,

Air Force Base redevelopment in
Moreno Valley. known as Meridian.

Alliance California is bemg

developed
Hillwood
by
Development of Texas. wh1ch
already has landed such compan1es
as Kohl's Department Stores 111 an
550,000
expandable
facillly.
Mattei. Inc. in 1.25 million square
feet of space. and Pep Boys with its
600,000 square feel of expandable
space.

recently

make available up to five million

announced deal w1th Stater Bros.
Markets will bring an estimated

square feet of nev..· indu~Lrial space

In

addition,

during the next two years.

1.000 JObs to the forn1er military

The current vacancy rates in the

installation on a mega-campus on
more than 100 acres.

IE. based on recent acuvuy, are sull
droppmg, as demand contmues to
outpace supply.

Colliers Seeley InternatiOnal.
which is representing the prOJect on
behalf of Hillwood. expects to

PRIME STEAK HousE

"Serving an extraordinary dining experience."
Porter's is proud to fealure USDA Prime Midwestern Beef, the htghest
quality and most flavorful steaks available, along with exceptional Fresh
Seafood and Chops. Experience Porter's specialty martinis and cxtcnstve
wine list. After dinner enjoy your favorite cognac, pori or a seler lion from our
tantalizing dessert menu. Semt-private dining room available. Reservations
required. Located in the DoubleTree Hotel Ontario. Servtng lunch Tuesday
through Friday, Sunday brunch, and d111ner seven nights a week. For
reservations call: (909) 418-4808
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Robbie Motter. A Person Who Touches Many Lives
on a Daily Basis.
1 have learned much
has ing been appomted b) her
and mel so many
local county superv JSOr. and she
dynamic individualso currently serves on the advials. and I can't wall
sory board of the Inland Emp1re
for the 2005 conferWomen's Busmcss Center.
ence:' says Robbie.
For the last SIX and a half
Dunng Robbie\
years, she has served as the
career she \~r·as a sinNauonal Assoc~ation of Female
gle parent raising
Executives (NAFE) western and
eral go\·cmmcnt area.~ acro~s the
three
children.
mid-Atlantic rcg1onal co-coordicountry. she left corporate
Balancwg
home,
nator \\here she oversees 23
America in 1985 to become a
work. children and
states for AFE. NAFE IS the
marketing/PR consultant and
her civic duties
largest businesswomen's netnational speaker. In her work, she
forced her to learn
work 111 the U.S. and is headquarhelps entrepreneu" and busi11me management
tered m ew York.
nesses expand their markets. She
skills in balancing
She is also a gold founding
abo assists small business and
the many obstacles
sponsor for the For You
nonprofit fimJS to help them gam
she faced on a daily basis. During
Network--the ultimate network
publicity and learn strategies to
some of those years she worked
for women with heart with over
boost the1r business and gain
two and three jobs to earn the
16 networks in the Southern
market share. Robbie also finds
income to support her children
California area and a membert1me to g1ve many hours in volship base of almost 400 memand put them through college.
unteer work helping women
bers. For You is a nonprofit
"Those years were a great
achieve their personal and proorganization and is also a NAFE
training ground in the little red
fessional goals.
affiliate network. She currently
schoolhouse," says Robbie, "as
Originally from Hawaii, she
serves as an advisor to this netback in those days there were no
has lived in numerous places in
work and its members.
such things as a mentor." She
the U.S.. 1.e.. Omaha.
E;
Robbie believes that everypledged over those years that
Houston. TX; Washington. D.C ..
one should belong to a profeswhatever she learned she would
Short Hills. NJ; Sacra~1cnto; and
sional organizauon. These organtake time to share these experiSun City. CA "here she currentizations help you meet mentors
ences with others to help them
ly lives.
who can enhance your career and
aclueve their goals and dreams.
In addition to her consulting
share experiences, which help
She " proud of her greatest asset
and speaking/seminar business
you grow both personall y and
that is her children, all of whom
she also, for the past five and a
professiOnally. She also feels
are grown. All are married and
half years. has taught marketing
you should join a service and/or
have very successful high-level
in the UCR Riverside Extension
civ1c organitation and donate
professional career> in different
Certificate program. She writes
some of your time in helping othparts of the country, and they also
the "Courageous Woman" quarer:-,.
try to make a difference in the
ter ly article for the For You
Atte nding large bust ness
lives of people they wteract with.
Maga:ine and IS a co-host of
conferences like the Inland
Overthe last 15 years Robbie
" Insight" a public television
Empire's Women m Business
has won numerous awards for
sho\\ on Long Beach Cable
Conference he ld every May at
her work and dedicatiOn to othNetwork
that
airs
each
the Ontario Convention Center is
ers. Some of her local awards
Wednesday night at 6:30 p.m.
a great way to offer you great
have been:
Both in her writing and in her TV
networkmg opportunities for VJS-2003 YWCA R1vmide preco-hnst work she finds interestibi lity, and to hear and learn from
sented Robbie with one of their
ing individ uals to share their
some of the best presen ters in the
"Women
of
Achievement"
experiences with others.
world.
"One of my greate"
awards.
Robbie also served two years
experiences for the last five years
-2003 Bu.smess Press selecton
the
Riverside
County
has been to wo rk wit h Ingrid and
ed Robbie as one of the "Leaders
Com mission lor Women's board
Bill An thony on this conference .
of Distinction" and she was also
Robh1e Motter is a true entrepreneur and a person that every
day of her life devotes to makmg
a difference m other people\
lives.
After spending 25 years 111 a
\ariel) of top corporate poSItions. "h1ch mcludcd large corporatiOns as well as state and fed

Robbre Moller
a finalist in the nonprofit category.
-2002 She was selected as
one of five winners in the NAFE
Women of Excellence Award,
and picked as the Outstanding
Mentor for 2002.
-200 I the Santa Ana Small
Business Administration (SBAI
named Robbie as their "Women
in Business Advocate"
-200 I Soropllmist Inter·
national of Riverside selected
Robbie as the winner of the
"Women
Helpmg
Women"
award.
The awards go on and on but
like Robbie says. "It's great to be
recogn ued for your work by oth·
ers but the greatest award to me
is to be able to make a difference
and to help others achieve the~~
dreams and successes."
One of Robbie's favo rite
quotes comes from Napoleon
Hill, it says. "Whatever the mind
can conceive and be lieve, the
mind can achieve."
She
believes
evef)one
should go for his or he r drcamv.
they arc there for all to achieve,
each day is a new day.
Visit her website at www. nnot·
ter.com

CORPORATE

PROFILE

Giving the Gift of Health
Riverside Community Health Foundation;
Innovative and Accessible Health Care
ldentJfying the basic need of
those whose circumstances render
them unahle to receive adequate
heath care services, the Riven:ilde
Commumty Health Foundation
offers accessible and affordable
health care to those individuals and
their families throughout Riverside
and its neighbouring communities.
Formed in 1973, the Riverside
Community Health Foundation is a
non-profit public benefit corpor•tion providing health education and
services to the people of Riverside
for more than 30 years. Originally
initiated by Riverside philanthropist Rucll Johnson, along with other
community and medical leaders, its
primary purpose was to provide
philanthropic support to Riverside
Community Hospital. The Health
Foundation then became an independent body when the hospital
joined the for-profit Health
Corporation of America (HCA). As
a direct result and over a period of
several years, the assets from the
hospital's transfer to HCA ownership created a $60 million dollar
endowment fund that provides the
financial opportunity for the development of Riverside's community
health needs and objectives.
The mission of the foundation is
to provide a caring and adaptable

approach to commur11ty health.
This is greatly reflected through the
diversity and innovativeness of the
service it provides. The underproVIded families of Riverside are the
primary concern for the foundation.
Many children and elderly do not
rece1ve adequate basic health care.
They have limited choices available
to them in relation to essential medical and dental care. Most of these
families have little or no access to
the health care benefits normally
provided by employers and hence
cannot afford individual health care
insurance or services. As a result,
the foundation has initiated two
main strategies to focus on the
problem: The ftrst is a series of
family health centers concentrating
on providing primary care medical
services. The Eastside Family
Health Center is already established
and the Arlanza Family Health
Centre will open soon in 2005. As
well as medical services, each
month the centers provide essential
health education such as seminars
on smoking cessation, weight management and fitness strategies. The
centers also offer preventive and
restorative dental care services.
The second program that
addresses this issue is the aptly
named Healti1 in Motion program.

Ken Wheat amed Chief
Financial Officer

CVB Financial Corp. Report

continued from pg.3
California, the state's largest hospital system. Founded in 1951,
Desert Regional is a 393-bed acu te
care facility located in Pa lm
Springs. The center's Richards
Emergency{frauma Services is the
Coache lla Va lley's onl y acute

CVB Financial Corp. and 1ts
subs1diary, Cillzens Busmess Bank,
announced record results for the
thlfd quarter of 2004. This included record deposits, record loans,
record assets and record earnings.
It was the strongest th1rd quarter m
the history of the company.
Net Income CVB Financial
Corp. reported net income of$17.1
mi llion for the thi rd quarter endmg
Sept. 30, 2004. This represen ts an

inpatien t rehabilitati o n unit, the
Nabisco Dinah Shore Wellness
Center. This highly acclaimed
faci lity has been featured in
"Champions of Industry" on the
Discovery Channe l and listed in
Forbes magazine. To leam more
about these and other serv ices at
Desert Regional Medical Center
v isit www.desertmedctr.com.

Th1s JS the product of a partnership
between Riverside Community
Health Foundation and Community
Health Systems, Inc. This 38-foot
mobile clinic provides basic health
care scrv1ces to low income, uninsured individuals and families in
convement. access1ble locations.
The mobile clinic travels to nine
regular sites each month as well as
heaJth fairs, community centers and
schools. The clinic treats minor
medical ailments and performs
immunizations, physicals and wellchild exams.
In addition to offering treatment
and health educational services to
the local commumty, the foundations also provides the Executive
2000 Council "E2C." This is a
business-based. philanthropic organization, committed to meeting
the health care needs of Riverside's
business community. E2C membership fees help sponsor both primary
care and preventive care programs
throughout the Riverside area.
Yearly dues range from $250 to
$2,000. Non-profit organization
rates begin at $200. E2C is attractive to large and small businesses.
offering professional and personal
educational and networkmg opportunities to its business leadership
members.

increase of $3.6 million, or 26.46
percent. when compared with the
$13.5 million in net income reported for the third quarter of 2003.
Diluted earnings per share were
$0.35 for the thlfd quarter of 2004.
This is up $0.07, or 25.00 percent,
when compared with earnings per
share of $0.28 fo r the third quarter
of2003.
Net mcome for the third quarter of 2004 produced a return on

The foundatiOn has a significant
impact on local health care needs
and its efforts are fundamental to
health care development and social
well-being of River~idc and its surrounding commumty. There arc
continuous obstacles facing those
families deficient in resources or
transportation, or for those to whom
the English language is not the
native tongue.
The foundation continues to
undertake other unsolved concerns
relating to community health care
and the conLnbutions from individuals, businesses and organizations,
make this progression achievable.
For more information and advice
on donations, please call the foundation at (951) 788-3471 where a
foundation officer will be happy to
discuss your gifting queries. To
request Health in Motion for a
health fair or a special event, contact Ninfa E. Delgado, director of
community outreach, at (909) 7883471. Recorded schedule information is available at (909) 328-9859.

Ri\'erside Communit}'
Health
Foundarion is locared a/ 4445-A
Magnolia A1•e.. Riverside, CA
92501 Phone. (951) 788-3471 Fa.\
(951) 788-3589 Or I'ISil we/nile
w~1'li'.rchf.orx

beginning cqu1ty of 24 19 percent,
a return on average equity of 23.34
percent and a retum on average
assets of 1.57 percent. The effiCiency ratio for the thlfd quarter
was 45.80 percent, and operatmg
costs as a percentage of average
assets were 2.00 percent.
Net income before gams and
losses from securities and the sale
of rea l estate was $16.8 million for
the th ird quarter of 2004. This was

Continued on page I 0

"Time Out"
With Bill Anthony & Joe
They review gourmet foods,
travel and world famous restaurateurs...

...plus guest interviews with award winning chefs, renowned wine connoisseurs and leaders in the hospitality
·each
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Understanding Commercial LeasesTop Five Legal Issues Facing Tenants
by Kenneth Chung. Esq. -Kring and Chung. LLP

DUFF & PHELPS/INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
STOCK PAGE
THE GAINERS

forceable.

The fine print lurking in commercial leases may often have a significant impact on a tenant's rights. One should not assume that a lease must
be fair simply because it is a standardized form lease. Rather, the lease
should be reviewed in irs entirety to ensure that there are no surprises down
the road. The following are some of the lease provisions which require
careful review and consideration.
l. Lease Ex tension Option. The existence of an option to extend the lease
tenn is often critical in maintaining the value of your business. The mere
existence of a proviSIOn which purports to provide an extension option for
a specified term may be insufficient. For example, some option provision)
will specify that the option is personal to the tenant and is not subject to
assignment or conveyance. Such a restricrion is generally enforceable and
will not permit any subsequent tenant from exercising the option. In such
a situation. the new renant should seek to obtain a specific wrillen assignment of the option directly from the landlord before signmg the lease.
Another example where an option may be held invalid is if the option provision does not set fonh an ascertainable ...randard for detennining the rent
for the renewal period. For example, if the provision simply provides that
the "amount of rent Will be mutually agreed upon by the panies•· and docs
not specit) any standards on how such an agreement will be made, then the
courts have held that such provision is too tndefinite and ts therefore unen-

MANNERINO
LAW

OFF

CES

may be of significant value Ill a subsequent sale or sublease transaction.
There are a myriad of issues which can be negotiated as they relate to
assignment or sublease provisions. Among other issues, the tenant should
seek to negotiate an assignment provision which proves as much flexibility to assign the lease. to ensure that the landlord cannot unreasonably withhold its consent to assignment; and to anempt to phase out or eliminate the
tenant's potential obligations under the lea:se upon assignment or at some
time shonly after the assignment.
3. Paymen t of "Key Money" Proh ibited. In order to curb abuses by
some commercial landlords who charge a significant fee ("key money") as
a condition to renewing the lease. Civil Code Section 1950.8 was enacted
on Jan. I, 2002 which, with some exceptions. prohibits a landlord from
charging a fee ("key money") to renew the lease. Hence, if you believe that
an unreasonable fee is being demanded as a condition to renewing your
lease. your attorney should be consulted to find out your rights and remedies.
4. Non-Disturbance Agreement. Almost all leases will set fonh a
Subordination and Attomment provision which are designed to benefit
those lenders in place prior to the execution of the lease. If the landlord
defaults under the loan, the lender may take ownership of the propeny

continued on page 12

KCAA1050AM
Inland Empire
Balanced Talk Radio!

Company

Current
Close
HOT Topic Inc
19.03
CVB Financial Corp
23.10
Channell Commercial Corp
4.04
Foothill Independent Bancorp 22.24
Pff Bancorp Inc
38.09

Beg. or
Month
17.04
22.22
3.95
22.06
38.27
Ticket

American States Water Co
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp (H)
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H)
HOT Topic Inc

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
FOOT
HOTT
KEYS
MOOT
NVH
PPBI
PFB
PROV
WPI

Keystone Automotive lndustnes Inc (L)
Modtech Holdings Inc
ational RV Holdings Inc
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc
Providem Financial Hidgs (H)
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking
and financial advisory organizations. All stock
data on this page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
mendation is intended or implied. (310) 284-8008.

Start your morning with /MUS in the Morning

G. Gordon Liddy " The G-Man "
Rev. Barry Lynn
"A Tireless Campaigner"

"Laws were made to be broken "
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been b/am 'd; fo r
not to know we smn 'd is innocence"
Str Willtam Da11enant
1606-1668
9 33 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUITl 110 Rf<NCHO CUCAMONG A CA 91730
(909) 980 1100 • fAX (909) 941 8610

AI Franklin

Chuck Harder
"For the People"

Lacey Kendall - Ray Peyton
Local News Up-Dates
Weekdays 8 AM - Noon- 5 PM

KCAA 1050 AM Talk Radio
...the station that leaves no listener behind!
909·885-8502 • info @KCAARADIO.COM
Call Daren Lane for sales

Top five, by percentage

Point %Change
Change
11.7%
1.99
0.88
4.0%
0.09
2.3%
0.18
0.8%
-0.18
-0.5%
10121/().1
Close Price
24.72
4.04
23.10
12.30
22.24
19.03
18.11
7.46
10.33
11.45
38.09
26.29
26.42

Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close
Month Change
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
12.30
15.18
-2.88 -19.0%
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc 18.11
22.00
-3.89 -17.7%
10.33
National RV Holding Inc.
12.43
-2.10 -16.9%
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
26.42
29.46
-3.04 -10.3%
26.29
29.00
-2.71
-9.3%
Provident Financial Hldgs

Company

9/30/2004

% Chg.

52 Week

52 Week

Open Price

Month.

High

Low

24.90
3.95
22.22
I5.18
22.06
17.04
22.00
7.54
12.43
Il.83
38.27
29.00
29.46

-0.7
2.3
4.0
-19.0

26.80
5.38
23.76
I6.14
23.70
32.30
29.95
9.5I
18.85
15.25
40.95
29.58
50.12

20.82
2.10
17.81
8.72
18.91
13.85
17.60
6.45
7.91
8.75
33.93
20.01
24.50

0.8
11.7
-17.7
-I. I
-16.9
-3.2
-0.5
-9.3
-10.3

Current P/E
Exchan ge
Ratio
NYSE
34.3
NASDAQ
19.2
NASDAQ
17.7
NYSE
NM
17.7
19.6
15.1
NM
36.9
I6.1
15.1
12.0
14.1

NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE
ASDAQ
NYSE

Notes: (H)- Stock hit fifly-lwo week high during the month. (L)- Stock hit fifty-two week low during the month, NM- Not Meaningful

LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom-

Don lmus

THE LOSER S

Top five, by percentage

2. Ass ignment a nd Subletting. The ability to freely assign or sublease

Five Most Active Stocks
Month Vo lu m e
21.0 I 0.458

Stock
HOTI Equity
WPl Equity
FLE Equity
KEYS Equity
AWR Equity

13,138.300
8.533,100
1,998.324

830,800

D&P/I EBJ Total Volume Mon t h

Glencrest Investment
Advisors Hires Securities
Trader
Glencrest I nvestment
Advisors Inc. welcomes Steven
L. J ordan as a securities trader.
G lencrest is an investment advisory firm that specializes in
wealth management and financial planning for high net worth
individuals, businesses and
institutions.
As a sec urities trader.
Jordon is responsible for the
discretionary trading of all equities and fixed income securities,

and monitors daily financial
market development in support
of Glencrest 's portfolio managers.
"Jordon's analytical skills
and investment industry knowledge bring a h igh level of trading expertise to Glencrest," said
Michael Wines,
managing
director and c h ief administrative officer for Glencrest.
Prior to joining G lencrest,
Jordan worked as an investor

43,096,470

services representative with the
law firm of Clyde Snow
Sessions & Swenson, as well as
Harrisdirect LLC, both located
in Utah, and Merrill Lynch in
California.
Jordan earned his master's

Monthly Summary
10/21/04
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

4
9
0
3

in business administration in
finance
from
Claremont
Graduate University, and a
bachelor of science in business
administration
from
the
University of Utah.

Forest Lawn® Acq_uires
Mortuary Facility tn
Cathedral City
Acquisition paves the way for
Forest Lawn to bring excellence in
mortuary, cremation, and funeral
sen•ices as well as community programs to the Coachella Valley
Building on its commitment
to provide excellent facilities,

planning services, and community
events that celebrate life throughout Southern California, Forest
Lawn® Memorial-Parks and
Monuaries announced its acquisiconttnued on page 28
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CVB Financial Corp. Report
cominued from page 7
up 5.5 million. or 49.29 percent,
fTOm net income before gains and
losses rrom securittes and the sale
of real estate of $11.2 nullion for
the tlmd quarter of 2003. These
results produced a rerum on beginning equity of 23.79 percent, a
return on average eqUity of 22.96
percent, and a return on average
assets of 1.54 percent The correspondmg efficiency ratio for the
third quarter of 2004 was 46.07 percent, and operating costs as a percentage of average assets was 2.00
percent.
Net income for the mne months
ending Sept. 30, 2004 was $44.6
million. This represents an increase
of $5.9 million, or 15.16 percent,
when compared with net earnings
of$38.7 million for the same period
of 2003. Diluted earnings per share
were $0.91. This was up $0.12, or
15.19 percent, from diluted earnings per share of $0.79 for the same
period last year.
et income for the nine months
ending Sept 30, 2004 produced a
return on beginning equity of20.78
percent, a return on average equity
of 20.10 percent and a return on

COMMENTAR Y

a' erage assets of I .45 percent. The
efficiency ratio for the nine-month
penod was 48.77 percent, and operatmg expenses as a percentage of
average assets were 2.08 percent.
Net mcome before gams and
losses rrom securities and the sale
of real estate was $45.0 million for
the nine months ending Sept. 30,
2004. This represents an increase of
$9.0 million, or 25.09 percent,
when compared to net earnings
before gams and losses rrom securities and the sale of real estate of
$36.0 million for the same nine
months period m 2003. These
results produced a return on beginning equtty of 20.98 percent, a
return on average equity of 20.30
percent, and a return on average
assets of 1.46 percent. The related
efficiency ratio for the nine months
period was 48.61 percent, and operating costs as a percentage of average assets were 2.08 percent.
Co rporate O verview
CVB Financtal Corp. is the
holding company for Cttizens
Business Bank. The bank is the

cominued on page 42
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When the Truth Becomes
the Loser
hy Joe Lvons
Another presidential election
campaign has come and gone and
again the people have voiced their
opinion. But more and more the
people have come to express frustration with the campaign process
as well.
And why not?
More and more it has become
glaringly apparent that everyone
on every side will say anything to
win.
True. That's nothing new.
"Remember the Maine," and
"Fifty Four Forty or Fight" were
meant to take us to war. "Rum,
Romanism and Rebellion" would
be considered a hate crime by
today 's standards.
But what about today's canlpaign tactics?
Wi ll stem cell research really
heal Michael J. Fox by Christmas,
or will it just ferrnent the forrnation
of federally-funded fe tus factories?
Are the Indian Bingo parlors really
paying their fair share or not? And
how can the tribes, the out-of-state
casino interests and the governor
al l be on different sides of the
issue? Doesn't that make three different sides?
The amazing part of a ll of this
has been that the same media that
rakes in millions 111 political advertising has taken to play truth-or-

dare with the candidates and the
issues.
Questions like "Did John
Kerry really get three Purple
Hearts in Vietnam?" and "Just
where are those Weapons of Mass
Destruction, anyhow?," now get
juggled about by everyone from
Matt Lauer to some local news
jockey.
Dick Cheney tried to pnch in
with a plug for a web site that
reported a balanced assessment of
each statement, but he got the web
site address wrong.
It is factcheck.ORG.
NOT factcheck.com.
Well, at least the reporters got
the right location and the
Annenberg-funded site has never
been more popular.
But what about the people who
don't surf the net? How can they
be sure that a proposition that
promises them better health coverage and makes Wai-Mart pay their
share, won't ultimately cost the
same voters their jobs? And does
somebody really want to build a
hotel-casino-bordello across the
street from the local grade school?
And just what does that have to do
with gridlock on 1-1 o·)
I have to believe that the old
adage is true-"Never let the truth
get tn the way of a good story."
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Cut Workers'Comp Costs
continued from page 2
claims.
• A case management progr am in whi ch providers are he ld
acco u ntable to provide
the
a p propriate level of care to
m a tch t he patient's needs.
One new regulation limits
patients to 24 physical therapy visits. and for the vast majority of
cases, that is sufficient:
however.
that cap may encourage some
providers to deliver more visits
than necessary. An effective case
management system monitors utilization of services to ensure that
patients receive neither too much-

nor too little- treatment. Ideally,
physical therapists should be
expenenced peer
reviewed by
case managers rather than nurses or
claims managers who lack the
training to
properly monnor the
continued need for a particular type
of specialty care.
• Patient satisfaction measures that deal with the treatment
process as well as its outcomes.
Quality of care mcludes the
treatment process as well as its outcomes. Do patients have to wait
several days to get an appointment?
Was enough time spent with the
injured worker on how to avoid re-

mjury?
Patients need to feel
they've recetved sufficient treatment as well as instruction on how
to avotd re-lllJury, and feel
providers are Interested in their
well-being. A satisfied patient is
less likely to sue the employer
and/or msurer.
• Independent rehabi litation
practitioners who own their own
offices.
Research has shown that these
therapists-as opposed to those
working in physician, or corporateowned physical therapy offices, do
not have conflicts of interest in
ownership that can drive up utilization. raise costs and compromise
quality of patient care. A study

reported 111 the New England
Journal of Medicme found that
physical therapy was initiated 2.3
times more often by physicwns
who referred patients to their own
rehabilitation clinics than by physicians who referred patients to mdependent facilities.

Michael Weinper. PT. MPH, is president and ceo of PTPN. a national
network of more than4, 000 prirate
practice rehabilitation therapists
experienced lfl treating workers'
compensation injuries For more
mformation on PTPN, \·isit
»'l-1"\V.plpn.com

Subscribe Now! Call Today Inland Empire Business Journal (909) 989-4733

EXECUTIVE
K. H ov na nian Home®, the eighth
largest homebuilder in the United
States. announced the promotion of
Sha nn on Pollacc hi to the position
of marketing research supervisor
for Corporate K. Hovania n
No rth ern Division . Pollacc h i
received a bachelor of arts degree
in communication and public relations
from
California State
University, Sacramento tn 1998.
She is also attending classes to earn
a California real estate license. as
well as obtaining a member certification from the Institute of
Residential Marketing.. The law
firrn of Knobbe Marte ns O lson &
Bear is pleased to announce that 11
has hired Ms. Ju lie McC loskey to
work in its Riverside office. A total
of 10 new associates were hired
firrn wtde, bringing the total number of lawyers to over 160.
'11cCioskey recetved her B.A 111
sociology with an emphasis in
physio science from the University
of California, Los Angeles and her
J.D. from the University of
Southern California School of Law
where she studied mtcrnational
intellectual property htigation.
M cClosk ey spectalizes tn mtellectual property litigation. unfair competition, patents, trade secrets.
trademarks and domain names ... D.
Linn Wiley, prestdent and chief
exec utive officer of C iti ze ns
Business Bank, a nno unced the

appomtment of Myriam Soto to
the position of vice president and
regional service manager in the
bank\ sales and service division.
Soto's professional career incorporates over 18 years of banking
experience in sales and business
development as well as approximately 14 years in commercial
banking.
Soto attended
the
University of Puerto Rico and participated in various sales and banking classes ... Kev in W illiams has
been named director of hotel operations and sales for the 12-story,
250-room Fantasy S prings Resort
Casino Hotel and 100,000-squarefoot specia l eve nts center scheduled to open on Dec. 21st 111 the
Palm Springs area. Wil liams has
held various positions within casino
resort management during the past
two decades, including Hilton
(now
Caesar ...
Nevada
Entertamment). StatTOn Casmos
and most recently. director of proddevelopment
for
uct
Hotcls.com ... J ennife r St a rnes was
recently promoted to resort sales
manager to handle all hotel and
special events center booking of
corporate groups for conventiOns.
trade shows and meetings. Sta rn es
had worked the past two and a half
years as sales coordinator for
Fantasy Springs Casino. Starnes
previous posi tio ns include sales
manager for a nati onal cosmetics

NOTES

company
in
Oklahoma and
Southern California and project
manager for a Michigan construction company.. .I rw in Mortgage
announced Ri ck F r azie r has joined
the staff of its retail branch in
Upland as a loan officer. Rob
Patterson is the branch managcr. .. K. H o\-· n a ni a n Ho m es announced the promotion of J e nnife r
La hm a nn to the position of human
resources manager, Ontario Group.
La hm a nn was transferred from the
New Jersey corporate offices to
Ontario where she as\umed the
position of assistant human
resources manager. In her new role,
she wi II head all human resources
activtt1es mcludmg staffing and
benefits administratton .. .Joseph A.
Richards, \lic hael 0. '11ueting
and Timothy W il kes, the fanner
pnncipals of R ic ha rds '\1 ueti ng
Wi lkes have joined !'somas'
Riverside office. Josep h Rich a rds
ts the new director of planning for
Pso m as' Riverstde office, which
serves the Inland Empire/Desert
region. '11ic h ae l '\1ue t in g will
serve as project director for land
development consulting for the
regton. T imot h y W ilkes, A l A .,
brings hts extenstve land p lanning
experience to Psom as. Wilkes has
over 35 years of architectural
design
and
planning
experience ... Khymberli S. Apaloo
has been named partner at Haslam

& Perri, LLP one of the Inland
Empires most prestigious and successful family law practices.
Apa loo recetved her undergraduate
degree in political science from the
University
of California
at
Berkeley with a bachelors of ans
degree in 1992. Ap a loo is a member of the San Bernardino County
and Western San Bernardino
County Bar Association .... Cal State
San Bernardino P r eside nt A lbe r t
Karn ig was selected as the 2004
Inland Empire Public Sector Leader
of Distinction. The honor was presented at the annual Business Press
Leaders of Distinction Awards
Luncheon
at
the
Riven.ide
Convention. Ka rni g is entering his
etghth year in leading the university as Cal State San Bernardino's
thtrd president. Smce he arrived on
campus in
1997, P res id e n t
Kar ni g"s contributions ha\'e been
recognized by the NCAAP's
Pioneer Award. the Diocese of San
Bernardino·, VtSton of Hope
Award. the El Sol Azteca Award
from La Prcnsa. the Keeper of
Light Award from the CSL:SB
Black Faculty and Staff. and
Con g r ess m a n
J oe
B aca 's
Community Lcadershtp Award for
outstanding service and dedication
to the community.
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Computer Vulnerability in the 21st Century
hy J Allen Leinher~~er
Your computer is at risk from a
terrorist attack.
So is your cell phone. your
PalmPilot. your iPod and your
refrigerator. Anything electric, even
your watch can be stopped. wiped
out. burnt up.
And no firewall. or password
or encryption program can save
you.
No. the threat does not come
from a pre-teen hacker down the
block, nor from a bomb, despite all
of the stories about how accessible
nuclear weaponry is to enemy elements.
The first atomic bomb was
dropped on Japan long before I was
even born. It blew up two cities.
Legend has it that there might have
been more.
The hydrogen bomb was a bigger. badder development of the cold
war. It still didn't count. It wasn't
until the advance of the computer
age that the electromagnetiC pulse
came into its own as a weapon of
incredibly mass destruction.
Forget everything that you
heard about Y~K. The EM pulse
can truly put us back mto the stone
age.
You saw it at work in the

James Bond film, "Golden Eye."
Remember the jet fighters fallmg
out of the sky? That EM pulse came
from a satellite in orbit. By the lime
of the remake of "Ocean's Eleven"
they had a devise that could fit into
a van and it could shut down all the
lights in Las Vegas.
Today an EM devise can fit
into a briefcase. or a backpack.
Maybe even smaller.
All you need is a wristwatch
sized timer and something called a
nux compression generator, or
FCG. An FCG is linle more than an
explosive charge inside a copper
coil. The co1l is energ1zed by capacitors creatmg a magnetic field.
When the timer sets off the
explosives. the tube expands out,
touching the coil and creating a
short circuit. That short circuit
compresses the magnetic field
while reducing the inductance of

the coil. This creates an electric
shock that is set free during the
device's
self-destruction. The
shock lasts less than a second. but it
produces a current of tens of millions of amps.
I spent a year at the Air Force
electronics school in Buloxi,
Mississippi and I only JUSt comprehend some of this. But I understand

this much.
Everythmg shuts down.
In close proximity. batteries
bum and computer chips fry.
Computers go blank and digual
cameras and can1corders go blank.
Your ballery-powered watch may
let you know when the thing went
off if it has a sweep hand. If it has a
digital readout. it will go blank forever. Your car, your toaster, anything controlled by a computer chip
no longer works. Power supplies
shut down. Lights go out. Even
your car won't run.
Like a hand grenade, the effective area IS limited, but lethal. If the
EM devise goes off in a bank, all of
the records will be blanked out.
Imagine if one went off on the floor
of the New York Stock Exchange.
So what is the defense? Can
shieldmg of any son protect things?
Yes, maybe.
Go back to the Bond movie. A
helicopter in the story was designed
to be protected from the EM blast.
In the real world, certain rooms in
any building can be designed to
protect valuable information. Ironically, the room would be much !Jke
a '50s bomb shelter, with a !Jule bit
of wiring to help defuse the force of
the electromc blast.

Is this dangerous?
Yes.
Do you need to lose sleep
tonight because of 11?
No.
That it Can be done does not
mean that it Will be done. The technology exists but !Jke everything
we have managed to invent, someone will invent a way to guard
against it.
So don't worry the next time
you cue up the Beach Boys on your
iPod or call home to your kids on
the cell phone. But remember that
all of the great new technology that
we have come to rely on in the 21st
century can be made as vulnerable
as that pencil that keeps disappearing from your desk.
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What Are They Thinking?
How to Read and Respond to Your Audience's Body Language
by Patti A a -oOII. M.A.. C.S.P
Wouldn't ll be great if you
could get mSJde the minds of your
audience and know what they arc
thinking about you and your presentation? Actually, you can- by
reading their body language. Once
you know what they're thinkmg,
you can respond and have a successful presentation. Learning a
few simple body language signals
can help you discover the answers
to the following questions.
I. Do they understand?
When audience members are
confused, they will move in a random way. pick1ng things up and
pulling them down, They will shift
in their seats or shuffle their feet.
Their brows may furrow and they
may rub their eyes or face typically
downward as if they could clear

Call Today

thetr head of the confusiOn or touch
the1r temple or forehead symbohcally pushing the on buuon for the1r
brain. Their eyes may blink open
and close as if they hope they could
see more clearly. Also look for cues
that look asymmetrical. symbolicly
saying, I am a !Jule off the mark.
They may tilt the1r head to the side.
lean to one s1de, shut one eye and
squint or show one facial expression on one side of the face and
another on the other side. If someone wants to ask a clarifying question but isn ·t sure it's safe, she may
cover her mouth with her hand.
2. Are they bored?
Look for signals that show they
have shut down or turned off. An
audience member may turn away
from you or slump in the chair.
Sometimes people will lean backwards and lazily rest their arm
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Understanding Commercial LeasesTop Five Legal Issues Facing Tenants
Colllinued from page

8

through a foreclosure and thereafter extinguiSh the lease since the lease is
deemed subordinate to the loan. A "Non-Disturbance Agreement" provides
that the lender who takes over the property must recognize the lease and
continue the tenancy without disruption. A Non-Disturbance Agreement is
critical to ensure that the tenant does not lose its lease in the event a lender
takes over the property after a foreclosure.
S. Waiver of Subrogation Rights. In the event of loss or damage which
is covered by insurance. the insurance company may pay for the loss and
thereafter file a "subrogation" lawsuit against the party, other than the
insured, who caused the loss or damage. For example, if as a result of the
landlord's neglect, the tenant's property is damaged by fire, water or other
peril covered under insurance, the tenant's insurance company would pay
the tenant for the loss and pursue the landlord under subrogation. Some
leases will require the tenant to release and waive its subrogation rights.
Although there are some benefits in obtainin g a mutual release and waiver
of subrogation rights (i.e. the landlord's insurance company cannot pursue
the tenant for damages caused by the tenant), the tenant must be cautious
before signing suc h a provision. Some insurance policies will terminate

coverage if its subrogation rights were waived by the insured. Hence, the
insurance company may have no ob!Jgation to pay for an otherwise covered
loss if its right of subrogation was released by the insured in the lease. Any
lease provision which bears upon insurance matters shou ld be reviewed in
conjunction with the insurance policy in order to maximize the tenant's
protection.
The foregoing is not an exhaustive list of issues which sho uld be considered prior to signi ng a lease. A real estate anomey should be consulted
at the outset of the lease negotiation process in order to maximize the tenant's rights.

Kenneth W. Chung is a senior partner with the law firm of Kring & Chung.
LLP where he heads the firm's business and real estate department. With
more than 30 auorneys in three offices in Irvine. Ontario, and San Diego.
Kring & Chung is one ofSowhem Ca/ifomia'sfasred-growing,ful/-service
law firms. For more information about commercial leases or with questions about this article, please comacr Mr Chung at (949) 261-7700 or via
e-mail at kchung@kringandchung. com
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around the back of the chair or in
mock nap lime posture by slumpmg
forward in their chair. leaning or
lying across the table. They may
also put the head to the s1de or
down, break eye contact, fix their
eyes into space, close their eyes for
brief or even long periods. They
may have a vacant look on their
face because they aren't tuned in.
3. Are they frustrated, impatient
or ready to go?
If they have gone from boredom to irritation, there may be big
hints that they want to move on to
another pomt or are ready to leave
the room, such as reading a newspaper or checking their watches or
their PDAs. If they are extroverted
types such as sales people. they
may symbolically run from the
room by crossing the feet and movmg the dangling fool quickly up
and down. jigglmg the crossed-over
knee. or tapping the foot.
4. Are they not buying in? Do
the) feel attacked? Are they
defensh·e or angry?
Sometimes your mcs..,age IS
controversial or diff1cuh for an
audience lO take. If your audience is
defensive, they will symbolically
protect themselves by shulling
down. getting away or attacking.
They shut down by crossing the
arms, legs or ankles or shutting the
mouth into a thin line, They may
grimace and cover their mouths
with their hands. They will "run"
away by looking away, turning the
heart and upper torso away, or
pointing the legs or feet toward the
exit and exhaling quickly and loudly. They will symbolically attack by
clenching the teeth, Jaws, hps or
hands. They may square off the
body to you in a confrontational
way, putting their hands on their
hips.
S. Are they resentful ? Do they not
like yo u or dislike your vie" point
or co nte nt.
If an audience feels mJured or
mistreated by you. your message or
the whole dam meeting, you may
see them do the followmg: cross
their arms: stiffen thc1r back or

limbs; grimace; look or tum away;
or \how the signs of anger mentioned above.
6. Do they doubt you or your
claims? Do they think you're
lying?
When someone is suspicious,
he w1ll look at you m a JUdging
way. A suspiCIOUS person IS trying
to fonn an opm10n. Her body shows
her discomfort. Look for furrowed
brows, squtnting eyes. peering
down, lilting the head or llghtenmg
the hp;. as 1f to stop a disparagmg
comment. If the audience does not
beheve you. you'll see gnmacmg
and exhahng through clenched
teeth. head shaking, or a tight smile
masking their displeasure.
7. Do they get it?
When audience members are
excited and happy. they fill up with
those good feehngs. Look for a sudden shift usually upwards and a big
inhalation. <.,hi fling the weight. u~u
ally forv.:ard or bouncing in the seat
or a rocking motion.
8. Are they interested and excited?
The audience signab their
mterest by smiling. tillmg the head
(to hear bener). furrowing the brow
in concentration but not with a
pained look, and by leaning forward and blinking (with excitement
so as not to miss anything). They
are "up" for what you are saying, so
their overall posture will be up and
attentive as well.
The next time you speak, try
these tips and see if you can 'read'
your audience. By understanding
their body language. you can tweak
your presentation and make it even
more of a success!
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Paai Wood is one ofrhe nation's rop
body language experts, wrth Ol'er
20 years of experience research1ng

and teaching nonverbal communication She has taught at the rmi\'ersitv lel·el and wrillen the book,
"Success S1gnals-Body Language
in Business," Pleuse \'isit·\-nt·w.puttiwood.net
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Advantage of Open, Honest Communications
With Employees
hY lame.\ Sheurl'l·
A fatl-proof, no-cost way to
increase productivity m a business
enterprise is to widely share
infom1ation about the bu...,iness with
emplo)CCs.
This
informatton
include" profitability. market share.
bu-.llless plan .... operational results.
and C\ en 'trateg1c d1rection. It aJ ...o
includes had news a:-. \\ell as good
fl('\I.S,

\1m:h like the mem~p., of an
athletic team. compan) employees
are ke} stakeholders in their
busmess team. They are commined
to the business if for no other
reason than their livelihoods
depend on the business' success. ln
order to maximize their individual
and collaborative contributions to
the business. they. like athletes,
need infonnation about the current
state of affatrs.
Few would argue that a football
player one point behind in the 4th
quarter will perform differently
(with more intensity, more effort.
and more energy) than he would if
his team were 45 pomts behind. It is
acknowledged human nature to put
forth extra effort when the
individual clearly recognizes that it
wtll make a positive difference. As
it is in sports, so it is in the business
world.
Owners. prestdents, and/or
general
managers
(hereafter
collectively referred to as the GM)
naturally want to protect their
busines'>es. It is one of their duties
and obligations. One way GMs
might do so is to zealously guard
sensitive information about the
company and disseminate that
information, if at all, to only a few
key employees. The G M might
consider other employees as
untrustwonhy or. more probably, as
simply not needing to know the
ongoing status of the business. The
reasons why the GM might not
widely share sensitive information
with
employees
are
really
irrelevant. The logic, however, is
faulty.

Some advantages and considerations are.
• Employees arc truly riskmg
their financial well-being. their
credit worthmess. thctr lifestyles,
and thetr future on the success of
the entcrpnse. Because employees
arc ri-.ktng so much. they have a
legJtimatc right to kno'' the
finam:ial and busmes ... condillon ol
their compan)
{One ... pecific
benefit j, that a company facing
empiO) ec cutb<.H.:k s due to negative
bu ... iness conditiom, can pre,ent
untold hardship on employees by
advismg them in advance of the

negative
conditions.
The
information gives the employees an
opportunity to adjust their lifestyles
accordingly. This openness is a
company cultural beh:wior most
GMs themselves would welcome if
their own livelihood was in
jeopardy.)
• The key to what level of
detailed mformation is shared is
that it can (and should) be tailored
to the group receiving the
information. For example. the top
management team might get a 500line, 20-page detailed mcome
statement and a detailed balance
sheet and cash flow statement.
Hourly employees might get a onepage summary of the three above
documents with the income
statement being less than 15 lines.
Similarly, the top management
team might develop very detailed
strategic and operating plans.
including
specific
market
strategies. Hourly employees might
get a very brief synopsts of the
goals and objectives for the next
year. The result is that the hourly
employees know in general terms
how the company is doing for the
month and year-to-date against the
plan, as well as the ge neral
direction of the company.
• Employees fully aware of the
business si tuation can adjust their
individual focus and effort to the
pressing needs of the business.
(Example: A durable goods
manufacturing company found
itself in very serious trouble with its

customer base for recent extremely
poor dell\·ery performance. The
problem \.vas caused by several
unexpectedly large orders beyond
the short-1cm1 capabilities of the
company. The operation was
alread) running 24/7 with all
bottlenec~
equtpment
fullymanned. -.;o <Wertnnc \\as not an

option. The new!) appom1ed GM
told the prodw.:llon emplO)CCs ,~,:hat

''as hap~ning. Thi-. ''as the first
ume sensiti' e information had lx!cn
shared throughout the company at
that level. He explained the nature
and magmtude of the problem and
asked for their help in increasing
factory throughput. The factory
already had a good work pace - the
production employees were not
''taking it easy" on the job. But now
that the employees knew the
situation, includmg the downside if
things didn't very quickly get
better.. they "cinched up their belts"
and worked a little more intensely,
a little more purposefully, and with
a little more focus to produce more
products. The increase wa.s enough
to solve the temporary delivery
problem and prevent lost market
share. In addition. the solution was
instantaneous in its effect and had
ze ro cost. And. most importantly, it
increased employee trust in the
company and in the GM because he
had been open and honest about the
problem and had trusted them with
the sensitive information. The
alternative soluttons of buying
more production equipment or
implementing new processes or
methods would have taken months.
would have cost tens of thousands
of dollars, and likely would not
have prevented the loss of market
share.
• As mentioned in the above
example, frequent, open and honest
communications build increasing
level s of trust between the company
and the e mployees. As thiS trust
becomes stronger and stronger over
time, it can result in a non adversarial labor relationship that
enhances cooperation, prevents or
reduces labor unrest, and increases
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mdividual employee responsibility
and ownership for thelf own
perfom1ance.
• Involved. trusting employees
can become a great source of ideas
to
further
improve husiness
performance.
The
company
communicate.., to them and they. in
turn. communicate to the company.
Their "uggestions can save huge
;.mlOunts of monc) and can make
the business more productive, more
responsive to the marketplace. and
far more likely to ... univc and
prosper.
There are a few downsides to
open communications.
(I) Employees could leave and go
to work for a competitor or start a
competitive business, taking with
them sensitive information that
could prove detrimental 10 the
company.
(2) Faced with negative busmess
news, employees could get jumpy
and leave when, in fact, a
downsizing was not going to occur.
Thus, an unnecessary void could be
created.
Companies cannot normally
prevent ex-employees from joinmg
a competitor. However, as part of
the hiring process, all employees
(but especially key employees
likely to have access to particularly
sensitive, potentially damaging
information) can be required to sign
a non-disclosure agreement that
prevents them from conveying
confidential
information
to
competitors whether they work for
them or not. There can be legal
recourse against the ex-employee
as well as the competitor if this
agreement is knowingly broken.
Most competiti ve companies
are likely to be we ll aware of this
and will avoid even the appearance
of pirating confidential information. Also, keeping in mind that
sha rin g
sensitive
information
should be tailored to the recipient
group, employees in less critical
positions, while having increased
access to sensitive information, are
not likely to possess information

cominued on page 33

How to Develop a Winning Competitive Strategy
Comestants from NBC\ reality
show "The Apprentice .. helped
design a new fall fashion line of
women's apparel during this season's sixth cpi"iode. The objective
of the competition was to make the
most money by selling to retail
buyers a1 a New York Ci1y fashion

show. While designed to cntenam,
"The Apprentice .. does dcptct bustness interactions and challenges
that frequently occur 111 real-world
settings.
Amencan
Management
Association, the world's leading
membership-based management

development organization, ha..,
brought together its leadmg esperts
to provide viewers with practical
advice that they can apply 111 their
own workplace. Each week, AMA
posts on its Website management
and leadership lessons based on
issues raised on "The Apprentice."

AP,artmentResearuh
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Strong Market Conditions
Have Apartment Buyers Paying a premium
The Inland Empire's apartment market will remain among the top pcrfom1ers in the nation as an overheated
housing market and a growing economy put more re ... idcnh into the renter pool. Since home prices arc nov.
beyond the rcal·h of many and relatively fC\\ apilrtmcnts arc being built compared to population grO\\th,
demand for rental housmg \\ill continue to grow. These robust market conditions have kept inve,tment acuvity bri..,k. with pnce.., rising even though yield curves arc dcdining.
Net Migration Fueling Housing Market
ReSidents are coming to the Inland Empire in droves to take advantage of lower home prices than can be
found in the coastal markets. Forecasts call for almost I 00,000 people to migrate to the Inland Empire each
year for the next few years. wilh most coming from either Orange County or Los Angeles. The result of this
influx has been home pnces rising by more than .30 percent over the last 12 months. While the current median price of $3 I0.000 is 3 I percent below Los Angeles and 53 percent below Orange County, the region is
starting to expenence the adverse effects of the housing boom. Luest estimates show that the aiTordability
rate has dropped 10 27 percent

111

Riverside County and to 36 percent in San Bernardino County. both of w htch

are historic lows. The declinmg number of affordably priced homes is expected to benefit the apartment market. though,

th

rcnh have not increased nearly as much as home prices.
Aging Baby Boomers Ca use a Flurr) of Seniors Housing De> elopment

One of the fastest-growmg segments of the population is baby boomers, which has caught the attention
of many developers

111

the regiOn. The number of residents aged 55 and older

111

the region is projected to

grow by 28 percent over the next five years. Many developers ha'e recognized the growing demand for communities for those aged 55 or older, and there are currently 1.800 units slated for completion by the summer
of 2005. The largest project is being constructed by Fountainglen Properties. which is building a 480-unit seniors apartment complex in Temecula. Other large projects include a 360-unit seniors housing complex in
Corona and a !53-unit sen tors apartment building in Cathedral City, both of which are slated to open later this
year.
Summary
Strengthemng fundamentals characterize the Inland Empire apartment market. with the improving economy securing a bright outlool-... Home prices are beyond the reach of many residents. which will increase
demand for rental houstng. The tight market will allow ow ncrs to achieve aggressive rent growth. and bU)ers will contmue to outnumber "cllers a.., the market remains among the strongest in the nation.

.. Developmg a successful competlltve strategy requtres a deep and
thorough understanding not just of
your competitors and the moves
they are making. but of all of the
other factors that have the potential
to influence your position in the
marketplace."' said Edward T.
Reilly. prestdent and CEO of
American
f\.1anagement
A\\Ociation. "It's equally important
to !-..no\\ your internal organizational strengths as it is to knov. the
external challenges and opportumties:· Reill) offers the following
advice on ho" to get ahead of the
competition:
Know the marJ...et. It is ntal to
conduct research lO determine what
products arc being offered to your
target market, and at what price.
Wnhout this information you'll be
formulatmg your product development and pricing strategies in the
dar~.

Talk to customers. Get to knO\V
your customers· needs and \\ants.
Learn what they are saymg about
) our competito~. Expand the market by identifying customers \\hose
need' are not being met. and develop products to meet them.
Identify your own organization\ strengths and weaknesses.
Hone..,t evaluation of your company's asset\ and shortcomings i"
necessary for effective ..,trateg}
planning. Leverage strengths to
take advamage of market opportunities. Addres.., organization weaknc ... ses that impact your customer.
Analyze )OUr competitors·
produch. This \\'Ill give you ideas
on how to improve your O\\ n offerings and highlight the superior
attributes of your products ver..,us
those of the competlllon.
Monitor the competition's
game plan. Become familiar with
their product, marketing, sales and
customer service strategies so you
can counter any competitive move.
Form alliances that complement your strengths. Identify panners that fill existing gap.., in your
knowledge or capabilities.
Regularly monitor the marketplal·e. Customer needs and com-
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Marketing Your Current Clients
hi' Douir De/fan
Imagine for a moment that your

business is lackluster and your
thtrd-quarter sales numbers are not
on track. What's that'' You sa) you
don't have to tmagine? You're not
alone. We may be on the cusp of a
recovery, but man) companies
haven't yet goncn the memo. And if
you're like man)
of your
financially frustrated counterparts.
your first instmct is to round up
your ~ales team and send them
prospecung for ne" leads. After all.
your current eli em list isn't keeping
you well-fed. so it's Lime to seek
out greener pastures. Right?
Wrong. says George Ludwig.
author of the new book "Power
Selling: Seven Strategtes for
Cracking the Sales Code." Your
sales team needs to take action all
right. but they need to be working
their magic a little closer to home.
··New business always seems
more attractive and exciting than

the same old act:ounts that you· ve
serviced for umpteen years," says
Lud"1g. "It's the grass is always
greener' syndrome. But it's an
illusion. You knov..· the grass on
your side of the fence is nourishing.
and if you keep it well-watered and
tended, there\ much more where
that came from. Probably more
than you ever thought posSible.
That's why smart companies
rctnvest their energy into their
current accounts before seeking
new ones.
'This strategy makes sense for
two reasons;· he adds. ''First, you
don't want to lose your clients by
under-servicing them. Second. they
can be fertile ground for harvesting
even more business. You're already
'in' with these clients. they know
your name. and presumably they
like what you bnng to the table.
You must simply convince them
that there\ more you can do for
them. Shouldn't that be easier than

~~~~~~~~~

stai1ing. from scratch with someone
ehe?"
So how. exactly. do you
remvest m your current clients'?
Lud"ig offers the following
suggestiOns:
• Focus on increasmg client share,
not just market share. Get deeper
insH.le )OUr current chents. Spread
yourself thick. not thin. You must
dig beneath the surface that
comprises your current interactions
with a given client. Get to know
everythmg about their business and
identify problems you can solve.
This may mean introducing them to
new products and services you
carry, or 11 may mean showing them
why they need even more of the
products and services they
currently buy from you. It may
mean convincing them to venture
into new markets. Be creative.
Partner with them in every possible
way.
• Rethink unproducllve beliefs. One
of the big reasons sales managers
don't try to increase their client
share IS Simple cynicism. They JUS!
don't believe their organization is
worthy. Let's say your company
supplies tires to SuperCar. a major
automobile maker. You also carry
headlights. But one of your
competitors, Headlights USA.
dominates that market. What you
don't know is that H-USA is
hanging on by a thread because of
their lack of personal service. Yet.
you believe Lhat SuperCar would
never defect from H-USA in favor
of liule old you. Lnconsciously.
you convey that beltef to your
team. The result is that no one even
considers dethroning the headlight
king. An opportunity to double
your SuperCar busmess dies a
quiet. unnoticed death.
• Network deep inside your clients'
infrastructure. Though we'd all like
to thmk the busmcss world IS a
meritocracy. sometimes decisions
really do come down to "who you
know." So get to know everyone
you can mside the client's walls.
from
CEO
to
receptiontst.
Strengthen relationships at every
opportunity. Show your face at
open houses and ribbon cuuings

and charitable events. Get as many
champ1ons as possible ul\ide the
company. This is an C\PC<.:!ally
good idea 111 an era of downsiZing.
(Otherwise, what might become of
you if your one point-person
leaves?) But even bigger than that
1ssue. it may create opportunities to
sell more products and services.
• Be "Johnny on the Spot." A good
salesperson wi II go to the ends of
the Earth to keep a good chent
happy. Pcnod. This means if a
client calls you up with a question
at 6 p.m .. just as you· re heading out
the door for home, you take your
coat off and help him find a
solution. If something you sold him
malfunctions. replace it instantly, at
no charge. If you have to personally
drive a desperately needed part to
someone 300 miles away on a
Sunday, gas up Lhe car and hit the
road. If you don't, your competitor
might. And people tend to reward
such genuine commitment with
referrals, renewed contracts, and an
open mind for your ideas.
• Invite feedback from your best
clients. Take action based on that
feedback. Try thiS technique:
ptnpoint your five top clients. Take
each contact person out for a nice
lunch and instigate a frank
discussion about your company.
Ask what you could do bcner. sure.
but focus more on what your clients
deem your best practices. Then,
resolve to fix the problems your
client identified and duplicate your
"good" practices-the ones that
keep your clients loyal and
happy-everywhere.
• No mauer how "down" you're
feeling, don'tlct your clients know.
It is one of the more unfortunate
realities of human nature that
people
tend
to diSassociate
themselves from other people who
are in crisis. This also holds true in
the corporate world. If clients think
Lhat your company is struggling.
they may be tempted to abandon
ship. So always mamtam a
successful, upbeat demeanor when
talking Lo clients. SLay focused and
make sure you're in what Ludwig
calls your "supercharged selling
state" when talking 10 clients. (He
explains how to attatn this state of

continued on paRe 36
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An Interview With John P. Calverley,
Author of "Bubbles and How to Survive Them"
Q How can you be sure that the
rise in !rouse prices is really a
bubble?
A Overall the U.S. seems to be in
the early-to-middle stages of a
housing bubble. The bubble 111
other countries, particularly the
U.K. and Australia. is much more
advanced. The book provides a
ched.list for identifying bubbles.
Rapid price rises and high
valuations are always present. but a
good test for a bubble is to look for
other typical factors such as a
relaxed monetary policy. rapid
lending growth. a prolonged
economic upswing, falling savings
rates and large-scale media and
popular interest. The housing
bubble
qualifies on all these
criteria in some regions of the U.S.,
though not all are affected. Some of
the most bubbly areas are in
Massachusens. New York, New
Jersey. Florida and California.

Q How can you be sure an asset
is valued too high?
A The book proposes broad
ranges for stocks and houses,
within which valuations can be
seen as reasonable. For example, a
price-earnings ratio of between
10-20 and a house pnce-rental yield
of 6-10 percent (i.e. the annual rent
divided by the house price). If
prices take these valuations above
the range, then we can start 10 say
that it is probably a bubble. The
book shows that Lhese ranges are
well-grounded both in past history
and on an analysis of risk
premiums. Realistically, we may
not ever be able to identify a bubble
with 100 percent certamty, but the
further outside the range market
valuations go and the more items
ticked on the checklist (see above)
Lhe more likely that it is a bubble.

Q Why are housing bubbles a
threat?
A At present, American's wealth
is high in relation to income.
despite Lhe collapse of the stock
bubble a few years back. This is
largely because of the rise in value
of housing. If the economy slows
down for some reason, perhaps

because of a slump 111 mvestment,
or an outside shock or because
monetary policy is tightened to
head off inflation. there is a risk of
a slump in house prices. This
would reduce household wealth,
hun confidence and might severely
complicate the downturn.

A Based on past averages. house
prices could easily fall by 15-20
percent 111 the U.S. on a nationwide
baSis but that would imply 20-30
percent falls in Lhe most bubbly
regions of the country. If
accompanied by a severe economic
downturn, a still greater fall is
possible.

Q

The collapse of the stock
bubble in 2001-02 had only a
should
limited impact. Why
housing be any different?
A The collapse in stocks only had
a limited impact because it was
offset by large cuts in interest rates
and a huge fiscal stimulus. A new
fiscal stimulus is not possible given
the
deficit levels today. And
official interest rates are much
lower than 111 2000. Between 2000
and 2003 the Fed cut Fed funds rate
from 6.5 percent to l percent.
Today's rates are only l .75 percent.
Moreover. the impact of the fall in
stock prices was limited precisely
because lower interest rates
stimulated the housing bubbles,
partly offsellmg the loss of wealth
m stocks and helped to keep
consumer
spending
buoyant.
Finally, it should be remembered
that the stock bubble has left a
legacy of problems for company
pension schemes which have not
gone away.

Q But U.S. house prices have
never fallen in the last 40 years.
Why should they fall now?
A The big difference with Lhe past
is that underlying consumer price
inflation is much lower now.
Taking out consumer pnce
inflation. house prices fell by I 0
percent in the last housing
downturn from 1990-95. but
consumer price inflation of 3.3
percent meant that nominal house
prices moved up slightly. However,
with inflation running at lower
levels now, and house prices set to
reach higher valuations than in
1990. there is a much greater
chance of an outright fall in house
prices. Moreover, if house prices
fell in the context of a weaker
economy, there is a risk of deflation
(falling consumer prices) which
would make the potential for lower
house prices even greater.

Q Why does a fall in house prices
matter?

Q Could house prices fall on
their own?
A Spontaneous fall in house
prices, leading to a slowdown in
consumer spending and a weaker
economy is certainly possible. The
risk is greatest where house prices
have reached extremes and where
there
has
been
substantial
speculative activity, such as in the
U.K. and Australia, currently. U.S.
valuations are not yet so extreme.
In practice, however, a fall in house
prices is unlikely Lo be completely
spontaneous. There is usually some
sort of trigger. such as a rise in
interest rates. But past experience
with bubbles suggests that the
trigger can often be something
quite small.

Q How much could house prices
fall?

A It obviously
matters
to
individuals who have bought
recently. since they will lose a
large chunk, if not all of their
Some
could
find
equity.
themselves with negative equity
which. as well as being particularly
painful. can make it difficult to
move to another house. But it will
also be of concern to people who
bought some time ago. if they were
relymg on high and rising house
prices to help fund their retirement.

Q How does a fall in house prices
affect the economy?
A The main effect ts through a
rise in the household savings rate as
people save more and borrow less.
So-called cash-out financing (or
mortgage equity withdrawal) has
played an tmponant role in

~:;ustainmg consumer spending 111
recent years. Fallmg house prices
and the household savings rate
would move up. The U.S.
household savings rate is currently
only about 2 percent. which makes
perfect sense given the strength of
balance sheets. But strong balance
sheets is reliant on house prices
staying htgh. Higher savmgs rates
mean slower growth of consumer
spending. which accounts for
around 70 percent of GOP.

Q Surely the Fed would cut
interest rates if house prices fell
sharply?
A Yes, provided they were not
concerned that consumer price
inflation was too h1gh. The Fed
might welcome the combination of
lower house prices, lower interest
rates, and a lower exchange rate.
This would help to rebalance the
economy and make a start on
reducing the current account
deficit. Lower interest rates should
help to cushion the downward
move 111 house prices. but this
cannot be guaranteed since, once
bubbles go into reverse. there is a
danger that sentiment completely
reverses too and prices can
undershoot on the downside, as
was seen when the stock bubble
burst in 2001-02. The Fed needs LO
get its response just right, or they
may be unable to prevent a
recession.

Q What will happen to the U.S.
bubble?
A Nationwide house prices rose
9.36 percent in the year Lo Q2.
(Source OFHEO), the largest
annual rise since the 1970s (when
underlying consumer price inflation
was much higher). The U.S. bubble
is likely to expand further in the
near term, which will provide
support for economic growth.
Mortgage rates will only move up
gradually and will remain relatively
low for some time, since inflation
is still well under control.
Meanwhile economic growth will
gradually
bring
down
unemployment and raise wage
growth. Areas where prices are

continued on page 35
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Dreams Really Do Come True
In Maui-Hawaii
by Jessica Miller

People I have recently spoken
with viSited the Hawaiian Islands
and expressed that their favorite
island in Hawa1i is Maui. I have
always dreamed of going to
Hawaii. but at my age. I thought it
was never going to happen!
However, to my delight my husband surprised me with an anniversary gift--a trip to this exotic island.
Like the famous Kilauea Volcano in
Hawaii. my thoughts quickly erupted to sweet pineapples. lazy days at
the beach drinking Mai Tais, and
much more. Finally. it was going to
be my tum at last. and I was going
to make the most of it!
While visiting the beautiful
island of Maui, my husband and I
couldn't get over seeing the fabulous array of colors that boggled
our minds. The flowers and trees
were so vivid, that it actually took
our breaths away.
My creative
juices stirred as I captured these
pictures with my camera-with this
little gadget, I can visit God's handV.Titing any time.
We started our first tour of
.\1aui the first morning after arriving at the Maui Prince Hotel &
Makena Resort. The hotel was
exquisite with its cascading waterfalb, luscious tropical plants, and
fountains and ponds that were
teaming with brightly colored Kot
and other exoltc fish This hotel
steals the sho-.. and provtdes the
-..hole kit and caboodle--indoor and
outdoor restaurants, bars. lounges
and swtmmmg pools, wtth cabanas
for those that can't handle the heat.
For those who are unlucky and
actually have to do some work,
conference facilities and other busi-

ness amemtJes are available.
might add that there was a beautiful
white sand covered pnvate beach
that was wilhin walking distance
from the rooms.
Imagine the stnking view from
our hotel room on the third floor
balcony--a canopy of plants and
trees with amazing colors ranging
forn1 pink. purple, yellow, and red;
a large bay between the island of
Maui and the island of Lanat; and
finally watching the touring and
fishing boats making their way
around and through the islands. It
doesn't get any better than this 1
We drove several miles along
the coast from the town of Makena
located in the southern part of the
island in a convertible mustang-a
highly recommended set of wheels
especially during the sunny part of
the day. We drove through the small
town of Kihei with its open-air
markets and sidewalk cafes. These
shops proudly display the history
and culture of the Hawaiian people.
Beautiful beaches align the
coastline while driving to the city
of Lahaina on our way to Kapalua
at the northern tip of Maui. The city
of Lahaina was excttmg- bustling
with restaurants and shops. The
locab told us not to miss BJ'S
Chtcago Piueria offering their version of unique pizzas- I agreed-it
was preny tasty. Most restaurants
m Lahaina are located right on the
waterfront with a clear purpose of
gazmg at mcredible sunsets and just
plain water watch mg. If you actually want to see what's under thts
clear blue \l.ater, take a ride on
Laham a's glass-bottom boat, a submarine crwse to 200 feet deep and
observe nature as its best--tropical
fish so close that you feel like shar-

ing a part of their serene life.
If you prefer to be more
adventurous, try hang glidmg
while being pulled in the air
by a boat.
Lahaina has
something for everyone.
If you really do want to
be a part of the fish life,
scuba diving and snorkeling
may be just the activity for
you. The magnificent water
coves and snorkeling pools
display a variation of blue
colors that range from crystal
clear to deep indigo blue.
Sign up for this with a tour of
Turtle Island located in the
nearby bay. A little warning
Maui Prince Hotel ~:an/ens area.
for those who snack alfresco.
one pound of sugar). In addition,
Large populations of colorful birds
the sugar canes must be burned in
on the island are fearless--so don't
order to harvest the sugar from the
leave your plate unattendedstocks.
Very few pineapples are
you' II be hungry later.
actually grown on the island of
After visiting the ocean town
Maui-for a better understanding
of Lahaina, we wandered inland
of the pineapple industry, visit the
towards the middle of the island
big island of Oahu and Lanai.
and caught up with the Hawaiian
One of my dreams before leavTropical Garden Plantation tour.
ing for Maui was being able to
There is a lot to be learned on this
enjoy an authentic Hawaiian luau,
one-hour tour. Our tour guide was
and I was certamly not disappointsimply amazing-her plant knowled when we went to the Waika
edge was endless. She was able to
Marriott. The Wailea Marnott
name all the plants and who and
rece1ved the prestigious Hawaiian
\\.·hat country introduced them to
Visitor's Burt:au Kihi!J Award for
Hawaii during the early occupation
perpetuating the essence of llawaii.
of the islands. Some of these plants
It surely was a winner in our eyes
included coffee, star frutt, papaya,
that night. Believe me, this luau is
mango. pineapple. macadamia nut,
the best show in town. It is nurslsugar cane, etc She even taught us
ing with action with the fire knife
how to break open a cm:onut- -the
dancer (he has won the champion
proper way- the Hawauan way.
fire knife dancer for three yea" 111 a
She told us to be aware of coconuts
row) .... anyone want to challenge?
with slimy juice- -ugh!
Ltke the volcano, he created a
It was interesting for me to
tremor of excitement and was
discover that Hawauan people
thrilling to watch. The Hawaiian
grow large amounts of sugar cane
cominued on page 33
(it requires one ton of water to grow

by Joe Lyom
The
new
and
improved
Bakersfield Busmess Conferen ce
moved downtown this year. Th1s
eliminated the need for that big tent
and gave a better showcase to the
business center of the town . In fact
it was rather strange to sit in the
media room with carpetmg and air
conditioning.
The event this year was in the
Centennial Garden of the convention center and it seemed to lead to
a certain amount of community
cheerleading.
The media was asked that anyone broadcasting ltve not tell their
listeners
that
downtown
Bakersfield was Jammed up with
traffic. Locah who found out that I
was from out-of-town told me that I
should do some special reports on
how dynamic and 21st century
Bakersfield is. Well, the reason that
the law offices of Borton. Petnm
and Conran. LLP put these events
together Ill the first plac.:e was to
show off their town.
In past years. the best thing
about the conference was the wrong
thing. Although billed as a busmess
conference. the stars of the speaker
lineup were the intcmat10nal political leaders. Impressive as they
were, the business or business got
lost in the shufne. This year things
got down to business, literally.
In fact, the mormng panel consisted of relative unk.nowns with
quite a story to tell. Dr. Glenn
Hubbard, forn1cr chatr of the White
House Counci I of Economic
Advisors, JOined wJth Rtchard
Breeden, former S.E.C. chatr and
now monitor of WorldCom and
Gary Wendt. the former chatr and
CEO of GE Capital. As with several other speakers, they got the message of personal responsibility into
their presentation.
And while they do not agree on
how to fix the problems that have
led to WorldCom, Enron and MCI
blowups, they do remain bullish on
the system. In fact they feel that the
days of German and Japanese dominance in the world market are over
and America is back on top. One of
them even pointed out that the

Alabama plant that produces the
Mercedes SUV makes a better
product than the German dtvistons
of the same company manufactures. According to Hubbard, we
remain the engine of the global
economy.
Breeden , however,
warned that what we need right
now to prevent future catastrophes
is a new culture of ethics. With a
similar message, John Kasich, former chair of the Congressional
Budget Committee, and now seen
on FOX. told us he believes that we
suffer from a leadership slump and
that usually the times make the
leaders.
John Bogal, an early expert in
the mutual fund marketplace, now
advises people that the stock market is a gamble in which the
croupiers rake in far too much of
the proceeds. He also suggests that,
the best funds will always break
your heart. The afternoon hrought
politics into the mix . beginning
"Jth CNBC commentator and
failed sports color man. Dennis
Miller. who reminded us that our
foundmg fathers had blown people's heads off for no more that putting a tax on our breakfast bl:veragc. He could only wonder what

share mformation wtth the CIA and
other agencies that was obtamed
through grand jury teslimony.
Before 9-11. that informatton could
not be shared. Thts , and other
changes, have made for a more efficient information machine.
Every year the BBC has a surprise guest speaker. This year was
no exception, although this year he
came out early. The surprise usually is the last speaker.
The fonner president of Spam.
Juan Maria Azner, came to say that
even though he had lost the vote
because of a terrorist attack JUSt I 0
days before the election, he supports our war on terrorism. He
saluted America as what he calls. a
truly benevolent superpower.
General Tommy Franks came
out as a full-fledged supporter of
the current administration, despite
what you may have read last spnng.
He clatms that George W. Bush
gave htm all of the men and equtp-

ment that he asked for to go mto
Iraq, and that tf our troops are
undermanned or undereqUJpped,
blame him, Tommy Franks.
As to how long we need to be
there, he 'tated, "We must do what
we must do until we are able to get
it done.'' And as to the effectiveness
of our presence m that area. Franks
remmded u~ that we could be sure
the next attack on the U.S. will not
be planned by either Afghamstan or
Iraq.
Few attendees of thts year's
event left the site feeling ambivalent about where our country or our
president stands. Leavmg the
grounds that night, with the musiC
of the Grass Roots emanating from
the live entenainment stage, they
must have come to believe what
Dennis Miller had told them that
afternoon. America-the world
loves us and hates us. They fear us

would have happened tf there hadln~•·
been Starbuck's back then.
Some remarkable information
came from Dr. Rohc11 Gates. now
head of Texas A&M hut formerly
the director of CIA. When I asked
hun tf Flemmg. Ludlum or Clancy
bus1ness communications
specialists. is offering five
ever got their stones nght. he
FREE• General Needs Assessments
anw..·ered me with a '>imple,"No!''
for your company.
He then went on to tell that the stoVisit www.gdi.com/assess2 to register for
ries of how the CIA missed such
this valuable resource. Opportunity doses
big happenings as the collapse of
November 30
the Soviet Union or 9-II, were no
Global CTI Group General Needs Assessment includes:
more than urban legends. He also
Onsite physical and log1cal inspection and review of your
network
stood firm on U.S. policy 111 the
A detailed report of needs and requirements specific to your
Middle East, explaining that sane·
company, including·
Identification of security and network vulnerabilities
tions imposed on Saddam Hussein
• Review of performance enhancement opportunities
did, in fact, have an impact. Iraq
• Recommend productivity enhancements
would have, indeed. renewed their
weapons of mass destruction programs. and they were prepared to
wait out the U.N. to do it.
As for Homeland Security, there
are many benefits that he ts not at
liberty to discuss, but he gave an
example of how today the FBI can

continued on page :?5
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Multiple Listing for Manufactured Homes

May 6th

2005

WOMEN & BUSINESS EXPO
PRESENTED BY

A new online muluplc listing
service (MLS) developed exclusively for the manufactured hous·
ing industry · MobllcsMLS.com is now ava1lable from Realty Net
Applications. LLC The comprehensive system was designed for
dealers and agents by actual
agents with first-hand experience in
manufactured housing sales and
marketing.

"MobilesMLS.com is a contemporary solution that VIrtually
eliminates time-consuming. handson research to find properties that

match the needs of clients," says
Gerald Bennett, pres1dent and chief
systems analyst of Realty Net
Applications. "What's more, the
system is flexible enough to accommodate the needs and growth of
every sales organization from the

smallest one-person dealer to the
largest nationwide enterprise."
Membership in MobilesMLS.
com is available to all licensed
manufactured housing dealers and
agents for a reasonable monthly
fee. The mteractive Web application ts easy to learn. simple to use
and rcquues no costly software to
purchase or install. Members can
convemently access large invento-

ncs of nev. and pre-owned manu ..
factored homes listed for sale m
their area. along with in-depth. professional grade data. such as identifying numbers and commission
breakouts. For more infonnation.
visit www.mobilesmls.come information. visit www.mobilesmls.com

TOYOTA DEALERS

OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

CALL

1 Call Now for
Reservations

l

\

Coming to
the Ontario
Convention
Center

May 6, 2005

l

Get a JUmp on your competition by securing your space 111 Inland
Empire's premier reference tool~
Sponsorship Packagcs ... $6.000
Full Page .. $3,700
Half Pagc ... $2,750
For details, contact your account manager at

909-989-4733
\

-

(909) 989-4733

Luxury Grand
Opening Special

per night

Wht·n )t)U 'lu) ul tlu· Omn1 Sun Dit·gn 1Tolt•l hr prqntn·d fur

pampcnng. Our 1004 <.,rand Opening Luxury Rate of $91J is only
av;tilahlt> thruu~h thP t>nd or thi .. fPar fonjDy OUr .. un .. n:!kPd pnnl

For Sponsorship &
Booth Info, Contact
ul Crosswhite at

FULL SERVICE GRAPHICS

How C'ouLD A RooJI.t RA·t E Fw·:L T111S GO<m?

Dine 1n McCormick & Schmidt <0. Slcp ouLo;idc our fronL dooro; lo

expui.ence the GasLamp Quarter and all that San Diego has to offer.

\Neb Development
\Neb Design
Detebasing

• E-Commerce
\Neb Hosting
Graphic Design

• Corporate Identity
An1mated Logos
Marketing Collateral

Call 1-800-1 Ht-OMNt and ask for the Luxury Grand Opening Special.

SAN DIEGO HOTEL

0MNI

Lu.xmy Thut\

Surpri_,;n~ly

Be Noticed!! Increase Business
with Custom Design

Srnsible.

67~

L Str••t. S•n llr•gu. CA 92101
(619) 645-6540 om~rholels.com
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Mention this ad for a free consultation
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RESOBRCE

DIRECTORY
~strategic interventions
aronsu/ring group

• Stressed out by bookkeeping problems?
· Get more out of QuickBoo ks• w ith
expert QuickBooks "training

Call Linda Russell
the QuickBooks· oueen

909.949.4930
877.553.4422
E-mail Lind a qbq@uia.net
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Productivity Not Outsourcing Cost Jobs
l>y S . Eric Anderson . PhD . MBA
Most economists favor a free exchange of goods and services that ben efit both sides. Trade theory even goes on to suggest that 1f a government

economists believe that even a high-cost producing country can sull bene-

prmects one industry from foreign competition, then they must also comed industry will often raise their prices resulting in consumers having less

country are begmmng to question the benefits and rethmk the long-held
belief that free trade benefits all nations. A report by Forrester Research predicts that nearly 500,000 informatiOn technology jobs will be moved over-

to spend on the goods produced by the non-protected industries. If free

seas m the next

fit, smcc it will produce some goods at a lower relative cost than its trading
partners. However. many who have seen the1r jobs outsourced to another

pensate the industries not protected . The reason for this is that the protect-

Assisting Organizations to Manage Growth and
Transformation Strategically with :
Organizational and Employee Attitude Surveys
Management Coaching and Development Programs
Selection Retention _ Succession Planning _
Leadership Development Tools

13 years.

trade offers economic growth and prosperity to the involved parties, then
why do so many people protest against it?

mvesting billions and shipping mtellectual capital overseas, which in !-.orne

Economists argue the losers, concentrated and identifiable. are more

cases ratses national security concerns. However, the risks are not as wide-

There are also concerns about the United States exporting cap1tal.

likely to take to the streets, while the winners, which are spread out and hid-

spread as many are lead to believe. In fact, a large percentage of companies

den, may not even be aware of the benefit received. The economists can't

have discovered that sending work to low-wage countries is not as easy or

always identify the winners. but arc certain of the1r existence. In fact, most

as mexpensive as advenised. Many compames are discovering that many of

continued on page -12
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Title Companies
in the Inland Empire
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For More Information Contact: info@Predictsuccess.com
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO

POSITION AVAILABLE :
INFORMATIO TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANT
Job Code : 2004-0067
Will consult with and support the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences.
The successful candidate will: Consult with and train students, staff and faculty
on information technology systems. Plan, implement and manage network plat-

forms and Internet-related protocols. Be functional in E-mail, Telnet and other
software, and operate resources such as SIS+, TN3270, office, statistical and
geographiC information system (GIS) software. Know web page design and
HTML and update the College's web s1te. Assist faculty in mtegrating informa~
lion technology into the1r cumcula. Supervtse other employees working wtth the
College's information resources
Four~year degree (or equivalent) from accredited college or universtty in
Information Management, Computer Information Systems, Computer Sctence,
or related field, and two years' experience in computer tnformation and networking reqwred. Mastery of networks, data communication, multimedia sys~
terns and firewall concepts and appltcations required. Must understand and
apply numerous software and database resources including Windows 2000 and
service and anti-virus packs, Windows server applications, institutional E-mail
systems and PeopleSoft. Prof1ciency required in equipment mventory control
and budgetary management. Must possess excellent interpersonal and communication skills and interact with diverse faculty, staff, administrators and campus agency representatives. Previous supervisory experience desired.
Fingerprinting required.

Starting 11/15104, review of applications will continue until position is filled .
Submit application & resume to California State University, HR Dept., 5500
University Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407 Phone: (909} 880.5139
Website: hHp:IJlu d.csusb.edu

·
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INTERNET TECHNOLOGY

Inland Tech Company Builds New Headquarters
Internet Avenues. one of the largest technical compames m the Inland
Empire. i:-. ru ... hing toward a Dec 4th. 2()()4 completion and move-m date on
its ne\\ -+.1 million headquarters building at 8667 Haven Avenue tn
Rancho Cucamonga. The location is just south of the Rancho Cucamonga
Civic Center and norlhwesl of Ontario Mills.
Internet Avenues supplies \veb pages and marketing to plastic and cosmetic surgeons and dentists in the U.S. and overseas while hosting three
large v.:eb sites for consumers interested in cosmetic procedures.
"The company has been in our current Ontario oftices since 1959 and
is hterally bursting at the seams due 10 extremely rap1d growth fueled by the
ma~~ive outpouring of imere~t in cosmetic and plastic surgery,'' says
M1chael Powers. Internet Avenues president.
(According to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons. some 8. 7 million Americans had a cosmetic procedure in 2001, the last year for which

statistics are available.)
Becau"ie of the company's huge Internet presence. and the need to con.
stantly cool 26 Internet servers. many dozens of ~omputcrs and other hightech gear. the 16.000-squaro-foot, two-story buildmg has a 60.000-wau natural gas fired generator in the parking lot which kicks in automatically in
case of electricity failures or brown-outs. The Y-8 engme that drives the
generator is AQMD certified.
The company\ three web sites. CosmeticSurgcry.com; iEnhance.com
and PlasllcSurgery.com. 10gether generate some 40 million hits by computer users annually.
The first floor of the new building offers two business condominiums
-one. 3,500 square feel: the other. 4.500-which will be leased.
The 8.000-square-fool, second-story "ill be occup1ed by Internet
Avenues· staff which consists of about 30 employees.

UCR Honored for Wireless Technology
Study ranks the campus in the top 20 out of top 100 wireless accessibility
The Cmversny of California,
Riverside
Depanment
of
Computing and Communications
was honored for providing wireless
computer accessibility to the campus community during an award
ceremony held on Wednesday. Ocl.
20. in Colorado.

The event, sponsored by the
Intel Corporation and CDW-G, recognized the nation's top I 00 most
"Un" ired College Campuses." AI
number 16, UCR ranked above
Harvard, MIT and Stanford. Intel
uses the tenn"unwired" to describe
wireless Internet hook ups. The

Indoor wire)e<.;s accessibility
will increase as newly erected
buildings are constructed with
hotspots. In addition. computmg
and communications staff members
are workmg to add wireless accessibility in departmental labs and
some classrooms.

technology allows users of laptops.
personal digital assistants and other
portable computing devices to go

online without a more traditional
wired connection to a network port
or phone line. During peak periods.
as many as 350 users log in via
campus WJreless connections.

How to Develop a Winning Competitive Strategy
continued from page 15
pelilor capabilities change every day. Effective competitive strategy
depends on staying abreast of these changes. Gam perspectives from customers and other constituents to validate stralegic direction and adjust
accordingly.
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When it comes 10 a1r quality,
the less nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emitted by power plants the better for everyone. That ts why
City of Riverside Public Utilities
officials are exctted about testing Xonon"' Cool Combustion
technology on one of the four
natural gas GE-10 turbines at
their
40-megawatt
(MW)
Springs Substation to achieve
near-zero NOx emtssions.
The
uulity s
Spnngs
Substation generatiOn facility is
set to be the host site for fullscale tesung of the Xonon (no
NOx spelled backwards) technology before its global marketing launch on the GE I 0 gas turbine generator.
Unlike NOx control technologies that clean up the NOx once
it is formed, Xonon prevents the
formation of NOx while also
reducing levels of carbon
monoxide (CO) and unburned
hydrocarbons (UHC) to trace
amounts.

The Xonon combustiOn system is the only operatmg catalytic combustion system demonstrated to achieve near-zero

em1ssions.
Xonon technology reduces
NOx emissions to less than 2.5
parts per million a 90 percent
reduction of traditional gas turbine emissions.
According to the manufacturer, the Xonon technology also:
¥ Avotds
costly
exhaust
cleanup systems that mcrease
operating costs, reduce system
efficiency,
and
frequently
require use of toxic chemicals,
such as ammoma.
¥ Maintains turbine operatmg
performance while avoiding
excessive temperatures.
¥ Reduces potential for premature component failure.
¥ Has no primary or secondary
adverse environmental impacts.
Riverside is eager to test the
next step in state-of-the-art technology for reducing nitrogen

Let C. Seller

ox1de (NOx) pollution at the
Spnngs Substation, sa1d the
utilny s Asstslant Director of
Energy Deli\-ery Steve Badgett.
We expect some excitmg
results from testing before 11
goes mto commercial release
worldwide.
Alliance Power Inc. of
L11tleton, CO., which helped
budd the Springs SubstatiOn,
will coordinate the installation

of the Xonon system that was
created by Catalytica Energy
Systems, Inc. of Mountain View,
CA.
Alliance will work in cooperatiOn w1th General Electnc
Aero-Energy
Products,
the
California Energy Comm1ssion,
Electric Power Research lnstnute.
U.S. Department of Energy, and

continued on page 34
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and they adore us. We have got 10 be the Frank Sinatra of the world.
Contrary 10 last year's gloomy goodbye news. there wlil be a '05 conference. The plans now are 10 bring back the best speakers of the last I 0
years. You may want 10 mark Saturday. Ocl. 8. 2005 in your Palm Pilot and
let AAA kno" you're plannmg on driving up the 99 Freewa) that day
Special thanks, once again. to the med1a co-ordinator. Cynthia Pollard.
and her compan} who make the\e articles possible every year.
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Riverside Power Plant to Test no NOx System
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Anticipate the future. Understandmg the compeuuve situation today is
critical in developing a winning competitive strategy. However, to achieve
and sustain an advantage, it's equally important to define what the future
will bnng.
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Workers' Com~ensation Provider CRM Names
New COO for California Division
Compensatton Rtsk Manager;
of Caltfomta. LLC has announced
the appointment of a ne~>. chief
operating officer.
Chet Walczyk.
veteran
workers· compensation msurance
executive \\. ith more than 25 years

of experience-the last five at
CRM. will be responSible for all
day-to-day operauons and activities

of the raptdly growing Caltfornia
company. CRM manages group
self-msurance programs and 1s
committed to significant expansion
within.
In hts new role as COO of
CRM Caltfornta LLC. Walczyk
wtll repon d~rectly to CRM CEO
Martin D. Rakoff and CRM
Prestdent Dame! G. Htckey Jr. and

"'ill work closely wtth the boards
of directors that govern the four
separate programs CRM open\les
m that market.
"Chet Walczyk has been an
mtegral pan of CRM stnce 1ts
mcepuon and has played a key role
li1 the company's growth, direction
and ultimate success." said Martin
D. Rakoff. CEO of CRM. "We feel

A nat1ve of Buffalo. N.Y..
Walczyk was most recently senior
vice president of risk management
for CRM. Prior to jommg CRM
during Its foundmg 111 1999,
Walczyk held several posnions
with
many
other
msurance
organizauom.. \ValcLyk has a
bachelor of science degree from the
State L..mversll] of Ne~>. York
(SL..NY) at Buffalo and maintams
the ARM cenJfJcation.
"The California divisiOn ts an
opportumt)

for

me

personally and represents a nc\.\Jandscape for CRM to bring Its
multiple programs. good reputation

and sound fmancial foundations to

Tickets

$40.00 per person
$75.00 per couple
Special discounl for Trailbla:.er Club Members, Roy
Rogus Riders Club Members, and SASS Mtmber.s.'

Includes: Dinner & Show
No Host Bar

To order tickets or for more information, call the
Happy Trails Children's Foundation, 10755 Apple Valley Road
Apple Valley, CA 92308 - (760) 240-3330
Order tickets online. visit our website: www.happytrails.org
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The Art of Tasting Tequila

confident in knowmg that Chet "'J!J
bring his extens1ve knowledge of
underwritmg
and
product
development to one of our fastestgrowmg markets ...

e\cltmg

NOVEMBER 2004

the state." Walczyk sa1d "My
challenge. and that of my staff. will
be to help CRM capitalize on these
valuable assets to gray. our
membership base by findmg and
understanding our client\ and
prospecuve client\ challenges and
develop creative and financially
sound solutions for them ...
CRM began operatmg 111
California in 2003. Presently CRM
offers four separate and disunct
workers' compensation programs
in California that serve workers in
the industries of construction.
plastics manufacturing. franchised
auto dealers and health care
All four of the programs are
approved and regulated by the
California Depanment of Industrial
Relations and operate under the
followmg names. respeCI!veJy·
Contractors Access Program of
California
(CAP);
Plasllcs
Manufacturers Self Insurance
Program (PMSIP); Preferred Auto
Dealers Self Insurance Program
(PADSIP); and Healthcare Industry
Self
Insurance
Program
of
California (H I S IP ).
With reg10nal offices 111 Irvine
and Sacramento. CRM is fully
staffed to aggresSively suppon all
of 1ts programs. CRM offers group
self-funded workers· compensation

collfinued on page 47

Through tune. the world has
been mterpreted by the senses. The
memory of that garden m our childhood. or the temptmg smells of our
grandmother s kuchen captured by
our noses. transports us w1th nostalgia to the past.
The fine arts. such as mus1c or
pamtmg, dazzle our sight and our
hearing. as well as they raise our
sp1rits.
Nowadays, education and
refinement of our senses allow us to
deeply e,·aluate not only sounds.
shapes or colors. but also smells.
Currently. c1gars, \\InC, cognac and
tequila are tasted to pcrceJ\'C the1r
mtensity. mag1c and charisma.
Our senses take us to a hedonistic world, but hov.. can we educate thcm'1 Hoy., can \\e process all
that mformation' 1 How can we
obtam the maximum pleasure
offered 10 a bright silver or amber
glass a whole world put at our
senses disposal? How can we
progress from an amateur taster,
mto an expert one'J
To taste IS to put a dnnk at the
d1sposal of the four senses: smell,
sight. taste and touch.
Some romantics mclude hearmg too. but this sense IS used. for
mstance. to taste the crunch of potato chips.
It IS said that the optimum age
to recogmze smells JS between 30
and 50. However, the ume factor
must not discourage us, because
what is most important in the learnmg process oftastmg is tram mg.
In order to do this, we must Jearn
how our bram works. It is not true
that we can only smell \Hth the
sense of smelhng: our brain measures the mtenSJty of the stimulus.
compares 1t, and then tries to
descnbe 11.
A new sensation cannot be regIStered like perception That IS, 1f
we have never smelled cooked
agave, it w!IJ be very d1flicult to
find it 10 the mfonnatlon kept 111 our
brams.
The key, then, is to appreciate
aromas and try to describe them.

Raw agave remmd us of com cane;
cooked agave is very s1milar to the
smell of cooked squash or sweet
potato. If we recogmze these smells,
we WJIJ be able to identify them.
What happens when trymg to
find one of these notes m a glass.
we are confused and cannot define
them? We can try another tnck,
wh1ch JS to smell our own skm.
because it contains our odor and
th1s way cuts the previous identified smell.
Every human bemg pcrcei\·es
stmmli in a different v>ay Th1s IS
called umbra . An umbra " then
the mm1mum amount of stimulus
requ1red to perceive 1t. There is
also smell b!Jndness, "h1ch "
the mabilny to rccogmzc an
aroma
PhysJOlogical aspects can be
detenninant in tastmg, but the psychological ones can determine our
appreciatiOn 111 a posJtJvc or negat1ve way.
When tastmg. you must order
samples from very snnple to more
elaborate. from less to more alcohol
volume. That IS, first try a "hite
tequi Ia. then a rested one. and then
an aged one. What happens 1f you
first taste aged teqUila and then a
white one? The impression you
would reeeJVe would not let you
appreciate assertive white teqUJ!a,
smce your senses will be saturated
with the most complex one.
It IS Important not to taste more
than five samples oftequ1la per sessian. To start the tastmg sessJon,
you must clean your mouth with a
p1ece of bread, preferably not salty.
and nnse with water. After tastmg
each one, you must spit out the
sample.
The best time for tastmg 1s
around noon when our senses arc
wide-awake.
The 1deal glass is the globe
type, totally transparent so you can
appreciate the colors and turning-m
edges, which help concentrate the
aromas. You must not forget to pour
the liqutd to a third of the glass. so
you don t sp!ll 11.

The distance between your
nose and the glass must be three or
four centimeters. You must try not
to get 11 too close to the teqUila.
because 11 is 'cry h1ghly concentrated m alcohol and you v.ould not
be able to find a variety of aromas.
When turning the glass "'1th
your hand, you are mcrcasmg the
aroma surface and the v1sual
1111pact, wh1ch is Important to the
appreciation of notes and colors.
If you get your nose to the glass
before the tum. runnmg 11 slov.ly.
you \\Ill find different aroma intenSities. The tum actl\ ates a more
complex. shmy \.anety.

Takmg notes on the color or the
aroma is very useful; 1t v.ill help
you to remember its characteristics
and 111 th1s v.ay you can keep a
record of your experiences.
There are different techn1ques
of tastmg, but the one that lets us
taste the tequda the closest way to
how we perceive it, IS the descriptive one ... because It takes our senses to meet the defined persona!Jty
and style of a great tequlia.
Remember, you don t need to
be an expen taster. peoples preferences detennme what they like or
not. so go ahead'

Wine Selection
& Best Rated
by Bill Anthony
Blackstone
1998 Chardonnay
$10.00
Monterey County. California
Oxford Landing
1998 Grenache
$9.99
Oxford Landmg Estate
Vineyard. South Austral ~a.
Australia, Limited Release
1998 Sh~raz
$9.99
Oxford Landing Estate
Vineyard. South Australia.
Australia, Limited Release
Llano Estacado
1999 Chenm Blanc
$6.99
Texas. Cellar Select
1998 Pa;sionelle
$9.99
Texas. Rhone Style Red
Lake Sonoma
1996 Cabemet Sauvignon $24.00
Alexander Valley. Californ ia
1997 Zmfandel
$24.00
Sam1 Farms. Dry Creek
VaJiey. California

Lake Sonoma
1997 Zinfandel
$15.00
Dry Creek Valley. California
1997 Zmfandel
$20.00
Alexander Valley. Cahfomm.
Old Vine

Guenoc
1997 Cabemet Sauvignon $30.00
Napa Valley, California. Bella
Vista Reserve
1998 Chardonnay
$12.00
California
1997 Petite S1rab
$18.50
Nonh Coast. Califom1a
1998 Sauv1gnon Blanc $14.00
Nonh Coast. Cahfomm
Eberle Winery
1997 Zmfandel

$20.00

Sauret Vineyard, Paso
Robles. California
1997 Zinfandel
$16.00
Paso Robles Steinbeck
Vineyard. Californw

...
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continuing operation.
The definittve agreement provides that Citizens Business Bank
will acqture Granite State for an
aggregate purchase pnce of $19.00
per share, or approxuna!ely $27
million including costs associated
vci!h !he cancella!ion of stock
options. The total purcha..,e price
will be paid half in CVB common
stock and half m cash m a
cash/stock elcctton merger. The
transactton \Vtll be handled under
purchase accounting. The transac-

tion is subject to \hareholdcr and
regulatory approval and other customary conditions. ll is expected to
be completed during !he firs! quarter of 2005.
Granite State bank was established in 1984. The bank IS headquartered in Monrovia and they
have an office in South Pasadena.
The bank had !O!al assets of $112.7
million. !Otal deposits of $101.9
million and to!alloan' of $63.9 Ill tilton as of Sept. 30. 200-l.
CVB Financial Corp. is !he

holding compan) for Ci!tzens
Business Bank. The bank ts !he
largest financial inqitution headquartered in !he Inland Emptre
region of Southern Califomia. 11
serves 30 cities with 37 business
financial centers in the Inland
Empire. Los Angeles Coun!y,
Orange Coun!y and !he Cen!ral
Valley areas of Caltfornta. hs subStdtary. Golden West Financtal
Services. provides vehicle lcasmg,
equipment leasing and real estate
loan services.

U.S. Bank Introduces Regional Board
Todd Hollander. president of
U.S. Bank in Orange County and
!he Inland Empire. has named the
members of a newly-created
regional bank board !hal will consul! and advise bank leaders on
communit) and business 1ssues reievan! 10 !he area. They held thetr
firs! mee!ing on Thursday. Sept. 9.
Richard Davis. vice chairman
for commercial and consumer
banking, conveyed 10 !he group !he
imponance of !he Inland Empire 10
!he success of U.S. Bancorp.
"'There is no grea1er po!en!Jal for
grow!h !han right here,"' he said.
"We handpicked !he bes! bankers in
the region who are committed to
expandtng our presence and providing five star guaranteed c.;ervice to

our customers. prospective customers and partners in the community. The creation of this regional
board is a symbol of !hal commitment. We have been very fonuna!e
to recruit some of the best business
minds in !he area 10 be a pan of !his
great team."
The dis11nguished charier
members of !he U.S. Bank regional
board in !he Inland Empire are:
-Douglas Neff. managing panner
of IHP Capital Partners in Newport
Beach;
-Parker Kennedy, chief executive
officer of First American Tille in
Sama Ana;

-Dr. A nil Puri, dean of!he College
of Business and Economics at
California
Stale
University
Fullenon:
legendary
-Rod
Dedeaux.
University of Southern California
baseball player and now chtef executive officer of Dan Equipment 111
!he ci1y of Commerce:
-Henry Mendoza. managing panncr of Mendoza Berger &
Company, LLP 111 Irvine and treasurer of !he California Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce;

-Waller Schindler, managtng partner of !he Odyssey Ven!ure Group
in Newpon Beach;
-Dr. JoEIIen Allen, dtrector of
public
affairs
for
Southern
California Edison and
-Ardelle St. George, princtple and
panner of Law Firm St. George &
Carnegie in lrvme.

Editors Note. No Inland Emp1re
residents sen·e on rhts regtonul
bank board.

-David Ball, president of Arne! &
Affiliates in Costa Mesa:

Forest Lawn® Acquires
Mortuary Facility in Cathedral
brations in advance or at the time
City
annual subscript1on
Charge to my credit card

Two Year $48 -

Includes 2004

Book of L1sts (A $30Va1ue)

My check is enclosed

Master Card

V1sa Exp Date

Cred1C Card No.
Signature
Company
Name
Address
Zip

City/Stace
Phone#

·-

Make check' payable to: Inla nd E mp ire Bu si n e'is J o u r nal
P.O. Bo" 1979. Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91729
Fax {909) 989-1864 For more mfo. call (909) 989-4733

-

--- ------

colllinued from page 9
lion of !he mortuary facility cur·
rently occupied by !he Palm
Springs Monuary Ca!hcdral City.
ForeM Lawn intends to open a
Fores! Lawn Mortuary in !he facility in !he last half of 2005, maktng
n !he sixth monuary facility operated by Forest Lawn in Southern
California.
The property was
acquired from a pnva!e owner and
1erms were no! disclosed.
"Whether planning life cele-
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CVB Financial Corp. and Granite State Bank
Jointly Announce Merger
D. Linn Wtley. president and
chief execu11ve officer of CVB
Financial Corp. and tiS principal
subsidiary. Citizens Busmess Bank.
and William B. Waddell. president
and chtef executive officer of
Granite
S1a1e
Bank. JOtn!ly
announced today !hal !he !wo financial in~tjruuon~ have executed a
definitive merger agreement. This
agreement provide' for Granite
Stale Bank 10 merge wi!h and into
Citizens Busmess Bank. Citizens
Bus mess Bank "ill represent the

NOVEMBER 2004

of need, Foresl Lawn 1s committed
10 providing !he best crcma!lon and
funeral services to Southern
Californja residents and communilies," commented John Llewellyn,
president and CEO of Fore'! Lawn.
"Our acquisition of !his fact lily wtll
allow us 10 ex!end to !he Coachella
Valley our excellen!, htgh-quali!y
c..ervice. and commitment to community involvement.··
Forest Lawn has been servmg
Southern Caltfornta Since 1906

conttnued on page 34

Community
National
Bank
Opens New
Branch in
Murrieta
Community Bancorp Inc.
parent
company
of
Community National Bank,
today announced that it has
opened a new branch office
in Murrieta.
Conveniently located on
the west side of the 1-15 at
the California Oaks exit, the
5,000-square-foot, full-service banking office was
designed with customer
service and convenience in
mind.
"We believe there is an
underserved segment of
the market that wou ld
appreciate a high-touch and
individualized approach to
banking," said Perdue, "and
we've staffed the office with
seasoned bankers who
know their customers and
the local market." The office
is managed by Bobbi V.
Ballwey, a 22-year banking
veteran and active member
of her community. Ballwey
currently serves on the
Community Advisory Board
(Safe
of
S.A.F.E .
Alternatives for Everyone),
and is a coordinator of the
Temecula Valley Chamber
of Commerce Student of
the Month Program and a
committee member for the
local Susan G. Kamen Race
for the Cure. She has also
served as a committee
member for the Boys and
Girls Club of Southwest
County's Our Kids Rock
annual fund-raising event.

Palm Springs Follies Opens
The Fabulous Palm Spring'
Follies opens tiS spectacular
founeen!h season Nov. 2, a! !he
historic Plaza Theatre in downtown
Palm Springs. This ediuon "s theme.
"Give "Em Wha! They Wan!," is a
tribute !o !he grand tradition of
America's variety theater with a
special tip of !he Foll ies' top hal 10
!he golden age of burlesque.
"After nearly !WO years of
planni ng." says impresario Riff
Markowitz, "!he Foll ies' all new
edition celebrates thai give-emwha!-!hey-wan! a!li!ude thai was
!he ha llmark of show biz' folk
duri ng !hose halcyon days of
burlesque. The s!age ve terans of
that era could-and a! the Foll ies,
s!ill do--knock an audience o u! of
their seats!

In addition 10 lavish production
numbers s!arnng !he Follies'
Legendary Line of Long-Legged
Lovelies. this season's edition
opens wi!h gues! s!ars Buddy
Greco and !he sultry songstress,
Lezlie Anders.
According
10
Markowitz,
"Buddy Greco is oflen referred !o
as a 'singer's singer.' One of !he
grea! ac!s of his day, he's in !hal
same mi lieu as Sinatra and Tony
Bennett. A nd M iss Anders, who is
actually Mrs. Buddy Greco, has
gamered grea! reviews especiall y
from her Starring, ro le
in !he
!ounng production. "Fever! A
Tribute !o- M iss Peggy Lee."
Joining !he Ben ny Goodm an
Band a! age 18 as pianist, singer
a nd arranger, Buddy G reco's

subsequent solo career included
recording some 65 a lbums and
more than 100 sing les. H is album
sales number in !he millions and
he's received gold records fo r such
hits as "Oh Look a! Her, A in' ! She
Preuy," '"The Lady Is a Tramp,"
and "Around the World."
Anders made he r Las Vegas
deb ut in 1992 a! !he Desen Inn a nd
has now performed in nearly every
major venue in !he county. T he Las
~egas Journal wro1e abo u! her.
" ... !he stellar s!age presence of
Anders ... make(s) this show one
!hal grabs you on !he firs! no!e and
doesn't lei go un!il !he curtain
fa lls."
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Mondavi Legacy
hr Jan D. Mead

Reduce Sales Resistance

Robert Mondav1 has been
described as a Napa Valley icon

With the possible exception of
the Gallo dynasty. no family has
been more important to the 20th

more than once. I've known Bob

century American wine industl")

person. \\·ith more o.unbition, more
vision and more energy than a half
dozen men half his age.
He is also a truly nice man

than the Mondavis.
It all started s\lth Italian
Immigrant Cesare Mandavi. \'Y·ho
had owned a bulk wmery m Lodi.
then another m Napa Valley. and
eventually bought the Charles Krug
e-.,tat~

for his sons Roben and Peter.

The price was S75.000 in 1941
dollars. Peter and his . . ons still run
Charles Krug.
Robert \1ondavi started his osm
winery at Oakville in the sixties,
the first new winery of any size in

the Napa Valley since the Repeal of
Prohibition, which has become a
very fashionable, publicly traded
\\inc

corporation

involved

m

mtemational joint ventures with the
likes of the Rothschilds.

Mondavi for 30 years and I'm here
to tell you he\ no icon. He's a real

the best of a photo opportuniW

the tem1 "'unfiltered" now appears

Timothy has always been more
scienrifically oriented, and deals
closely "'tlh the viticulture and

on virtually all the Mondavi Napa

cast the

young Monda vi brothers in a movie

wine. It combmes fruit and wood in

called "The Gallo Story," Michael
would play Ernest and Tim would
be Julio.

near perfect balance. A very
forward oak-influenced bouquet
leads to apple-citrus fruit and a very
long. very complex finish. Case

enology. If we were

10

and loyal friend. When a long-time

There's also a daughter. M:.lfCJa,

who heads up the company's efforts
on the East Coast.
While I have always admired

involved in a vel") sensitive legal
issue and Others turned their backs
on him. Robert and h1s w1fe.
~1argrit. remamed as Lrue to the
fei!O\\ as they would have to one of
the1r own sons. in spite of
Lremendous outside social pressure.

the Mondavis. and especially
Robert. I ha"e not ah,ays agreed
w1th all their rnark~ting decisions. I
was particularly disappointed when

they so prommently affixed the

Robert is more figurehead and
advisor. these days, the company
having gone public (and ver)
successfully so) and now being run
by his children. Michael JS the main

Robert Mandavi name to the1r

man. these days. and is more a

Restaurants. especially, were guilty
of saymg, "We serve Robert
Monda vi chardonnay by the glass,"

corporate kind of guy who makes

lesser wines labeled Woodbridge.
Not that they weren't good wines.
they were, but it caused too much
confusion

among

consumers.

which was true enough. but the

customer was thinking $20 Napa
Valle) and not $8 Woodbridge. l'm
told lhat they are finally fixing that
problem with a new label that will
feature Woodbridge as a stand
alone brand.
So how is the Robert Mondavi
Napa Valley Winery doing as it
enters 1ts fourth decade and

THE HISTORIC

GALLEANO WINERY
CUCAMONGA VALLEY SINCE 1927

wmes. which indicates a mimmurn

of processing. ThJS JS one really
pretty. extremely satisfying white

employee (since vindicated) \\·as

purchases recommended. Raring:

94/86
Robert Mondavi 1995 "Napa"
Pinol
N01r ($19) Comple,,
Burgundian, medium-weighted red
wine, with tea leaf and fadmg rose

over delicate plum fniit. Tasty. Will
work with holiday turkeys and
game birds. Rating: 88/84
Robert Mondavi 1995 "Napa"
Me riot ($21) Big, ripe and
powerful (as merlol goes), but wuh
round edges and no offenSJve
astringency. Smoky dark cherry
flavors and a long nicely wooded
aftertaste. Ratmg: 89/83
Robert Mondavi 199-+ "Napa"
Cabernet
Sauv1gnon
($22)
Blackberry, black cherry and cassJS.
Big. fully ripe fruit flavors:
moderate tannins. This is one of
those delicious wines you can serve

to the boss tonight, but that you can
cellar for a decade and know il 's
just going to get better. Rating:
90/84

prepares for a new century of wine

sales? Let the tasting notes to
follow tell the story.
Robert Mondavi 1995 "Napa
Valley" Fume Blanc ($13) Robert
crealed the name Fume Blanc, bul
forgot to lrademark it and now it's
used by many wineries in several
countries. "Fumem 1s really a

WINE OF THE WEEK
Robert Mondavi 1995 "Napa"
Zinfandel ($18) ThiS JS a variety
Mondavi quit making for a few
years. It's a very good thing Ihat il\
back. This is one gorgeous wine
that will appeal to all those lovers
of big fully ripe Zms, yet il doesn't

synonym for Sauvignon Blanc,

cross over that line to the overripe.

with the Mandavi version being a

raisin-prune flavors and high
alcohol that turn others of us totally
off. It is b1g, it is ripe. with tons of
black raspberry fruit and a very
rich, almost jammy moulhfeel. The
llavors hang around for days!
Rating: 96/86

wood-style, barrel-fermented and
all that. Debuting this spring will be
a 1996 version in a new custom

Wedcltngs • Anniver~ancs
• H1rthdays • Spccial Events
• Graduations • Holid~1y c;ifts

GALLEANO WINERY

4231 Win~vill~ Road, Mira Lorna, CA 91752l ·
Phon< (951) 685-5376 (951) 360-9180

l

www.gallcanowinery.com
Tour the Hl,t0fiL \\'mcry \Vcekcnd' hc.·rwet-n 1:00pm w 4:1111 pill ( )r by .1ppumrn
Li.,tcd m the ~· .. non.JI RcgJ,tcr

flf H1'tori( Pla(n

s

nt

made frosted bottle. the smoky look
of which will tie in with the Fume
name. ThiS '95 has oak but isn't
oaky. There\ fresh. crisp grapefruit
and it's totally dry. Try it with
everything from oysters to halibut
or swordfish. Rating: 91/86
Robert Mondavi 1996 "Napa"
Chardonnay ($18) You will notice

Editors Note: by Jerry Mead
December 1997 .... Like a good
wine Mondav1 docs not JUS! get
older it gets better.

hy Bill Gager
How many tunes have you
lost a sale because the pro-..pect
decided to "think it over" at the last
minute? This hesitation is just one
example of sales resistance, a major
obstacle in the sales profession, and
in many cases, it prevents closing
deals. Unfortunately, most sales
techniques used today actually promote customer resistance because
they are designed to push a buymg
decision. Therefore, sales resistance
is always present. Even when customers know they have the need for
the product or service, and they
really want to buy it. they still feel
resistance every time a salesperson
tries to push them. The resistance
may not always be enough to end
the sale, but it still C\ists
ConSider lhe factors that
impact sales resistance:
Force: The harder you push
the prospect, the greater their resistance.
Trust: The more the prospect
trusts you. the lower then· n::s1stance
\\ill be.
Desire:
The
more
the
prospect wants to buy your prodm.:t
or service, the lower their resistance
will be.
You can usc various techniques to avoid or reduce resistance
at different stages of the sales
process. These techmques. called
"pendulum
techniques,'"
arc
designed to swing the customer m
the direction necessary to make the
sale. Remember. traditional sales
techmques are des1gned to move
the pendulum (the customer) 111 a
positive direction, which creates
unde~irable resistance because the
pendulum wants to move in a negative direction.
Pendulum techniques arc deSigned to push the
pendulum (customer) in a negative
direction. which creates des1rable
resistance because the pendulum
wants to move in a positive direction (toward the sale.) And some of
these techniques are neutral not
pushmg the pendulum in either
direction.
But the pendulum, or
customer. always wants to move the
direction opposne the salesperson.
So when used correctly. you can
dictate the resistance your cus-

tamers' experience and send them

puttmg the salesperson in control

straight towards the sale. Keep m

because he/she docsn 't appear overly eager. And the customer may
actually be taken off guard by the

mmd: these techniques don't take

advanlage of prospective buyers.
They only work when the customer
docs in fact have the need and
desire to buy the product or service.
When used properly, these techniques actually bring a greater level
of honesty to the sales process.
Rather than replace ethical sales

say "no" first, then you eliminate
the customer's resistance.

Kno" the Customer

because

No salesperson can effectively sell a product or service to a cus-

he/she expects the salesperson to
launch into the sell. Also, this state-

customer really wants. So in addi-

salesperson's

honesty

ment 1s more truthful because even

though most salespeople believe
thai they have the best solutions for

tomer if they don't know what the
tion to the pendulum and unplugging techmques. also keep in mind
two

other

Important

factors

approaches, these techniques arc

every customer, they simply can't
m every situation. This truthfulness

throughout the sales process.
The first importanl factor m

designed to be used as part of an
ethical sales process. and they

builds credibility for the salesperson. which builds trust. which low-

cover their underlying buying moti-

counteract the tricks and games
customers use to manipulate sales-

ers res1stance.

The Pendulum Technique

knowing your customers is to disvation. To reduce and avoid resistance, go beneath the customer's
need and uncover the real motiva-

people.
Use the followmg techniques
at the begmnmg of the sales process

the salesperson usually tnes

pull

tion behind the purchase. Then with

and throughout the entire interaction to reduce the risk of resistance.
and to counteract it if it arises.

neutral or reststant customers
toward a buying dee~sion by telling

th1s mfonnatton. you can keep the
customer focused on why they v.:ant

them all the benefits of moving for-

to buy and how you can provide
that for them.
The second important factor

The Unplugging Technique
One of the b•ggest reasons
most sales approaches create r~sist
ance is that they push the customer
toward a huy111g decision. or. in
other words. a positive direction.
Remember thai any push creates
resistance. But the unplugging tech·
niqucs arc designed to come across
to the customer as neutral.
For example. when a customer approaches a salesperson
about the company's product or
scrvtcc. the typical salesperson
reacts by asking questions to estab-

lish a need. and/or by explaining
the benelits they can offer. This sets
up an interaction where the sales-

person appears overly eager. which
makes the customer feel pressured.
When a customer feels pressured,

he/she stnves to take control. negotiate for concessiOns. and delay the
sale.

But say the same customer

approaches the same salesperson
and says, "Why should I buy my
supplies from your compan]?" The
salesperson can unplug the customer by replying, "I'm not sure
you should. I know why my com-

In typical sales interactions.
10

ward. But this just increases the
customer's resistance. The pendulum technique is designed to use the
customer's tendency to resist to the
salesperson's advantage It pushes
customers in a negative direction.
-.;o they resi..,t by moving in a pos1
tive directiOn. And it tends to flush
out the cu..,tomer's true desire to

buy.
The pendulum technique is
primarily used in two situations: I)
m response to objections. and 2)
when the customer is extremely
resistant. For example. in an obJCC·
uon siiUation. customers may res1st
because the price is out of their

budget. The salesperson might
respond, "'I understand your position. I was recently working with
another customer in a similar situa-

tion. I don't suppose you'd like to
hear how I helped that person,
would you"" After this response.
the pendulum will likely swmg m a
positive direction when the cus-

tomer says, "Yeah. aclually I
would."
When a customer is highly
resistant, or keeps delaymg their

pany makes sense for other companies similar to yours, but I'm not
sure it makes :-,cnsc for you. I would
need to find out more about your
situation. Do you mind 1f I ask you
a fe\\' questions?""

decis10n. you can usc the power of
"'no'' to your advantage. In this scenario. the salesperson can refuse the
customer, or give th~ ~.:ustomcr permission to refuse them. This technique IS the ultimate pendulum
move because customers often hold

This neutral approach sets up
an entirely different dynamic by

the fact that they can say "no" over
Ihe salespe!'ion 's head. But if you

to keep in mind is the customer's
decision cnteria. Each person consider-.; different factors when making a buying dt!cision. For some.
their decision i.., primarily based on

price. and for others it may be
based on the warrantee. But ever)one is ditlcrenC and many times
salespeople make the mistake of
focusing on a feature of their product or service that isn't important to
the customer.
A Positi\ e Direction

for the Future
Resistance is a natural part of
every ... ales interaction. Whether it

is so minor that it only delays the
customer\ derision for a fev.: seconds. or whether it changes their
mind about your product or service
always
completely. resistance
exists. But hesitation doesn "t have
to stop your sales. You can usc pendulum principles to oven.:ome
resistance and swing your customer
closer to a buying decision. Usc
these techniques as part of every

ethical sales approach to reduce
your customers' resistance. and
your sales numbers will soar.

Ahow rhi· Awhor Bill Gager iS
prcsidcm
of
Gager
Infer
national. }(m can \'I Sit hi.\ \h·IHile ar
gagcnntcrnarumal.n>m or 1 ...1)60526-5922.
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Advantage of Open, Honest Communications
With Employees

Riclurrds on 's
R. 1-: Center, In c.

ROBERTSOS'S
RE.\DYML\
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cominued from page 14
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Mercedes-Benz

Credit Corpor..!.tion

Bear forest Products

& ,1ssociates, Inc.

Guidant Corp.
Wheel Enlwncem ent
Vnn Daele Development

THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE
Inland Soulh~m CaliforniaS \·~u·spaptr

Eadie & Payne, LLP

Taylor
Appliances

that would be truly damagmg to the
company.
If an employee leaves for
another opportunity because he/she
is aware of negative business
conditions, there is of course the
legitimate loss of that person's
work product and the loss of
knowledge that the employee has
acquired. If the conditions in the
company were going to result in a
downsizing
anyway,
those
'"jumpy'" employees who leave m
advance of a downsizing are really
contributing to the solution (and
possibly
avoidmg
costly

unemployment expenses as well).
No harm. no foul! (In the face of
bad news, if the company wants to
prevent key employees from
"jumping," it can provide reassurances or even a retentiOn

incentive to ease the concerns of
those select few truly crit1cal
employees.)

Summary
If not already domg so,
manufacturing compames should
seriously consider Jmplemcnttng a
culture of frequent, open. and
honest communJcatJons with all
employees.

Dreams Really Do Come
True In Maui-Hawaii

There are numerous positive
reasons to adopt such a policy.
These include the moral imperative
to keep employees mformed about
possible impacts to their livelihood,
the very human response of
employees "'going the extra mile"
for an employer either in trouble or
faced with a great but time-urgent
opportunity,
mcreased
trust
resulting in improved cooperation
and labor relations, and the
likelihood of informed, tru>tmg
employees offering 1deas on how to
further improve the busmes;_

The
few downSides are
definttely overshadowed by the
upSide of thiS approach to positive
employee relatiOns.

"Jim Shearer is the founder and
CEO of The Manufactunng
Optimizaton Group, Inc, a consulttng firm speciali:ing in helpmg
small- ro medium-si:ed manufacturing businesses. He can he
conracred ar 909-596-9477 ar
throuRh the website, Wl\'11. themo
f?roup com
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continued from page 18
water, which reflected the evening
lights, was a backdrop to the
dancers and singers who entertained us for five whole hours. And
if you really got into the mag1c of
the night, hula lessons were offered
for the brave and the restless.
Of course. the usual complimentary shell le1 and p1ctures are
available for the guests as they
arrive. Besides the fabulous entertainment, thi~ luau would not be
rated so high if it were not for their
lavish buffet. Hawaiian treats that
are displayed were sauteed mahi
mahi. Hawaiian sweet potatoes,
grilled teriyaki steak lau Jau. baked
Kalua p1g, baked taro rolls,
Hawaiian nee and stir-fried vcggies were ju~t some of the items
offered. Needless to say all those
fancy Hawaiian drinks and desserts
were there for the taking.
The luau hosts met with our
every need and added to our memorable trip.
The trip would not be complete without taking the road to
Hana. The tnp takes at least six
hours round trip. Be prepared for a
change of clothes if you want to
stop and swim at the beaches and

waterfalls. Along the winding road,
make a stop at the Botanical
Gardens-an actual drive-thru garden so you don't have to leave the
comfort of your car. However, you
can walk the gardens tf you so
desire.
We visited the scenes
where" Jurassic Park" was lilmed.
It was quite impressive.
Another must stop on the road.
to Hana is Mama's Fish House,
located at the end of the town called
Paia. A fishmg boat out front
marks this restaurant spot. If your
heart desires a romantic. exotic and
beautiful tropical restaurant settmg
with excellent food-this "just for
you. Since the restaurant is so popular, reservations are taken two
weeks in advance. So either prepare ahead. or be lucky like us as
we walked tn JUSt as they opened
the doors at II :30 a.m.
Sadly to say, as the road to
Hana came to an end, our vacation
did also. Saying goodbye to Maui
was not an easy one, but at least my
dreams came true there.

Aloha!
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Riverside
Power Plant RBF Consulting Breaks Ground
cominued from page I

cominuedfrom page 25
Spnngs ubstation builder Black
& Veach to complete the multimlllton dollar retrofit to the gas
turbme generator.
The retrofit project is scheduled to begm in spring 2005 pending completton of scheduled testmg thts winter. Once installed, the
Xonon system wtll be tested for
approximately 4.000 hours of
operation dunng the first year. If
it perfonns successfully. the system will be pennanently mstalled
at the site.
In additiOn to the emironmental benefits 11 pro\ldes, the
Xonon technology wtll allow us to
prO\ tde more reliable power generatiOn to meet the growing energy demands of the city of
Riverstde, said Badgett
For tnformation about the
Xonon near-zero NOx emtsstons
technology testtng at Rtverstde
Publtc Uuhttcs. 'tslt m ersidepublicuulities.com.
Established 111 1895. Rit·erside

Puhlic 0·1ilities is a con:·;umerowned water and electric utilifl·
that is g01·erned ht· a hoard ~f
sen:n communit1· \·o/unteers.
Rin:rsidc Public C.:!ilities sen·es
01er 100.000 electric and 60.000
water customers u·ithin the citr of
Rin.•rside.

.

Forest Lawn®
. "J

·~(

"·

fhll~f' 2}1

"ith locations m Long Beach.
Cypress. Holly"ood Hills. Covina
Hills. and Glendale where it is
headquanered. In addition to its
renowned memonal parks. Forest
La" n offe" a wide mnge of products and services designed to help
Southern Caltfomians celebrate a
life. These include funeral planning. funeral insurance, and mortuary services. as well weddings,
educational and community programs. exhtbtts, workshops and
baptisms. The Alderwoods Group
of Toronto. Canada, currently operates the Palm Springs Mortuary in
this facility under a lease that
expires in J uly 2005.

Plans~

Cornmuntties. Temecula; Pechanga
Reson and Casino. Pasco del Sol,
Temecula;
Rancho Californta
Water
D1strict and Eastern
Munictpal Water Distnct Master

local \~vater improvement
proJects; as well as city. county and
state highway improvement prOJects.
RBF Consultmg provtdes services for planning, design and con-

struction of the bllllt environment.
The finn mamtams 13 offices wuh
over 800 employees tn the western
United States, performtng consultmg services nationally and mtemationally.

Subscribe Now! Call Today Inland Empire Bus iness Journal
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An Interview With John P. Calverley,
Author of " Bubbles and How to Survive Them"
continued from page I 7
already very high may slow or e\·cn
pause. as affordabilny becomes a
barrier. but other <~rea~ arc likely to
become expenstve too.

Q Is there anything the U.S.
autlrorities can do to slow the
bubble?
A Monetary policy could try to
lean against the bubble by nusmg
interest rates more. But, since twothirds of mortgages are linked to
long-term bond yields. changmg
Federal Funds rates might not affect
mortgage rates. Moreover. as Mr.
Greenspan correctly argues, there is
always a danger of precipitating the
downturn that we are trying to avoid.
More useful would be greater public
warnings about the risks of buying
property when values are expensive
and. possibly, measures to reduce
banks' appetites for mortgage
lending. Agam. this is difficult in the
U.S., since most mortgages are now
securitized.

Q When will the bubble collapse?

~~
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A One of the themes of the book IS
that bubbles are unpredictable,
largely because they are NOT based
on rational valuation behavior.
Hence they often innate for longer
than seems likely and then crash
unexpectedly. The near-ternt risk of
falling house prices is relatively low
in the U.S. and is greater in the U.K.
and Australia. But the risk of a
combination of a large fall in house
prices and a major economtc
downturn is not great in the near
future because general consumer

price mflation is still very moderate
everywhere, and central banks can
therefore respond qutckly wuh lower
mterest rates. But. looking aheJd
into 112 2005 and 2006, the nsks
mcrease, either because a modest fall
in house prices suddenly tips the
housing market over mto a
downward spiral. or because
consumer price inflation re-emerges.
reducing the Fed's freedom of
maneuver.

Q Are there other coufltries in a
housing bubble?
A The U.K. and Australia already
have major housmg bubbles. and the
central banks there, the Bank ol
England, and the Reserve Bank of
Australia are watching very closely.
The governors of both have publicly
warned about house prices, in
Australia starting in 2003 and in the
U.K. in June 200-1. Holland, Spatn
and Ireland have all had huge
increases in house prices, linked to
the fall in interest rates caused by the
introduction of the Euro. These
countries too are vulnerable to a
major economic downturn. Some
other countries have seen fast-rising
prices in recent years, including
Canada. France and Italy, as well as
Hong Kong in the last year, but in
these countries, prices are rising
from depressed levels and it is too
early to describe them as in bubble
policy themes.

Q Can central banks do anything
about bubbles?
A Monetary policy cannot be relied
upon to prevent bubbles, because

policymakers have only one
instrument, interest rates. and thc1r
pnmary target IS consumer pncc
innation. But if the housmg bubbles
bur-,t, interest rates may need to he
cut sharply to deal wtth the
consequences.

Q What other suggestions do you
have to deal with bubbles?
A The
book
proposes
the
establishment of an Asset Valuation
Commmee. charged with advtsmg
mvestors and the government when
assets move out of reasonable
ranges, e.g. a price-eammgs mulllple
for stocks of 10-20, and a house
price rental yield of 6-10 percent.
ThiS could help by discouraging
buyers when prices become high. It
could also be used to help the
authorities decide when to consider
other measures such as speed limits
for bank lending. Such a committee
would
need
to
have
some
independent standing but could be
pan of the Federal Reserve.

Questions for Imestors:

Q \.VIral should homeowners in
the U.S. expect?
A In the L.S., horne pnces look set
to continue rising for a while, as the
combmation of a growing economy
and only gradual rises in interest
rates support the market. Prices are
already high in some regions.
panicularly on the coast, but prices
elsewhere look set to keep nsing.

Q Are bubbles an opportunity or a
threat to investors?
A They can be an opportumty tf the
investor can ride the upswing and
get out at the top. This IS easier to do
Wtth stocks than with houses, but
difficult with both in practice since it
is always very difficult to know how
far a bubble will go and when it will
crash. Moreover, bubbles often
create over-opllmtsm on investment
returns. inadequate savmgs and
over-concentration in the bubbling
asset class.

Q What are limits to bank
lending?

Q How should investors react to
bubbles?

A The book suggests that the
expansion of bubbles might be
limned by measures to link the
mandatory capital requirements or
the provisioning for bad loans made
by banks to the behavior of asset
prices. So. for example, if house
prices are thought to be in a bubble,
the authorities could require higher
capital or larger reserves to be held
against new mortgage lending.

A Investors need to try to diversify
away from bubbling asset classes. As
always, they should hold a balanced
portfolio with a range of asset
classes including stocks, bonds and
propeny. When a panicular asset is
bubbling. they should reduce the
wetghting. Right now stocks look a
better bet than housing for the
medium term.
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"Managing for High
Performance"
by Gene C. Mage™,
Its unusual to find a book that
is so unpretentious. Author Gene
Mage makes no bones about it
being a self-published work with a
self-promotional side. Much to his
credit he confines the promotion to
a few pages at the back of the book.
The front end of the book is clear.

very concise and precisely on target.
There is not much complexity
to the book. which helps enhance
its readability. Of course it's a bit
inaccurate to call it a full-length
book. It's more of a monograph
about one aspect of management:
managing people. There are, in fact,
those who would say that a manager's primary job is managing people. Otherwise a manager would
simply be another specialist or
technician.
Although Mage doesn't quite
reach the point of saymg that a
manager's only job is people, not
processes, he comes close. His
position is actually refreshing. With
so many manage,-, trying to shoehom people into processes, it's
great to read how and why goals
should be reachable and processes
doable ... not the other way round.
Using a dtrect personal touch
throughout the book, Mage quickly
gets to the heart of the matter. stating: So just what is your JOb as a
manager? A manager is an individual who takes responsibility for the
performance of other people.
The manager usually does not
own the business, but is hired by
the owners to get results. The manager practices stewardship, taking
care of something that belongs to
someone else. The owners set
expectations and demand that the
manager perform to mutuallyagreed-upon standards.
Mage goes on to note that a
good manager basically does the
same thing with the people for
whom he or she is responsible.
When a manager is able to establish, express, and enforce these
standards clearly, performance and

morale goes up. He commen ts:
I thmk anybody would like to

Best-selling
Business Books
Here are the current top 10 ~st-scll!ng books for ~usiness. The list 1s
compiled based on mfom1a11on rece1ved from retail bookstores throughout
the U.S.A.

I.

The Automatic Millionaire: A Powerful One-Step Plan to Live
and Finish Rich , by David Bach (Broadway Books ... $19.95) ( 1)"
Financial advisor offers a system that makes others wealthy.

2.

The Way to The Top: The Best Business Advice I Ever
Received, by Donald Trump (Crown Pubhshmg ... $18.95) (4)
Trump asks CEOs about the best busmess adv1ce they received.

3.

The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter Than
the Few and How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business,
Economics, Societies and Nations, by James Surow1ecki_
(Doubteday... $24.25) (2) Why a broad segment of humamty
out-thinks a narrower shce.

4.

The Fi\'e Patterns of Extraordinary Careers: The Guide to
Success and Satisfaction, by James M. Citrir:' (Crown Publishmg ... $22.95) (\)What you can learn by studymg how leaders got
that way.

5.

Pav It Down Today: From Debt to Wealth on $10 a Dav,
by-Jean Chatzky (Ponfolio ... $19.95)** TV money guru o(fers
advice on savmg money.

6.

Rich Dad's Cashnow Quadrant: Rich Dad's Guide to
Financial Freedom, by Robert T. Ki:yosaki (Warner
Books ... $17.95) (7) Another m the senes targeting fathers who
want to be rich.

7.

Good to Great, by Jim Collins (HarperCo llins ... $27.50) (6)
Climbing the steps from bemg good to bemg great.

8.

Smart Women Finish Rich: 9 Steps to Achie_ving Financial
Security and Funding Your Dreams, by Oav1d Bach
(Broadway ... $14.95) (10) In the real world, dreams and financial
secu nty cost money.

9.

Millionaire Women Next Door: The Many Journeys of
Successful American Businesswomen (Andrews McMeel
Publishing ... $28.95) ·

join an organtzation that ha> a fun

work environment and ge ts superior results. Interes tingl y, the organizations that get good results are
often the most fun places to be.
Why? Because people like to work
where they know what is expected
and have a fightmg chance to succeed.
The author advocates simplicity when managers measure the
work behaviors of their s taff. If
these behaviors are not in place, it
makes managing people difficult, if
not impossible.
Business Outcomes ... the results of behaviors ... including sales,
profit margins, cost control and
employee turnover.
Job Performance Behaviors ...
including time with clien ts, quality,
accuracy, speed, number of calls,
for example.
Interperso nal
Behaviors ...
these are the behaviors that influence the overall producuvity of the

organization. These are behaviors
that the manager and other employees can observe.
Mage clearly understands that
there has to be genuine support, not

merely lip service, from owners or
senior executives. This includes a
comphance system that makes
these behaviors work effectively.
Otherwise, as the author puts it. it
may appear that the company ha> a
vibrant performance management
system, but in fact what they have
is elegant window dressing.
"Managing for High Performance" is a pleasant surprise. By
focusing on a single area of management, it easily covers most
operational concerns of any busi-

ness.
--Henry Holt:man

10.

First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders,
by Michael Watkins (Harvard Business School. .. $24.95) (6)
Why the fina three months on the job are essential.
'(2) ·- Indicates a book's previous po~ition on the liM
• · -- lndic:ues a book's first appearance on the list

Marketing Your Current
Clients
cominued from page 16
being in "Power Selling.")
Of course, it's hardly a news
flash that good, solid, creattve
long-term client relationships are
the bedrock of business. That's
common sense. The hard part is
remembering
that
truth-and
acting on it-when economic
storm clouds begin to threaten.
"Fear can be a powerful
motivator, but unfortunately it
often sends companies flaihng,
panic stricken, tn the wrong
direction," says Ludwig. "Once

that fear creeps in and obscures
your long-term vision, you ·ve
already put distance between
yourself and your current clients.
And that's the one thing you should
never lose sight of. Do something
to cultivate those relationships
every single day and you're more
likely to keep them-and you might
even find some great new sources
of business that were in your
backyard all along."

S ubscribe N o w ! Call Today
Inland E mpi re Busines s Journal
(909) 989-4733
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Connect With Your Employees
/Jy Doug Sils/JN
The most valuable g1ft you can
offer as a busmess leader isn't your
year.., of experience. your Ivy
League education. or even the vast
industry knowledge you p<»sess.
The mo~t important gift you can
offer your employees is you: your
enthu siasm. your creativity, and
your ambitiOn.
These qualities
make a leader unforgettable. Recall
your favorite boss. It could be the
boss from the last job you held or
even the supermarket manager
where you bagged groeenes as a
teenager. Whoever it was, that person made work meaningful for you.
Great leaders have an mfcctious
way of bringing out the best in others. They make work fun while
teaching employees to be more productive, more resourceful, and better communicators. When employees learn these skills, they will reap
the benefits throughout their lifetime. As a business leader. you
can' t always know whom you're
influencing. So to have the maximum 1mpact on your employees.
you need to fully engage them by
bringing your passion and authenticity into the workplace. This wtll
encourage others to do the same.
Unfortunately. even good busmess
leaders can get stuck m a rut. The
daily routine can be repetitive and
it's easy to slip mindlessly into
habit s that are not optimal for effective leadership . How ever. with
some Simple changes, leaders can
add some variety and enthusiasm
mto their leadership and more fully
engage thetr employees. The following are the mo..,t common challenges business leaders race and
ways to tackle them.
Challenge #1: Falling mto routines. Routine means doing things
the same way, over and over again.
It's like a plane being on autopilot.
Routines are comfortable and reassuring, and are usually based on
what has worked m the past. Don't
forget. though, that every workplace and each employee is unique.
By stepping out of your routine,
you can take advantage of opportunities that are npe for change. As a
result, your workplace will become
more responsive to changing times.
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are helpful and whtch aren't Learn
together what makes the workgroup
more hannonious and productive.
Make this a real-time process; don't
wan until the yearly review..,
Encourage feedback from your
employees about what is most helpful to them and what isn't. Don't be
afraid to make some changes.
Adaptability is importont to any
business and its management. Let
your employees know that thetr
feedback is important. By doing so.
you will build a stronger relationship with your employees.
Make Changes Today
Identifying our Ieade"hip challenges can be intimidating. It's hard
to own up to the fact that some of
our leadership skills can be
improved. So take it one step at a
lime. Begin by identifying your
own unhelpful habits and replacing
them with more effective ones. This
is both a challenge and an opportuntty, and you will soon be rewarded
with more enthusiastic employees
and more variety in your daily routme. Your leadership skills will be a
posllive e.xample for others to follow, leading to a more unified and
productive workplace.

To do this, p~ek a speclltc

home or experienctng a health

beha"·ior with whu.:h to experiment.
For example, 1f you want your
employees to take more initiative.
challenge them to identify poss1hle
solutions to business problems.
Look bad. at the end of each day
and write down specific instances
when you encouraged this new
behavior. By recording when you
used this approach and reviewing

problem and his or her mmd 1s el\ewhere. When we project. we're not
seeing a unique individual. Rather.
we're seeing ourselves reflected 111
the other person. Instead of projecting, leam to see the differences 111
others in order to respond approprimely to your employees.
To avoid the projection trap,
ask employees about themselves.

your notes, you will begin to find
new opportunities to encourage
personal growth. Experimentation
engages you in learning and interrupts your "same old routine'' by
re-directing your attention to new
behaviors.
Challenge #2: Not staymg
focused on your task. Distraction
results from the fact that our mmd
processes information much faster
than we are able to speak. While in
meetings or coaching an employee.
we may use that extra processing
capacity to think about our alterwork plans or to formulate a
response to someone 's question
before they've finished asking 11.
When our mmd gets ahead of us,
we lose the connectivity with the
person we're interacting with.
To reconnect to the present
moment, think back to when your
mother Iold you to co unt to I 0
when you were angry. Whil e the act
of counting to I 0 by itself is meaningless, the power lies in the fact
that this exercise reminds you that
you have a choice about how to
respond, and an opportunity to
refocus on what's important. It
works whether you arc angry or
distracted. So the next tune you
feel yourself JUmpmg ahead or your
mind wandering. take a long breath.
Feel the air going into your lungs
and back out. As you exhale. bring
your attention back to the matter at
hand.
Challenge #3: Not watching
our projections: Projection is the
tendency to see our own aspirations
in olhers. For example. we may
assume that an employee's reluctance to partic1pate in a meetmg 1s
based on apathy or self-consciousness. because we felt that way at
one time. In reality, it could be that
the employee is having problems at

Learn what hobbtes they enJOy,
what activities they participate in,
and what their long-term professional goals are. Listen to their
answers and look for ways in which
th1s person is different from you.
Be curious about the differences
and learn from them. Let your
employees know you are interested
in them as people. You will be
rewarded with a deeper level of
trust and cohesiveness within your
team.
Challenge #4: Being trapped
in our identity. Identity is how we
establish a sense of well-bemg and
competency m the world. We may
-;eek to be seen as an expert, as a
great listener, or a compassionate
pe"on. All these are elements of
our identity. and we often act in
Ahowthe Awhor· Doug Sils/Jee is a
ways that invite reinforcement from
business consulram in Ashe,·il/e,
others. It's easy for business leaders
North Carolina
to fall into the
trap of always
telling
their
ideas when it
may be more
beneficial to ask
questions or just
listen. Play the
role of a student
sometimes. Your
1ntn.as.im
FI.rt
CCTV
Accae
emp loyee's need
to be heard may
be greater than
your need to
appear knowlSprtnklu
edgeable.
To
elicit
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process of learning. Ask your
employees
which methods
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mg the ri'k. among many. th e cost of
the lo" could be 'hared among
more busincs\es. and the full penal ty for an) one loss would be mlligated for Ufl) 'ingular bu,ine ........
ln the immediate. that\ fine
along Js your bu,mess 1s the one
ha\'ing more los' than other.... but
what if you're not'?
For the employer\ pan of the
equation. let\ start \\ ith the premp.,e that 'incc \\Ork.ers ' compensallon benctil i' only to be paid 1f
there is a compen . . able los.... taking
conrrol of Lhe environment from
which the lov.. occur' \Viii reduce
CO\t. As Jo ... s j, reduced. 'o is the
coq a . . ,ociated with that loss. In
other words . if the event from
which mjury can be 'ustained doe:-:.
not occur. there are no benefits paid
to the \~v· orkcr.
Genencally the di,c1pline thai
provides insight into controlling the
working environment i' called Loss
ControL While tomes have been
written about Lo,.., Control. the
ba,ic intent i' to make the;: workplace '"fer and reduce both the frequenC) and severil) of loss.
Examples of Loss Control range
from environmental 'uits and
rebreather e4uipmcnt 10 areas
exposed 10 chemicals, 10 angled
handle knives 1n a restaurant
kitchen, or even u . . mg only precut
item' tn food preparation.
The general princ1pal of Loss
Control i, 10 define the characteristics of work. isolate the incumbent
parts lo deline attribute' contributing to a ri'k exposure and Lhen find
alternative methodology that does
the same work. The answer j, not to
ncce,sarily elimmate all risk, but 10
channel a realized risk. into a les'
severe event and reducmg the fre-

In workers· compensation
insurance there are three basic conlnbulmg factor' to lo". all of
which represent opportunities for
controlling co'l a' well. The three
component\ to the equation are the
employer. "ho controb the condition of the "orkplace: the employee. \\hose mterest is to remaining
safe and maJ...c money for his fami 1) on the long tenn; and the insuranc.:e carrier. who-..e moti\ e IS pure
profit. The means to reduce the los:-.
co-.t are represented b) all three
aspects of the equaL ion and all must
be engaged. conSidered and optimized to reduce the cost of risk.
\Vork.ers ·compensation 's original intent v.as to eliminate lawsuits
b) 'ubstituling an employee "s tort
rights for a remedy adminiMr,ned
by the 'tale,. lm11ally proposed by
bu,ine . . , to the federal go\·emment.
Jt
represented a compromi\C
bet\\een an employee\ right to ... ue
for emp!O)Cr cau ... ed injur) and
bu,ines ... need for a re,triction of
llab1li1y to promote econom1c
expan"on. For a "hile 11 v.orked
for both side" employees were
compen,ated for lo" reasonably
well without having to prove the
negligence of the bu...,iness. and
busine...,, had lim1ted exposure to
payment for those damage,.
The economic logic i' the
same as \\ ith mcorporation. Both
workers· compensation and the
incorporation are intended to limit
the liability of the 'hareholders. the
function of which is to make in\·estment ,afer and cost predictable. By
making liability risk limited. buSInes" mvestment was 'timulated and
quency of occurrence.
workers benefited by havmg a place
For example. in clencal occu10 work thai otherwise would not
pations, one of the leadmg causes
exist.
of inJury is carpal IUnnel injury
Another part of the remedy
and/or twisting inJurie,. An analysis
was 10 create a nsk-sharing mechaof the work slle often reveals the
ni~m between businesses to further
desks are too w1de, cau,mg the
make the cosl of loss even more
employee 10 reach across the de'k
predicable. Th" was accompli,hed
to move files from one pla~.:c to
by applying the pnnciples of in,uranother from po ... uiom. m \\hich the
ance. then mostly used for propert)
and economic transaction ..... to averbody i' not 'tructurally 'ound.
Another is that the po,ition of lhe
age lo,ses among many. B) 'pread-

keyboard j, not bahmced. forcmg
the \\.Tish to occlude arterie" ... upply mg blood 10 the tinge",
Both of thc'e can be remedied
with only m1nor changes to th e
work sue. In thi' case. enforcing
break' and requiring the employees
to walk would reduce both. without
a change in the ph]'ical environment. And th" "only the 11p of th e
iceberg because . . ome suggestiOn s
actuall} incrca'e producti\ 11y to the
\vorkers and pay for themselves in
the immediate a' \\ell a' the long
run .

The benefit... arc obviou~ when
you add the fact thai the average
claim handled b) an insurance earner is over $8.000. and the reduc tion of a smgle ... evere back. injury
can ellmmate an expenditure of
S 120.000 in total co'L Every loss
that doc ... not occur is significant to
the bouom line. whether lo the carrier or to the busine...s that pay~ the

pren1ium~ .

And thJt 's no t to mention
reduction of the frequency/, everlly
means e mplo yees are working
more often to earn pro fit for the
business. This is opposed to when
an employee is injured and not
working. The work "iII ncech 10 be
done. and the bus mess j..., often paymg 'omeone e lse to do the work
that the injured worke r was to do.
The task. doesn't di sappear.
I wrote earlier \\.:ork cr.., · compensation was
compromise
betwee n worke r' and employen, in
which both re ceiVed benefit. The
employer traded limited liabl111Y m
exchange for th e wai ve r of the
employees right to sue. Ami the
employee traded those ri ghb '0
bu,iness could operate and produce
jobs for lhe employees. However,
the reality of the 'ituation " that

cominued on page -15

· ldeCil for temporary
assignments, busin('""

travelers, employ('<.'
training and r<•locatlon~.

· Spacious accommnd.Jtions
with room for f.1mih.
friends and p<•ts.
rate.., on
fulh furnished apartments

· All-inclusive

includ1ng house\'\Jr('S,
ut1l1ties, housekeep1ng

and mort•
· More <,pJ( e and amemtit-s
at lower r,lt<.':; than a hotel
· Convenient locations
throughout thC'
Inland Empire.

Bc>autiful/y appointed, fully furnishc>d
apartment home; thmughout the US.,
Asia Pacific. U ~. and ,efect turopean cities.

~
Tile .\IO«t

0

1100.716.!1 1:.!~ •

'WJ.i2l.~O~O

www.oakwood.tom

Tnu.tl'<l.\am~~:
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HUMAN RESOURCE GUIDE
Am~sing Without Abusing:
Keepzng your event entertainment clean, not obscene

Workers' Comp: How to Win Without Losing
bY John .\1 Bcringt..·r.
Jr LPCS, RPA

NOVEMBER 2004

in

(~•J1:wtntrt.•llumdfll! Uurlf~illt.

When John Hake! dec1ded 10
hire a comed1an for one of hi '
compan y's cve nh. he kn e\1.. th at
hirin g the rig ht co mi c would be no
laughing mau er. A ~;, the direc tor of
the
Asso c iation
o f Ge ne ral
Contraclo" of Ca lifornia. Hake!
plans doLens o f eve nt... eac h yea r
and he had heard o f oth er plann ers
who got blind sidcd whe n the hired
COITII C\ JOkC\ 4u ic kl y we nt !rom
funn ) lo flllh ). '"~1 ) job 'ecurll)
depend ' on making ou r a,..,ot.: iation
member.., happy at th ese e\·c nl\."
...ay' Hake!. " not up...e llmg them
with crude. ra<.: 1a ll ) inse n' lti\'C or
sexually explicit humor."
With iss ues like workpla ce
sexual haras sme nt and political
correctness so prevalent these days ,
HR directors, event planners. office
managers. and other program
coordinators are anxious to ensure
thai the hired talent for a bu,in"'s
or social event will entertam
without offending.
Hake! avoided
thai embarrassment and kept hi' JOb by
working with a company like
CleanComedians.com. In fact.
since the original booking, Hake!
has hired performers from "Clean
Comedians" for more than 30
separate events. '"Every time l have
hired a Clean Comedians performer, my audience has loved iL
It's great 10 get hilarious comedy and never having 10 worry about
offending any guests."
CleanComedians .com is an
entertainment production company
thai represents more than I 00
entertainers nationwide including:
stand-up comedians. comic-magicians. jugglers and var1ety acts thai
get big laughs without offending
audiences. "It doesn 'I have 10 be
fillhy
10
be
funny,"
says
CleanComedians.com President
Adam Chrisling. "Many of our best
customers come to us because they
got burnt hiring a raunchy
comedian from a club the previou'
year." And according to Christing,
''clean is green''-because business
is booming. Bnan Tracy, one of the
nation "s
leading
business
authorities,
believes
that
Christing's company " filling a

vital need : ''We use the m ove r and
over to prov ide comcdtath who are
funn y. positi ve, motivationa l. and
c lean. Our events are aue ndcd by
many people "ho like 10 laugh. but
do not enjoy off-color JOke' or
language,"
The co mpan y is so confident

2005

that the ir funn y men and wo me n
will e nte rtain w itho ut e mbarrav-;·
mg. they o ffer a money-bad,
g uara nt ee to eve nt c oordinat o r ~.
The C lean comedian s we bsil e
allo ws program planne rs to prcv 1e w
funn y video cl ips for free and eve n
o ffer.. , an easy eve nt plannin g fom1

10 help make th e occaSion a
success.
For rips and details on how tv plan

a f un "clean " corporate c\'cnt .
fund -raiser or holiday go to ~IWl-1 '
Clean comedians.co m( http :// ~, · H · u ·.£

lcancomedians.com ) or call 71-1 ·
nlf!- 1929

BOOK OF LISTS
THE IMAGE OF ACHIEVEMENT

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
SPACE RESERVATION DEADLINE: DECEMBER 10, 2004
MATERIAL DEADLINE: DECEMBER 20, 2004
PUBLICATION DATE: JANUARY 2, 2005
RATES:

FULL PAGE: .............. $3,700
1/2 PAGE: ................ $2,750
1/4 PAGE: ................ $2,000
BACK COVER: ........... $7,500*
COSPONSOR: ............ $5,500
SECTION SPONSOR: .. $6,000**

Thousands of companies consider the Journal's Book of Lists essential to their business library. Key executives keep a copy withm easy reach tor qu1ck reference to the
most influential contacts in Riverside and San Bernardino counties.
Our 2005 Book of Lists will once again enumerate the top companies in approximately 45-50 industrial categories (the top HMOs, etc.). Each county and c1ty will have a full
page identifying key agencies, key personnel and demographics. This guide to the cities
and counties of the Inland Empire Is included as a special bonus only in the Inland
Empire Business Journal.
Our distribution will not only include the Inland Empire, but targeted companies in Los
Angeles, Orange and San Diego counlles. Your company's message will be seen by
over 75,000 business executives throughout the circulation year. Each advertiser
also receives 100 complimentary copies tor their own marketmg purposes (value: $3,000).

We strongly recommend lhat you reserve space tor your company today in this pnmary resource publicallon
for the Inland Empire. Most of our advertisers consider the Book of Lists to be the best advertising investment they make all year. Please contact us at (909) 989-4733 to see it the page opposite the list that is of
interest to you is still available. If your reservation is made before September 1, 2004, you will receive fourcolors at half price on all full-page advertisements.

call Paul Crosswhite 909-989-4733
**

"Includes full·page, four·color ad and logo on front page as a sponsor
Includes full page, four-color ad, logo on the section cover page and logo on the front cover as a sponsor.
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REAL

ESTATE

CB Richard Ellis's
Ontario Office Promotes
John Oien and David
Catlin to Vice President
The Ontario office of CB R1chard Ellis (CBRE) announced today that
office specialist John 01en and retail specialist David Catlin have been promoted to vice president.
"Both John and Dav1d have proven to be tremendous assets to the
Ontario office of CBRE," said Senior Managing Director Scott Kaplan.
"They have each been instrumental in the success of maJOr Inland Empire
projects in their respective specialty areas and are highly deserving of the
discriminating title of vice president."
John Oien has been involved in the commercial real estate business
with CB Richard Ellis smce 1996. With over 14 years of experience in real
estate and business management, John 's emphasis has been in acquisitions.
liquidations. sales, marketing and intermediary services in both the real
estate and insurance industries. He was named CBRE Rookie of the Year
in 1998.
David Catlin has been in the commercial real estate professiOn working in both Nonhem and Southern California for the past 30 years assisting both retailers seekmg locations for their businesses and representing
landlords in the marketing of their shopping centers. In his professional
sales career. Mr. Catlin has leased in excess of 1.5 million square feet of
both office and retail space.

REAL
Sugar and Spice has recently completed a 5.244-square-foot. fiveyear lease m the Plaza Seville
Shopping Center located at 27363
SUite
J,
Jefferson
Avenue,
Temecula. Charlie Nicholls of
COM Group, Inc. represented the

lessor and lessee in this transaction ... Clements
Landholdings,
LLC, as buyer and Kenneth D.
Stringer, Pamela K. Stringer,
Greg Stringer and Andrea
Stringer as sellers are pleased to
announce the sale of .67 acres at
29375 Hunco Way in Lalke
Elsinore. Charlie Nicholls and
Janet Kramer of CDM Group,
Inc. represented the seller and
buyer in this transaction ... CLX
Investment Company, Inc., formerly known as CLX Energy.
announced the sale of its whollyowned subsidiary. CLX Oil & Gas,
LLC, to prior management of the
company in exchange for 1.433,556
shares of common stock held by the

New Tax Dollars to Riverside
Residents of one of Riverside\ fastest-growing communities v..·iil have
added convenient quality shoppin g in their own backyard w1th the opening
of Canyon Spnngs Marketplace onh next fall.
Ground will be broken this spring on the 180,000-square-foot shopping
cen ter that features popular stores Bed Bath & Beyond, Marshalls, Cost
Plus, Jo-Ann Stores, and Petco. Canyon Springs Marketplace Nonh wi ll be
located at the southeast quadrant of the 60 Freeway and Interstate 215. The
Canyon Springs Marketplace Corporation is planning to hold grand
openmg ceremonies as early as fall of 2005.
The center will increase quality shopping options in Riverside while
bringing the ci ty approximately $1.000.000 a year in property and sales tax
revenu e and creating up to 3,000 jobs, said Garry Spanner, CEO of Canyon
Spnngs Marketplace Corporation.
"This will be a wonderful addition to the city of R1verside. Residents
from around the area will benefit from the convenience of having highquality shopping close to home, with an emphasis on fashion, housewares,
and home goods," said Spanner. "On top of that, the tax dollars and jobs
brought by Canyon Springs Marketplace Nonh will add fuel to the city's
economic engine, helping to pay for serv ices like police and fire protection,
road improvements and parks."

huyers. The shares will be returned
to
the
CLX
Investment
Company's treasury, an action
which will result in a 54 percent
reduction of 1ssued and outstanding
common
stock
of
the
company ... Capstone Advisors, a
San Diego-based real estate investment and advisory company, has
entered into an equity joint venture
and development management
agreement
with
Ashbrook
Communities for the development
of 62 single-family detached homes
in Palm Springs. The yet-to-be
named project has a total estimated
value at buildout of approximately
$40 million. It is located on a
secluded 13-acre site south of E.
Palm Canyon Drive (Hwy Ill) and
east of Araby Drive. The enclave of
homes will be built in five phases,
and range in size from approximately 2,300 square feet to 3,000
square feet. Prices are expected to
start
in
the
mid-to
high
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CB Richard Ellis, lnc.
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Collier<J Setley
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Marru~ &. Millichap Real Est.
ntll E Gua.,tl Rd., Ste. ~lXI
Onwio, CA 91761

t

Grubb & Elli~ Commtreial RE Sen ices
~I Centrelake Dr Suuc ~
Ontano. CA 91761

!'.
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Roone, Oasthbadl
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(9091 60:'i-2400
PaJm Dcstn (760) 77).2432
rda.o;chbach(acolllc:t\·sttkp::om

"'
17

""'

1\e\inA. Mo,er
Senior Vtce Pres1dent
(909)6U:'i-I!S(XI/60:'i-IM32
marcusmillt.:hap rom

J3
LJ

19115
195ft

\lark A. Piscitelli
Scmor. VP. \lana~mg Oi~or

1971

(Q{N)

60:'i-JIOO/WO-X0-4S

mar\ piKttcllia.g:rut'ob-clhs.rom

Lte&.A!t.)()ciales
6.

171

1.115.793.41:!

Vi35 Inland Empu-e Blvd
Onmrio. CA 91764

1.2.\0

26
10

\9KIJ
l9X7

60

101<6
1979

"'

7.

Cushman&. Walr.efield orCa1if.• lnc.
701 !\. Ha,en_, Ste. 300

8.

Gl AI) \l \1-\\-orldwid(' Real Estate Solutioru.
WqllJnland Emptn: Blvd .. #400

t47.on.7s.~

60

Ontario. C·\ 91764

10
II

Scottl.unine
Rcg1onal Sales \fana!-oer
1909J .u:.6-2500/-U!6-25l2

Paul E.arnhart
Pre~ldent

190'-JI 9M9-7171/944-M2..'i0
ptarnh:lrt@l«·as~.com

101<0
1917

Joe\"argas
Semor Manag.mg Dn-o.:tor
(1}09) 9110-771111~119--1440

joe_varg:b@cu.Jiw:U.:<!
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NOTES

$500.000\ ... Mark Supply LLC,
an imponer/exponer of gift products from the Pacific R1m area, has
paid $8.7 million for a near-new
148.000-sq.-ft. distribution facility
in Ontario for a three-fold expansion within this cornmumty,
announces GVA DAUM. Mark
Zorn,
executive
vice
president/principal in the Ontario
office of GVA DAUM repons that
Mark Supply's new area headquarters is located on seven acres at
2041 Turner Ave. Zorn and Tal
Siglar, also a vice president/principal ofGVA DAUM in Ontario, represented Mark Supply. Colliers
Seeley
represented
Hubbell
Lighting, the seller and former
occupant of the building ... Even if
they never step foot on the newly
laid sod, every Rancho Cucamonga
resident will benefit when Central
Park opens this winter. city planners predict. Under construction at
the comer of Base Line Road and

Mtlliken Avenue, Phase I of the
Central Park proJeCt will mclude
15 acres of open space, plus the
57,000-square-foot James L.
Brulte Senior Center and Goldy
S. Lewis Community Center. The
facility will provide a menu of services, classes, workshops and events
for all ages. The construction of the
unique multi-use fac1lity has been
completed without the use of city
funds, thanks to the perseverance of
many community members and
specifically through the effons of
State Senator James Brulte,
Congressman David Dreier, and
the
Lewis
family ... Coldwell
Banker Commercial announced
the sale of Woodcreek Apartments.
in Temecula for $32,250,000. Udi
Y. Katz, senior vice president.
Coldwell Banker Commercial
Foothill Properties, represented
the buyer, The Bascom Group
LLC, and the seller, Mesa
Investments LLC. The luxury res-
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Denni~ Sando\al
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1979
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Productivity Not Outsourcing Cost Jobs
cominuedfrom page 23

Policy lnstitUie, rising trade deficits

the offshore producers are making
btg miStakes resulling 10 the runn10g up of btg bills working overtime to correct. If thts IS all true,
then why hasn't global trade led to
better JOb prospects and an
increased standard of living?
According to the Economic

cost three million actual and poten-

tial jobs in the United States
between 1994 and 2000. However,
the real culprit 10 this JObless recovery is productivity, not the outsourcing of jobs.
Accord10g to Forrester Research, of the 2. 7 million jobs lost

over the past three years, only
300,000 have been from outsourcing. II seems that the benefits of
rising productivity are htgher profits. lower innation, rising stock
prices. but not necessarily a
decrea::;e in the unemployment rate.

Southern California Permit Processing
Company Hires Project Manager
J. L. Hare Assoctates, a leading
Southern California permit and
entitlement processing

manage-

ment company. has hired Amelia
Perry as project manager.
Perry will draw from her 19
years' experience in the building
industry to manage the permit
proces; for some of J. L. Hare
Associates' most prominent clients.
She will begin her job with the
company collaborating with project

teams of such developments as
Willian1 Lyon Homes Bounty and
Discovery 10 Corona: Pulle Homes'
Bremerton in Muriena: and Water's
Edge and Stone\ Throw, both in
Lake Elsinore. A resident of
Temecula, Perry will be stationed at
J. L. Hare Associates' Inland
Empire office.
Much of Perry·s role will
include compiling and presenting
plans to city and county agencies to

make sure building meets government requirements. But, having

worked for the County of Riverside
Building & Safety Depanment processing and issu10g grading, walls
and house permits to tract developers, Perry is especially knowledgeab le about what it wi ll take to get
permits processed without missing

a beat.
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I.E. Del-elopment
Current Project~:
Completed Thru Sept. 2004 C'ompan)"""ide
(Total Square Footage)
#or I.f<:. Projecb
Market \alue U•:.

Proposed Projecl5:
Square Footage
Yea~ to Complete

Location~

Industrial De\-elopmentlnternational
18101 Von Karrnan Ave., Ste. 1040
Irvine. CA 9261::!

5,M36,000

3,600.000
1

Mna Lorna

l.

Western Realco
500 Newport Center Dr., Ste. 630
Newport Beach, CA 92625

5,431,000

4,000.000
5

Ontano. Redland,,
Rancho Cucamonga

3.

The Magoon Companies
1650 Spruce Street, Ste. 400
R.ivers1de. CA 92507

3,400,000

lmestment Building Group
4100 Newport Pl., Ste. 750
Newport Beach. CA 92660

3,033,000

5.

lnsignia/ESG
444 S. Aower St., 24th Aoor
Los Angeles, CA 90)71

1,006.925

6.

Master De,.elopment Corporation
1401 Quail St., Ste. 100
Newport Beach, CA 92660

2.900.000

AddrbS

Cily. State. Zip

4.

was presented to recognize the

company for producmg a return to
its original shareholders of 41,03
percent over 400 times the anginal investment. This ts the highest
return in the history of the banking
The
industry in California.

For details. contact your account manager at

1
$51.720,000
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Gar} Edwards
Vice President
!949) 72().3787mo-1790
gedwardsle@aol.com

15
15

Ray Magnan
Pres idem
(9091 684.os60n84-2545

Corona
MtraLoma

37.000
t

Rancho Cucamonga

72,000
I

Ontario
Rancho Cucamonga

I
13

Bruce McDonald
President
i949l 724-8886m4-8887

1.500.000
2

Ontario
Rialto

5
750

Calif.. Tex~.
N. Car.. Tenn.,
NJ., Canada

Larry Harmsen
Sr. Vice Pres1dent
1714) 424-18001428.()716
lhann<;en@prologls.com
Jim Mance
General Manager
(909) 484-83011484-8306

8
400

Eddie- Edmiston
Regtonal V.P.
(949) 559-41001559-1050

Jack Langson
Pre.!.ident
(949) 263-1111/263-1120

1.985,000

18
I
$1.000,000

10.000,000
6

Glen borough Rea lty Trust Inc.
9. 650 E. Hospitality Ln., Ste. 150
San Bemarchno. CA 924ru!

1,690,500

na

1,309.500
7

Reservis, Inc.
10. 73-020 El Pasco, Ste. 4
Palm Desen, CA 92660

t,610.000

Panattoni De"·eJopmenl Co.
II. 19600 Fairchild Rd
Irvine. CA 92612

t,485,000

5
6.500

WND

1,600,000

John R. ' orma n
Managmg Dtrector
(2t3) 593-13001593-1309

Russ E. Halle
Prest den!
i160J 776-8838m6-B842

NIA

WND

Brent Carroll
V. P, Developmem
(949) ss1-msn41-1950

405.000
I

Ontario Mills
One Mills Cir., Ste. I
Ontano, CA 91764-5200

Jacobs De\elopment Company

Emplo~ees:

C'ompan}"'"ide Phone/Fax
E-\1ail Address

560,000
2

I
$6,000.000

""""~" 50

I. F.

WND

inland Emptre

t18

Jerr Phelan
Prin~.:ipal

(949) 474-78101474-7813
1.000,000

12. 6820 Indiana Ave., Ste. 210

(909) 989-4 733

of Project.<,

$24.000.000

7.500,000

8.

Sponsorsh1p Packages .. $6,000
Full Page ... S3.700
Half Page ... $2,750

35
1
$216.000,000

Pro Log is
7. 4100 E. Mission Blvd., #500
Onlllno, CA 91761

conTinued on page 49

Inland

({1/1/1/1/IC'"

fRtml..ed by tntul \ qttun• / t·et tft •telop(•tflhm f.) eplember 1 fJIJ-I J

Companj

conTinued from page 10

T&V P&INTING
Get a JUmp on your competition by secunng your space
Emptre's premier reference tool t o d al'·

Commercial Building Developers

CVB Financial
Corp. Report
largest financial institutiOn headquanered in the Inland Empire
regiOn of Southern Californ1a. It
serves 30 cities with 37 busmess
financial centers 111 the Inland
Empire, Los Angeles County,
Orange County and the Central
Valley areas of Californta. Its subsidiary, Golden West Financial
Services, provides vehicle leasmg,
equipment Ieasmg and real estate
loan services.
CVB Financial Corp. was
recently recogmzed at the Annual
Strategic Issues Summit w1th the
Market Cap award. Thts award

BUS I NESS JOURNAL • PAGE 43

3
$15.000.000

Riverside. CA 92.'i06
Opus West Corporation
13. 20:!0 Main St, Ste. 800
IJ\·me, CA 92614

2,000,000

Rherside Commerciall mesting Inc. {RC'I)
14. ~685 Main Sl., Ste. 220
R1verside, CA 92501

871.000

F.J \1 De,.elopment Company
15. 9061 Santa Momca Blvd.
Los Angeles. CA 90069

830,000

A. H. Reiter Development Company
16. 9650 Business Center Dr.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

641,000

Th< Chank Group
17. 44-919GolfCenterPkwy.,Sie.9
lnd1o, CA 92201

500,000

450,000
3

Ra\er.ide

750.000
t

Rancho Cucamonga
Riaho. Redland~. Chino 1.5110
Chino Hill!>, Ontano

1.720.000
2

Rancho Cucamonga.
Mtra Lorna. RIYCf'ilde

2.1100,000

Ontario. Oxnard,
Phoenix, La ... Vega . .

5475.000,000

14
14

Doug Jacobs
President
1909) 788-9887n8s-13t4

Jeff Hill
V.P. Real Estate De\elopment
(9-19) 622· t 950/r\22-195 t
Jeff~~

FuJI Service Commercial Printing

FREE Pickup & Delivery
Proudly Serving The Business Community
in Southern California Since 1988

5
$86.000.000

10
WND

Ran,ho Cucamonga
Ontano

WND
36
12
SSO.IIOO,IXIO

435,000
8-10

D. Butler, R. Darkle)"
General Panners
t909l 788-6toon84-I524

50

Bret A. Mad.. ay
V. P., Development
t310) 278-t830!278-2%l
brel@ejmde\'elopmem.c:om
A.H. Reiter
Owner
!909) 980- 164l/9M9.{).1.1(\

Indio

Larr) Cbank
CEO
t760) 347-:1469/34,-1791
JPhindio(g;aol.com
N -\ = Nol Applicahlt n/I.D "'lmld not Dtfclose fld =not tll·ailahle The infi.'m'!-11/on m tht· cJhu\t fw Has ohfamedfrvm the compc.mies lislt'd 7o the Mst of our !.nowlrd~t·tht ln/Omllltwn .mpplird is accuratt• tl.f

~:-~:;~1~~.1.0.' ~0~\19j9.tR;~~~:,~~(c:~~-u::,:~~~:. ~~9i~29!i$5~~ck~:~~~~~::rh; sn::s:::)&~~:~("~:;~;h~TOO~"'f~/;ti~~~:i'%dso:s:er:sr;un;:::nu:t,;::~)~h.,~';;~;J:j;J ~~r~:~~~i;~~e Inland

ldiJ!fijldldllillltiDIIIIIMitfiMI11MIPitRI*A'''''""'''fMIIMiii+iiiiildi'MDffli§R§iili

iJ:"·t'i
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Workers' Comp: How to Win Without Losing
cominued from page 38

KSPA 1510 AM

PRIVATE MORTGAGE BANK ING

"TiWJ.e Out"

The Right Experts
With the Right Connections
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage

LS

pleased to announce rhe expansion of our

Pnvare Mortgage Bankmg d1vision m Palm Desert, Temecula, Murrieta
and throughout the Inland Emp1re.

With Bill Anthon"'
and Joe Lyons

Speuahzing m ~ervmg the un•que needs of afnuem cltentc,, these new
offices, combmed with Private Client Services•, are empowered to re<;pond
w1th flexible solunons that leverage assets and complement wealth management goals. Our mno\:arive products accommodate a soph•stLCated
level of needs and preferences:

• H1gh-end residennal real estate financing
• Busme~ and relationship bankmg
• Investment and trust servtces• •

They review gourmet foods, travel
and world famous restaurateurs ...

Enjoy exceptional sen"ICe, complete satisfaction and gam convemenr access
ro the comprehen!.Jve resources that affluem clients expect and deserve.

For further information, please contact:

.... Ciorlll~~ .......

"-JJ!Wirii'-Piblor .......

llldlllb--.. . .---..--..-...s"'...

___ .._,.._,._..• ..._. •
......
.., .. ...

... plus guest interviews with award
winning chefs, renowned wine
connoisseurs and leaders in the
hospitality industry each Saturday
on "Tune Out" at 10:30 am.
f... ,C....,.~ .......

.,.flll•_,...,~gq~_...,_._,~,.,..,.~fll•,.-.edbrlllrW

"'"""

'llllif......... ~ .......

Mortgage Lenders
Rwlltt•tl /11 l)t'rt t'llftt~t·
i...t'Dder
Add""

%oru.:.
Markel
2004

Cily/St~ tenip

lJ/

fli umber
ofJ...oans
l()().l

'lurlo.t t. Hu t•nult•

~..t:

"ian lkmartlltlo (

Total $
Amount
l OOl

oiii/IH''·

:!Ofi.J

Al trage$

Loan
2004

~8el..ocal El:eculhe

Phone/Fax

E-Mail Address

l.

3.

4.

W~ :\-lutual Homt Loan tenlfr
31 w_ FOodtlll Bh·d
Vpluwl. CA 91786

470

5,610

679.236.397

121.1176

MiJ;.eAibers

n.o~':.nrs.sw

3.74

6,176

540.061.657

87.445

Mary Fawke
Vice Pres1dcnt
(909) 384-4805/381-6066

==·~I.-

'i\'SD

1560

l50.oo:u:xx:t

160.000

Lisa Harding

if'~~A~'t'J"ft:

2.32

2.580

335]&<.863

129.948

Sltn Btrtont

~'iZ8 22001981-1699

San Benwdi.no. CA 92401

~08'a~s}r~':t~2~t6R2·8108

Rn·~CA92.'i06

)

;m Canyon Crest Dr. ~. 1450

Riv~•de.

=~8~~~88-4089

CA 92507

sbertone@accubanc.com

A.mc.'t WWe.le Lader
. . c - , . . l d r - Lous

1.65

1.899

237.789.045

125.218

AritneLam

6.

~~'7!m~~

158

1.592

211.9fJI.Sn

143.158

Dan Rosenthal
Pres1dent/CEO
(949) 854-31001725-0618

7.

~~~Corp.

1.5 1

1.353

218.293.968

161.341

Abner Sabino
Senior Viet Prt:Mdent
(909) 869-56291869-6-15)
abner..sabtnoi'cha>e.com

WND

t421

372.250,000

153.760

5.

210
R-~CA91 730

rs\:o'l~7~~~90Q) 941 9484

8599 Haven Ave Sle.

Newpon llaoh, CA 92705

DiomaodS.. CA91765

8.

Pnmdtat BaDk Mortp&t
3756 Untral Ave
R1 ..-t:n~de.

Rk:h GaJt

Di.,.ision Pres1dent
(909) 68M>060076-8739

CA 92506

.....,NtJf

/VA• It«~ WNDl>i.xlo# ..-fkJf~ F()T~~~~>tr ~·tlll(lro) -1~6-J~ •Fir~~m dtl Mr iltrllldt INDM &!prtrolwl p...,.., · r c:uu-r-tMiMNitrln CWII/'f ~dJiffolllll ilf/t>mwttion ,~ byCfWII'<wttiUUd. Tr dw~rtpf
. . .-...w,*~ ..-.ppllldu~~«ruu~~4Jcfft" n triW. il'hiU.t'W'I"l tffrmu lfWidt- r.r> r~rlranwr<Jo.•~ril<"''"'llww-urf dw lut Olllmlo:Wuiii!J trpPKrtJ/'Joo"oJ/tm>rl ,.._,....... , •. .., PJ.-,,,. ,,.flli<Orn'<-rit>IU·>fo.J.Io:"""' ·"' ·""(•lm ,,,,.~iJJio TMI~
&ftiw~lottntal.PO &r/1/79 RoltchOCIIt.-~11 £:491 7!9 1<.~ "":9. h -.Wm 'i. tndrG Ohrru l -<'J"Iltltr iE.BJ 11liJ lur ii{'JuMIO.tt>bto~2(}()(f"""'h. l<'dutff'tp. ...mJI•q••••·"W•·•

I h<· Buul- ul I hi' ;1\ailahll-

1111

Di,k. <all '!U'J-'JI!'l--P.'J nr Dn\\nlnad '"'' lrnm \\\\\\.lnpl.isl.cnm

few employees unders<and the
transaction or see their employmenl
costs are a control on the profilability of the business.
Basically stated there is an
economics axiom that an employee
will always get paid their perception of what is due. That "due" will
be realized by either the sum of
their paycheck and/or by reducing
the work performed 10 balance the
work done for that paycheck. If
employees believe they're being
treated fa<rly, they will work for the
pay and otherwtse perfom1 to lhe
benefit of the organization.
However, to understand that
they are pa1d fairly, they have to
understand what that means m the
whole. Employers have to cducale
their employees that there is an
economic cost to each employee for
each injury sustained on-site.
There are many ways 111 which
an employee can reduce the profit.
including but not limited to filing
and prosecuting a workers' compensation cla1m. There are also
ways in which employees can be
engaged to increase profit. mcluding seeing that workers' compensation claims are legitimate. that people relum to work timely and that
when someone is out, that they arc
not pulling their we1ght 111 achieving !he goal.
One of the ways to do so is to
have a pot that is auctioned off
monthly among those not inJured
1ha1 month. which grows lor each
month in which there are no
injuries. Another 1s to offer mediation to worker/management disputes and/or between workers. And
there are a multiplicity of o<her
techniques as well thai serve to
reduce the cost of loss. often by as
much as 30 percent.
The third component, my personal favorite. is the msurance carrier. Here too tomes of material
have been produced as to how 10
rate. assign codes to employees.
modify the payro ll costs to reduce
the premiUm, pay cla1ms mtemally
to avoid the recalculalion of the
modification rate and to review
claims with the adjuster on a regular basis. And all of these items can .
and do, red uce the rate of !he pre-

mlllm that is charged if 1hey arc
applied correctly.
However. to do so you need to
have professionals with expertise in
the specific area in which you are
challenging to provide the level of
expertise necessary to truly change
a carrier's opinion. To do otherwise
risks the benefit and, in some cases.
risks the cancellation of the policy
retroactively.

In your dealings with an msur-

ance carrier remember that, de~pitc
their advertisements, they are not
your friend. They make profit when
there is no loss, and they raise the
cost of insurance if you do have
loss to make profit in the future.
The cost of claims do not really
maner to them because if that payment is made over time, they can
raise rates this year to pay cla1ms

they antic1pate paying in the next
I 0 years. Their deal is a strict
financ1al one, similar to a loan from
a bank.
Further, since the premiums
charged are not only based upon
your losses, but based upon the
losses of the carrier, the worst risk
in the carrier is driving the cost

cofllinued on page 51
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Propertv Management Firms Serving the Inland Empire
"'
Compan~

'\ame

.\ddre«..S

l"it). Stale, Zip

I.

\1~~1ic \1anaJtf.'ment Co.
DJQJ CmssroaJ~ l'l..wy. :"1
Cny of lnJusuy. C ·\ Q1746

2.

101 Senices Group, Inc.
IS !OJ Von Karman. Stc 120
lrvme. CA91612

J.

4.

6.670,706
42.000.lXXl

6.076.000
9.000.000

3621 S. Harbor Bh·d., 1#200
Santa .-'\na. CA 91.704

U' Squilrr Feet b) T) pe:

Jndu.o.tri:tl
Offict!
Rc.,idential
Retail
9AOJ.OOO
0
0
JOO,lXlO
6.670.706

0
0
0

Uwls Operating Corp.

Sa~·Regis

6.

Q,5uo.oon
_H,700.000

7,490,0t)(J

ProLoglsTrust
5.

Square 1-'Nt \1amaged:
1.1:..
('ompanp1idc

Hav~n '\'la~m~n~ loc.
:!.151 Com-ention C~nter Way. Ste. 21.2
Onwto. CA 91764

1156 N. Mountam Ave
Upland. CA 91785

:"i,::\00,000
IHO.OOO.OOO

0
0
7.490.000
0
675,000
101,000
J.OOO.OOO
1,200.000
5.100,000
0
0
0
J.760,757

Group
18802 Bardeen Ave
lrvme, CA 92612-1521

J.892.32S
23,150,858

RREEF

6,200,fXX)

6.018,000
50,000
0

2,900.000
0

99.270
814,740
32,101

7.

9n4 Crcscent Center Dr., Ste. 506
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

8.

Master De\-elopment Corp.
1401 Qurul St
Ne\1r-pon Beach. CA 92660

2.900,000
1500.000

MGR Ser-vica Inc.

2,571.000

0

0
0

9.

c Oflllllli C!d

Rttlll\,•d h\ lotul Sqmm I , C'l \lcuu'f.:''tl m tlu l ufmul l .mpm•

1425 W_ Foothill Blvd., Ste. 200
Upland, CA 91786

C ity Commucial \1anagemenl, Inc.
10. 10722Arrow Rte .. Ste. 500
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91710

2.100,000
2,247,000

Cordand Carlson
II. 17542 E. 17th St.. Ste. 420
Tustin. CA 927KO

2.097,000
IJ.I26,CXJO

Beacon Properl) Management, Inc
12. 10300 Fourth Street Suik 260
Rancho cucamonga 91730

2.000.000

Aswt Manap-ment
13. 5505 Garden Grove 81...-d., Ste. 150
Westminscer. CA 'n6KJ

160,CXKJ
\,IO'),(XIO

xo.ooo

# Propertie~ \fanuged u:.
II Fmplo~ct'\ u:.
\'ear F<,t11hlbhed 1.1-'.
Jleudquarte,..;

\lajor
Jlropertic.,
MatlliJ!ed 1.1•.

...

City of lndu\11}'. C ·\

19
N'A
N/A
Atlanta.GA

Wai-Mart,
limbcrlil.nd,
Melko-AmeriC::l.S
New Breed Tnm!>fer

H
1996
Onumo.CA
4J

WND
1955
Upland, CA
27

'

1998
Aurora, CO
16
40

N/A

www.h::~.vcn-management.com

Terra Vista,
Town Center.
Carmel Apl\.,

Richard A. Lewis
President
(909) 985-0971/949·6700
Moming~ide Marketplace

Prol.ogas Park,
lnland Empire D.C. #I,
Cedar-pointe
lndu,trial Pnrk

Larry Harmsen
F1~t Vice President
(714) 424-IK00/428-07~6
lhannsen@lprologa, .com

Autozone,
Salton Toastmasters

Ed Middlecon
Leasing/Propeny Manager
(909) 481-1 166/481-1161
emiddleton@rrcef.com

12
2
2()().1
Anaheim-Irvine, CA
8
2
1995
Newpon Beach, CA

850.000

WND

MO.OOO
0
600.000

7
1975
Rancho Cm:amonga. CA

6K4.000
597.000
0
K16,000

14
9
1990
Tustin,CA

Thoroughbred Busaness Park,
Master DiJ>tribution Cemer,
The Crossroads Collection

mrademaker@mgi'C'rvice~.cflm

One Corporate Plaza,
D::~.ybreak at Ontario M1lls,
Arrow Owners Asc;oc , Banon
Plaza. Magnolia Plaza

CB Rldwd ElUs

0
56.01JO
0
I J53.621

12
4
1992
l...os Angeles, CA

Davis Partners LLC
16. 1420 Bristol St North, Ste. 100
Newport Beach. CA 92660

252,(XX)
12.317,824

0

Eqtdlyotlko

17. 3281 E. Gous1i Rd., Ste. 175
Qmario, CA. 91761

1100.000
40.000.000

Wallace M. Schult!.
President
(800) 576-2489/(909) 948~13-19
citycom@clt)'--commen;i::l.l.com
Paul E. Carlson
Principal
(714) :"i7~-77~0/571·7790
pc::~.rlson(d;coreland.com

Robin L. \1edina
Exec. Sec. to Pre., & Sr. VP.
1909) 788-9887n88-4Jl4
nnedinil('abeaconpm.com

8
2
191<0

1.409,621

Bryon Bentrott
Vice President
(949) 72H8861724~8887

Michael Rademal..er
President
(909) 981~. .66NRI·6267

JO

14
60
1971
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Ontario. CA 91764

VIncent M . Cia\arella
Pres., Comm. Prop. Services
(949) 756-5959n245196

lrvine,CA

0
1,100.000
17,000

15. 4141 Inland Empire Blvd.

Bert Cahert
Sr. VP. R E. Mgmnt
{4N) 479-4029/479--4142
bcalven@idi.,g.com
Dao Saldana
President
(909) 917·7199!'l.17-7175

JO

DO
J4
1982
Upland, CA

](X),()()()

NOVEMBER

Ed\\-ard P. Ro.,ki Jr.

100
2000
Rancho Cucanl()nga

1.400.000
1.400.CXJO

CALENDAR

{562) 692-Y5RI/69S-2329

Senior Propeny Manager
(714J ~91-MR04!K94-:"ib43
kcamplxll(a:interpacilicmgmt.com

260Jm
Allmark Proterties
14. I 0070 Arrow Rte.
R.mcho Cucamonga. CA 91730

page 50

cw

WND
I'·)S4

461.000
1.800.000
2:10,000

](X),()()()

0 11

l'of> Local J< wcuti1e
ririe
l'hone·Fnx
F-\1ail \ddre3..,

Victoria Woods. The Terrace Apb.,
Pepperwood,
Crescent Heights

Wayn~ Sla'>itt
CFO
(909> 989 7556fm-4468
w.~lavitt(iiallmarkpropcnle'I.Com

Linda Collie
Sr. Real Estate Mgr.
(909) 418-22Q7/41R-ll00
\collac(wcbricharddli~.com
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The ML San Antonio
Coll~ge Sn1all Business
Development Center is
offering (he followmg
workshop on bookkeepmg. Whal
records do you need? \Vhat expense
can I deduct? Accurate records arc
imperauve if you arc going to succeed in business. This class will
help you undersland how all of the
pieces fit together to develop a simple, bu( accurate se( of books. For
information and registration call the
ML San AniOnic College Small
Business Development Center at
(909) 629-2247. The cost is $15,
workbook available for an additional $20. Mon., 5:JO p.m.-8:30p.m.,
J63 S. Park Avenue. Suite 101.
Pomona.
The Small Busmess
De_vclopmcnt Center is
offering lhe following
v.orkshop,
Developmen( Your Busmess Plan.
This lhrec-hour m-dep(h workshop

8

18

will cover cat:h or the importance
of planning and business plan com ponents. For infonnalion and registration call the Mt San Antonio
College
Small
Business
Developmenl Cen(er al (80l)) 4507232. Fee: (includes registration +
book) SJ5. PrcrequiSJ(C start-up orientation or must be in businessadvance reservation is required.
Thurs .. 5:00p.m.- 8:00p.m .. 363 S.
Park Avenue, Suite 101, Pomona.
Organizers for
(he
Alzheimer's
Association's annual
benefit announced that
this year's event wdl be entitled
"Memones:· a Judy Fund Gala.
Celebrilled TV game show hosi
Monty Hall will serve as master of
ceremonies. The even( will be held
on Fn .. 6:JO p.m. a1 Mamou's
Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa
111 Rancho Mirage. This year the
event will honor those who have
foughi and coniinue to fighi their

19

Workers' Compensation
Provider CRMNames
New COO for California
Division
continued from page 26
programs for most major industry sectors through 12 separate programs or
trusts 111 California and New York.
Earlier this year, CRM reported results that shO\\ gross written
premiums of $125 million, representing an mcrease of 27 percent from the
prcviou"i year.

battle with Alzhe1mcr's disease
Tickets arc $250 per person.
Corporate sponsorship opportuni·
ties are "itill available. For further
infonmttion. call the AJ;heimcr\
Association al (760) 836-J433.
The Small Business
Devc_lopment Ccnte~ is
offenng !he followmg
two-hour workshop.
Small Busmess Loans and Other
Oplions. Is an SBA loan (he righ(
loan for you'' Wha( is (he proper
way to finance your business? Do
you need a loan or line of credit')
The various types of loans (ha( are
available to a business will be dis·
cussed. Sat., I 0:00 a.m.- noon, 36J
S. Park Avenue. Sui(e 101.
Pomona. For more information call

20

(909) 629-2247 Fee: $15 per person. reservations required. For
information and regi"itration call the
ML San Anton1o College Small
8U''>mess De\'elopment Ccnta at
(800) 450-72J2.
Meet with. hanker.., and
the U.S. Small BuSIness Admmistration in
an informal setting to
Jearn about the loan alternative.., for
your business. You will be able to
ask questions and Ji..,ten to the
requiremen!s of SBA loans and
what bankers want tn a successful
loan applicanL Tues., II :00 a.m.noon. 36J S. Par~ Avenue. SUJte
I 0 I, Pomona. For more information call(909) 629-2247.

23

Stlt AMrutl

REPORTTOTHE
COMMUNITY
Hosted by the Oraffey College Governing Boord
An informational presentation on the
college's accomplishments and future goals.

Bob Thiergnrtner

252,000
0
0

I
1990
Newpor1 Beach

160.000
640.CXJO

15

!(]

0

1996

0

Menlo Pad. CA

coo

(949) 752-2066n52-R776
bJt@ldavis-pllrtner;.com

One Lakeshore Centre,
Empire Corporate Center.
Ontario Corporate Cent..:r

Tony Kalho1
Sr. Propeny M311a)!tr
(626> 5R4~2oon44-:Wt9
tony_lathol@lcquityoffice.cmn
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RESTAURANT

REVIEW

Two on the Hill
The Restaurants That Overlook Pomona
b)· Joe: L\'ons
You ha\ c dnven past them a
hu ndred times as ) ou go from the
Inland Empire IntO L.A. You may
have even loo ked up and said.
"Someday we really should go up
there and eat."
Well, I have
C oppacabana
Thts re ... taurant h hard to get to
becau..,e you ha\~ to drive up
around the hill and watch for the
drive\\ay and then v. atch for the
parking lot through the bushes. It
the drive and the architecture look
fam iliar, they should
The Co ppacabana used to be
part of the same chain that O\\ ned
the Cas ta\\3) in San Bemardmo.
Both have the curved \\.a lkway mto
the fac ilit y, Both have stunning
viC\\s o ut their front windows and
both are long and narro"' structures.
But the Coppacabana has complete ly remolded itself m white
marble. glass and chrome. Its theme
is Cuban, and I ha- e spoken to both

pre-Ca..,tro visitors to th~ i..,Jand and
Yankee fans "ho have been to
South Beach for spring training.
They agree that this " as good as
they have found here in the Inland
Empire.

The Lucy and Dt'.\1 plate . srcak &

While much of the menu is
Cuban, there are items from the
Caribbean ISlands and even Nc\\
Orleans. As you \\Ould expect,
there- are fried plantams. Cuban rice
and empanados (stuffed beef p•es).
From Spain t.:ome the \alcncia

ll
NeW York Grill'"

paella and the Madrid tapas. Italian
tastes will tind a good ch1cken
pam1esan and fettuccine primavera.
The best of the meat and
seafood dishes are best when combined. For example, I had the filet
mignon and the spiny
Florida lobster Together
they would cost over
$60, but as the .. Ricky &
Lucy"
special.
the
combo IS only $39.
For dessert l went
with the ..,trawberries in
Grand Mamier sauce
Of course, I had a cup of
black coffee and
smfter of Grand Mar111cr
to go with it.
/ob.Her
The Coppacabana
sangria
1s a house
recipe and ta..,tes a little bit drier
than you m1ght expect. The ballroom down the hall has tango and
salsa lessons on Friday nights.
Cigars are available at the bar
and can be enjoyed right outside. (I
WISh I could have fired it up inSide
with the coffee and snifter) The
available brands include Oscar
Mursuli who rolls them 10 person at
our Governor\ restaurant. Shatzi's.
on f\.1ain
10
Santa
Monica
Coppacabana is at I 600 Fairplex
Dr. Call 909--169- I 965.

ne1ghbor. it has a breathtak.mg "ie\\.
of the Pomona area belov.. it .
Meaning no disrespect. but the val ~
ley looks better from thi-.; elevation.
The mining theme is carried
throughout the facility. wuh rough
wood \\ails and drinks in Mason
jars.
The Mining Company is an all-

American meat and potatoes restaurant. But before I got to the entree,
I had to try the fresh artichoke from
the appet1zer menu . (Listed a-;
''Tasty PicJ...in's."') Others m the
party had the very good coconut
beer ..,hrimp with mam1alade and
the spinach art1choke dip, hut I had
to have that artichoke. Very fey.
restaurants do them and it is hard to
do them right. The Mmmg
Company got 1t nght 1
The steak. and lobster here costs
just a little more than next door at
the Coppacabana. Here it is '>-12.95.
For myself. I ordered a wonderful
dish called the Glory Hole petite
filet mignon cooked to my Jikin',
topped with crab and asparagus
"pears. crowned with a beamai"c
sauce.
Atkms be damned'
Much of the seafood. including
the Alaskan king crab legs and the
lobster tail from do\\n under, are
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Oakwood Worldwide Expands Corporate cvs Financial
Housing to Rancho Cucamonga
,;~~~~~,:!~,~~::~2
The mo~t trusted name 111 corporate hou~mg has expanded its
services to the growing Inland
Empire communities.
Oakwood
Worldwide's furnished apartments
i~ now available in the exclu~ivc
community of Toscana at Empire
Lakes.
Oakwood prov1dcs furnished
apartments that are a roomy and
home-like environment for extended stay busmess travelers. entertainment indu~try chent~ and others
seek.mg a spacious and cost-saving
altemauve to hotels. Everything is
included in an Oakwood furnished
rental. from designer furniture to
home electronics to all utilities.
Oak wood at Toscana at Emprre
Lakes offers resort-style living with
a large sw1mming pool and hot tub,
movie theater with surround "iOund,
putting green and par course. business center, and the property is pet
friendly. Located at 9200 Milliken
Avenue. the Toscana is near Ontario
Mills Out let Mall. walking distance
to a breathtaking golf course, minutes to restaurants and shopping.

and conveniently located close to
the Ontario airport.
In the greater Los Angeles area.
Oakwood offers more than 1,000
furnished apanmcn1 homes, with
locations throughout the Inland
Empire as well as Beverly llills,
Burbank/Toluca Lake. Woodland
Hills, Marina del Rey, Pasadena,
Santa Monica. Shennan Oaks, Seal
Beach, Thousand Oaks. Torrance,
Westlake Village, Westwood and
more.
Guests can contact
Oakwood's toll-free number 800888-0808 or web site www.oakwood.com for more information.
Oakwood Worldwide properties offer a variety of amenities
such as heated swimming pools and
spas, fitness center, tennis courts.
barbeque/picnic areas, pet friendly
commu nities, ample park ing and
more. In the Inland Empire area,
Oakwood has great locations near
excellent shops, restaurants and the
9 I and 1- I 5 freeways.

\ dd~s

K.9

41.4

Cnld\\ell Ua nker Com ml!rt:i:JI-. \I mo r (;ruu p
Stc J
T~!nli..'Cula. CA 9.::!)q(}

restaurant rs where fa mous fare is finely defin ed. O ur menu

acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most
tntimate Jazz experience! We take care of every detail with
innovattve menu items, specialry dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selectton and entertainment to complement your dtning experience - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.

$ ReH•nue 2002
Re .. enue 2003
$ Re,enue 1'2 200-1

listed as "market price."
Sunday brunch at the Mining
Company has any number of food
stations including waffles and
omelets. There were no eggs
Benedict. and this was the second
brunc h I have encountered Jatel)
wi th o ut them. I hope this IS not a
trend.
In the end, I have ch mbed the
hi ll tw ice fo r you and I can attest to
the fact that the trips on up will be
wort h it for yo u.
The Pomona Valley ~1i nmg
Com pany is a t I 777 G ille tte Road.
Call 909-623-35 I 5.

# Fm piO)ee<i 2002
# Em p l o~ees 2003
# l: mp lo)ee'> curren t
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Oa .. id F .. a n.<, a nd .\!.'ffieiate't. Inc
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Ontario. CA 91764

PFF Ba nk &. Trust
:\50S. Garey :\ve
Pomona, CA 91766
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Pomona Va ll ey M inin g Co mpan y
Did you kn ow that the Pom ona
Va lley had a h istory o f go ld mining
that goes bac k to I 842?
Ne ither d id I.
But th e mi ni ng too ls and paraphern alia around the o utside of the
Po mona Va ll ey Mining Company
are suppo sed to be from th at era.
The rough ex te ri or is all a facade.
It's a muc h stronge r struc ture than
it may look like.
A nd ins ide , mu c h like its

Call Today
Inland Empire Business
Journal

Cor purate Yea r
Printing Co.
941-i Vella Rd
!'.tim Springs, ( \

41750\\m.:hcst~·rRd

chi cke n , rac k of lamb, prim e rib a nd fresh sea food

"Our goal is nothing short of a
perfect apartment every time," says
Ruby.

Ever since Chairman Howard
Ruby and two partners founded

%:C ha nge in Re\e nue,
Lus t Cor porate Year
Compan!d to l)rior

"\a me

Cit}. Sta te, Zip

It's New York wtthout the attitude! Thts award-wtnntng

speci alties. Jo in us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where

Oakwood Worldwtde "contrnuing to grow its business in both
Southern Califoml3 and around the
world-the company now has locauons throughout the U.S., U.K. and
ASia. Ruby's philosophy IS to con&tantly enhance the guest experience at his properties and build
long-term relations hi ps wi th his
clients.

I Hmtl.:. t•tl \lplwht•lu u /1\ 1
Cnmpa n~

\(;t

Brunch at tht· _.~finjng Compan.v
has wmnlung }or £'\'t•yone

Strategic Issues Summit IS cosponsored by Carpenter &
Company and the Cahforma
Bankers Assoc1atton.
For the second year, the company recetved the KBW Honor
Roll award at the Annual
Commun•ty
Bank
Investor
Conference hosted by Keefe,
Bruyette & Woods, Inc. in New
York on July 27, 28 and 29, 2004
Th1s award was presented to the 31
banks in the Umted States that
have reported increased earnings
per share every year for the past I 0
years.
Shares of CVB Financial
Corp. common stock are listed on
the NASDAQ under the ticker
symbol of CYBF. For investor
mformation on CYB Financial
Corp., vis1t the Cit1zens Busrness
Bank website at www.cbbank.com
and click on the CVB Investor tab.

Fastest Growing Companies in the I.E.

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon I Thur II:3o a.m. - 9:30p.m.
Fri n:3o a. m. - 10 :30 p.m. 0 Sat 4:30p.m. • 10:30 p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9 :30 p.m. o Reservatio ns Rec ommended

features prime steaks, Australi an lobster tail , garlic roasted

Oak wood Worldw1de rn Los
Angeles in I 960, the compan) philosophy has been to provide apartments with \Omething extra 111 the
way of amenities, furnishings and
personal service . A huge clientele
has responded to Oakwood's housing innovations, and the growing
l1st of cu-,tomers now includes
Fortune 500 corporations. the entertainment industry, government and
military personnel, families and
semors.

B an ~

lbanker~.:om

C liff Simen tal
\Icc Prc-.tJcnt
(\XJ9) 4RI-5750/·UH-5757
ca...(cidcaml·xom

Larr~ \1. Rinehart
Pl\='ttdcnt.'CEO
i ~l9 l 62~·B2J/620-0.::!96

pflb:mk .com
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Commercial Building Dev~lo, pers

,' """"' ·''''''"''""' •!
Compan)
Add cess

Cit), State, lip

18.

De"elopmtnt & Mgmt. Propertifs, Inc.
Wmche,ter Rd ., NB

I.E. De' elopment
Current Proj ects:
Completed Thru Sepl. 2004 Compan)\\ide
(Total Square Footage)
#of I. F.. Projects
~1 a rke l \-alue u:.

Proposed Projects:
Square Footage
Yea rs to Complete

W"iD

260.000

4B~N

Temet:ula, CA 9256

Lord Baltimore Properties

226.528

Lennar Partners
21. 18401 Von Karmen Avenue. Ste. 540e.
Irvine. CA 926 12

200.000

Amliated Coastruction Co.• Inc.
22. n.QOO A\lenue of the States
Palm ~strt, CA 92211

190.000

WND

Cabazon Hand of Mission Indians

20.000.000
\0

The Ontario Center,

Thomas E. Anthony

Empire Towers ProJeCt

30

District Manager/VP.
(909) 941-8555/466·1 526

L.AJOrange Counues,

5
450

John Hagestad

Santa Barbar.t.
Inland Empu~
Ontario, Chino ~h ils.
Riverside. Fontana

350

150,000

Managmg Director
(949) 756-\959n56-\955 .
Michael Morris
Vice Preqdent

X
8
$22.000.000

300,000
2

4
4
$50.000.000

500,000
5

Coachella
Valley

35
35

Fastest Growing Companies in the I.E.
tHtmlwtl \lplw/Jellculh J

Wesley Oliphant
Vice Pre'> ident

(760) 345-2616134\-5501

Eastern
Coachella

Valley

600
600

Ted Newman
Planning Director
(760) 342-2593/.\47-7880

('omp:m) '\o.unc
\ddrc,.,
Cit), State, /.ip

in Rc\enuc,
l.a ..t <·orpur.ttc Year
( "om pared to Prior
Corpurute Year

c,{- Ch<lnl!C

Pro\ident Flnancia lll n l dinA~. lnr.
l756 Ct:ntml Ave
Rillerside,CAt)J)()(,

41

Su n Cou ntr) Hank
D792 Bear \'Jilcy Rd
Yl<.'tOf"\.'lile. C' ·\ 92192

lX.fi

Temecula \. ul h~.\ Ha n k
27710 Jefkr.on Ave ·\-10()
Tcme·cula. CA 91590

6l.~

President
(949) 757- 5400J')55-1.128

Newport Beach. CA 92660
250.000
2

None to Date

Lake Elsmore

Dan Hamilton
PresHient & CEO
dhamilton@;marinadc~elope:l'.com

S200.000.000

Vice Pre\tdent &
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0
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JJM»bs De"dopnwnl Co.
Zt. 6820 Indiana Ave. •210
Riveroide, CA 92506
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Properties
Managed I.E.
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6
21
PaJm Dcsen. CA
1,865
45
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0
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18
7
1969
R1ve r;ide, CA

\760l 773-444 Jnn-4998

Doug Jacobs
President

(909) 788-9887n88-43 14
j acdevcom@laol .com
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Get the news you need
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Steve Metzler
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Frank HeyminJ~:
Pre<;ident

Riverside, CA

Residential

lndtitrial West Desert Division, Inc.
19. 41·865 Boardwalk, Ste . 106
Palm Dcsen, CA 92211
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trol of workers' compensation and, as you can tell, this is only the tip of the
iceberg.
Engage your risk professional to discuss these issues with you. to
include others than just your tnsuram:c brokers. While insurance brokers
arc professional to the purchase of msurancc, their expertise is rarely in the
operation of a Risk Management program, Loss Control or in
Claims/Litigation Management which are professional disciplines charged
with this area to enhance your profitability.
Mr Beringer, currentlv CEO and senior litigation manager for
Beringer & Associates, Inc., is the lead consultant from Beringer &
Associates, Inc to Caledonian Bank & Trust for claim and liti?,arion man·
a;.:rment as well as for creation of their claim sen·ice systems Mr. Beringer
is also a consulwnt for ln.•wrance Market in?, wul Management Serrices

increase more that your orgamzatJon 1s contributing to their profit. After all,
the only means to win as an msurance consumer, at lea\t in the immcdmtc,
1s to have more losses than the premium cost and/or more loss than the
o!her guy.
And here is another suggeslion.
Assume Lhe risk in a deductible or self-insured plan to the risk tolerance of your organization so you are paying for risk solely for your risk.
Thai way you can lake advanlage of !he Loss Conlrol and Risk
Management you incorporated and capture I hat profit back to your organization. It only makes sense to assume the liability to the risk tolerance of
the organization, passing on the risk that's inappropriate 10 the risk tolerance of the organization to an msurance carrier. The pricing difference can
be considerable, often as much a.., 30 percent less tn the long run.
This article addresses only the most basic of the means to assume con-
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Our beautiful,

and

technologically advanced facility offers all the space. serVlces. and

amenities you want at a

And w1th over

100 daily non-stop flights from major U.S

cities to the new,

Ontario International Airport, ifs even

eas1er and more affordable to get here. Just give us a call and our
knowledgeable staff will answer any questions you may have

more information or an online RFP. Visit
or call us at 1-888-262-7121

Mention our
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seminar or conference. When the referred event is conftrmed with
a siped contract for the Ontario hotel oommUDity • and/or the
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